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PREFACE
This study of the culture and history of the Upper Inlet
Tanaina is based upon a doctoral dissertation prepared for
the Department of Anthropology of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison (Fall 1981). It is, essentially, an
abridged version of that work. I have omitted detailed discussions of Tanaina population, descent group traditions,
and the histories of settlements, in order to focus on the
central topic, the nature of traditional Upper Inlet Tanaina
political organization and leadership. Except for a few references to recent work on Tanaina ethnogeography (e.g.
Kari and Kari 1982) and place names (Kari 1983a, 1983b), no
new data have been added to the text, and the conclusions of
the original work remain unchanged. The orthography used
throughout the text is based upon Kari (1977a) for Tanaina
(with minor modifications in 1982), and Kari and Buck
(1975) for Ahtna.
I would like to thank James Kari of the Alaska Native
Language Center, who recognized the possibilities of ethnohistorical research with the Upper Inlet Tanaina, and who
generously shared his knowledge and unpublished linguistic
materials with me. I am also deeply grateful to my academic
advisor, Catharine McClellan, for her guidance and sound
advice during the preparation of this study. Of course, I
alone am responsible for any shortcomings it may contain.
Also, I thank Doug Reger for sharing his expertise on Cook
Inlet prehistory with me. Especially, I owe my deepest gratitude to my parents for all their support and encouragement
during my years as a graduate student.
Many Tanaina individuals contributed to this study. I wish
to thank Alexandra Allowan, Tommy Allowan, Max Chickalusion, Nellie Chickalusion, Ella Chuitt, Fedora Constantine the late Peter Constantine, the late Sergei Californski,
Sav~ Stephan, Johnny Shaginoff, and Katherine Nicolie.
Also, I am grateful to the people of Tyonek and the Tyonek
Village Council for granting me permission to conduct a
portion of my field research in their community.
Finally, the individuals who contributed the most to my
research are Shem Pete and Billy Pete, formerly of Susitna
Station and Willow, who now live in Tyonek. Their enthusiastic collaboration and vast knowledge of Tanaina history
and culture made this study possible. This study is dedicated to them, in appreciation of their efforts to preserve the
traditions and history of their people. Chin'an.

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
A. The Scope of the Study
This is an ethnohistoric and ethnographic study of traditional leadership among the Upper Cook Inlet Tanaina. The
Tanaina are an Athabaskan hunting and fishing people of
southcentral Alaska (Fig. 1). In the late 18th, 19th, and
early 20 centuries, Upper Inlet Tanaina (UIT) qeshqa occupied highly ranked leadership statuses which were based on
the accumulation and redistribution of wealth (Osgood
1937; Townsend 1965, 1979, 1980, 1981).These qeshqa performed central roles in the aboriginal and post-contact UIT
socioeconomic and political systems. They were figures of
authority, wielding power that was legitimized by their display of skill, knowledge, and generosity.
Considering the ecology of Cook Inlet, northern Athabaskan culture, and the Tanaina subsistence economy, it is
likely that UIT patterns of leadership sprang from a traditional northern Athabaskan interest in wealth and prestige
(cf. Osgood 1936; VanStone 1974) which was elaborated in
a relatively rich natural environment characterized by spatial and temporal variations in major resources. Each
qeshqa was the manager of the economic activities of a
group of follower-kin. He stimulated production, redistributed food and raw materials, and directed trade with other
communities.
Individuals achieved qeshqa status through their skills in
hunting, trapping, and trading, and their use of material
goods to create groups of economic and political supporters.
Each man's position in the matrilineal kinship system, as
well as his reputed associations with manifestations of spiritual power, enhanced the likelihood that he could attain
high rank. In sum, manipulation of material wealth, kinship
ties, and esoteric knowledge was the means by which individuals gained power. For a time, the Euro-American fur
trade provided additional wealth to support this system, but
population loss and adverse environmental and socioeconomic changes caused its dissolution by the early 20th century.
This study thus presents an overview and analysis of UIT
leadership, a mosaic with ecological, sociocultural, and historical components. It is, in short, an interpretation of the
changing and persisting patterns of leadership among a
northern Athabaskan people.

B. The Upper Inlet Tanaina and Other Tanaina Subgroups
This study focuses on the Upper Cook Inlet Tanaina, who
are part of a larger Tanaina grouping (Fig. 1). The term
"Tanaina" is an anglicized version of Dena'ina, which
means "the people" (Kari 1977a:l). It was adopted by Osgood (1933, 1936, 1937)to refer to the Athabaskan-speaking
inhabitants of the Cook Inlet and Iliamna Lake regions of
southcentral Alaska. The Russians called these Indians the
Kenai, a name derived from the Pacific Eskimo designation
for the Tanaina, Kenaiyut (Wrangell 1980(1839]:52; Townsend 1981:638).
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Osgood (1936: 18, 1937:13-15) used reputed linguistic,
cultural, and subsistence resource differences to define
seven geographical (but not political) subdivisions of the
Tanaina. These subdivisons are 1) Kachemak Bay (Seldovia); 2) Kenai; 3) Upper Inlet (Knik, Eklutna); 4) Susitna;
5) Tyonek; 6) Iliamna; and 7) Lake Clark. Osgood was
unaware of the upper Stony River Tanaina who now reside
in Lime Village (cf. Zagoskin 1967:268; Oswalt 1962:3)
and did not include them in his study.
As a result of recent linguistic studies, Kari (1975) has
redefined the dialects of the Tanaina language. These supercede the divisions of Landar (1960) and Gleason (1960),
which were based on Osgood's faulty linguistic data, and
can serve as a basis for delineating cultural subdivisons.
There is a major dialectal boundary between Upper Inlet
Tanaina (UIT) (Knik, Susitna, Tyonek) and Lower Inlet
Tanaina (LIT) (Kenai, Seldovia, Kustatan, Iliamna, Nondalton, Lime Village). While UIT is a fairly homogeneous
dialect, the subdivisions of LIT are complex. These are
(Kari 1975:50):
1. Outer Inlet Tanaina (Kenai, Seldovia, Kustatan);
2. Inland Tanaina (Nondalton, Lime Village); and
3. Iliamna Tanaina (Pedro Bay, Old Iliamna).
It is important to note the incongruity between Kari's
Upper Inlet division, based on linguistic data, and Osgood's, based mainly on subsistence resources. Kari's Upper Inlet encompasses Osgood's Upper Inlet (i.e. Knik
Arm), Susitna, and Tyonek groups, but excludes Kustatan
from this latter subdivision. Osgood's major Tyonek informant was originally from Kustatan, which explains the
many similarities between Osgood's Tyonek and Kenai data.
The speech of life-long inhabitants of Tyonek is clearly the
Upper Inlet dialect (Kari 1975:50).
Significantly, Osgood (1933:695, 1937:26-28) himself indicated a dual division of the Tanaina into Upper and Lower
Inlet groups based on contrasts in subsistence resources,
especially the supply of marine foods. Thirteen types of
marine food were utilized around Kachemak Bay, but the
variety decreased steadily towards the upper inlet, where
only four were available to the native inhabitants.
The similarities in language and subsistence resources
indicate close historic ties between the Tanaina of the western shore of Cook Inlet north of West Foreland and the
Susitna and Knik Arm regions. These Upper Inlet Tanaina
groups were linked to each other through bonds of trade,
kinship, and ritual activity. Because of the strong similarities in their linguistic and subsistence patterns, and because
of the social interdependencies between the Tyonek, Susitna, and Knik Arm Indians, these groups form a meaningful division of the larger Tanaina group of northern
Athabaskans and Alaskan Pacific Rim peoples. Thus, following Kari's linguistic subdivisions, these are the Indians
who in this report are designated the Upper Inlet Tanaina
(cf. Townsend 1980:125-129, 1981:624-625).
Historical developments reinforced contrasts between the
Upper Inlet and Lower Inlet Tanaina. Osgood
(1933:698,716-717) observed that Eskimo influences were

much greater in the lower inlet area than among the more
northern Tonaina of the Susitna basin and Knik Arm. He
suggested that these influences were diffusing north when
the arrival of Europeans arrested this development. The
Lower Inlet Tonaina were then subjected to more direct
control by the Russians than were the Upper Inlet Indians.
This situation resulted in rapid cultural change on the Kenai
Peninsula, as well as in extensive borrowings from the Russian lexicon (Kari 1975:52). Various late 19thand early 20th
century accounts (e.g. Petroff 1884:25, 126; DRHA 2:62)
stressed the more unacculturated conditions in the Knik
Arm and Sustina areas, or contrasted the "coast Indians of
Cook Inlet" with the "interior" Indians of Knik Arm and
the Susitna Valley (Castner 1900:703- 705; Griffiths
1900:732). The former were described as victims of disease
and intensive contact with whites, while the latter were
reported to be healthier and more involved in a hunting and
fishing economy.
Although in the past some small linguistic differences
probably existed between communties within the upper inlet
area itself (Kari 1977b:277), the UIT are best subdivided on
the basis of geography and subsistence economy. Modem
Tanaina themselves recognize three significant subdivisions
for the late 19th and 20th centuries. These groups probably
equate with Helm's (1968: 118; cf. McKennan 1969a:104)
"regional band" and can be defined as follows:
1. Knik Arm. (Osgood's "Upper Inlet") These Tanaina are known as K'enaht'ana (Kari 1977a:92). In
the 19th century, this group included those Tanaina living along the shores of Knik Arm and the Matanuska
and Knik rivers. They used the present day Anchorage
area for salmon fishing and the Chugach and Talkeetna
Mountains for hunting. In 1978-79, the only Tanaina
village in this area was Eklutna, but in the past this was
a highly populated area (Osgood 1937:18) and many
former village sites have been recorded (Kari 1978;
Kari and Kari 1982).
2. Susitna River Basin. (Osgood's "Susitna") These
Tanaina are known as Susitnuht 'ana (Kari 1977a:92)
and occupied the territory from the mouth of the Susitna River to the base of the Alaska Range and the
Talkeetna Mountains. In post-contact times the major
village was Sustina Station, but previously many winter villages could be found on the lower and middle
Susitna River and the lower Yentna River. In 1978-79,
no Tanaina villages remained in this region; most Susitnuht 'ana lived in Tyonek or Anchorage.
3. Tyonek Area. (Osgood's "Tyonek," excluding Kustatan) These Tonaina are called Tubughna, "beach people" (Kari 1977a:92). They lived in villages along the
western shore of the Cook Inlet from Trading Bay
north to the mouth of the Susitna River. They also
exploited the interior as far inland as Rainy Pass in the
Alaska Range. In 1978-79, Tyonek was the only Tanaina settlement remaining in the area.
Kari (1977b:277) includes Point Possession, at the northern
tip of the Kenai Peninsula, as fourth "use area" within the
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upper inlet region. In the 19th century, Tanaina from the
village of Chickaloon in the Matanuska Valley migrated to
Point Possession to take advantage of the excellent salmon
runs. Formerly, this area was Kenai Tanaina territory. Because little data on this village were available, except where
noted conclusions regarding the UIT do not apply to this
group.
Also, in the 19th century UIT were members of a mixed
band of Tanaina and Ahtna speakers living in the Talkeetna
Mountains, called the Dghelay Teht'ana, "Mountain People" (Kari 1977b). This band was very different in its subsistence base and settlement patterns from the Tanaina of
Knik Arm, the middle and lower Susitna Basin, and
Tyonek, and is therefore not part of the focus of this study.
The tripartite division of the UIT as just outlined may
have been a product of historical developments in the American period (post 1867), when an Alaskan Commercial
Company post was founded in each area. Names such as
"Tyooneks," "Kniks," and "Sushitnas" which appear in
contemporary descriptions (e.g. Thomas 1900:35) evidently
referred to the major winter bases of these Indians near the
trading stations.
Based on ecological differences and UIT traditions about
subsistence practices, the following three-fold division is
useful for analyzing the UIT economic and political systems
of early contact times:
1. Coastal Division, including the Tyonek area as defined above, and the Susitna Basin villages on the
lower reaches (25 miles) of the Sustina River. These
UIT had access to marine mammals and the richest
runs of anadromous fish.
2. Interior Susitna Basin Division, including the Tanaina villages along the Yentna River and those on the
Sustina River above the mouth of the Yentna. These
Tanaina depended heavily on mountain resources, and
traded with the coastal Indians for dry fish and sea
mammal products.
3. Knik Arm Division, occupied the Knik Arm drainage area. The subsistence base of these Tanaina combined aspects of the other two divisions. The Knik
Arm Tanaina traded with the Tyonek and lower Susitna
Indians for oil and dry fish.
C. Sources of Data

Upper Inlet Tanaina culture of the late 18th, 19th, and
early 20th centuries, and the leadership role of the Tanaina
qeshqa must be reconstructed from the memories of living
informants and from ethnographic and ethnohistorical documents. The data supporting the conclusions of this study
thus derive from two kinds of sources: first, from the author's ethnographic fieldwork; and secondly, from written
accounts, including published and unpublished materials.
I. The Conduct of Fieldwork
In the late 1970s, the UIT were dispersed throughout the
Cook Inlet region. Only two Tanaina villages remained
there, Tyonek and Eklutna, but UIT also lived in Anchorage, Palmer, Knik, and other Alaska villages and towns.

Through the assistance of Dr. James Kari of the Alaska
Native Language Center, I was able to locate several excellent informants, including Shem Pete and his son Billy Pete,
who are among the UIT most knowledgeable about the history and traditional culture of their people. In 1978, they
lived in a cabin near Nancy Lake, a few miles south of
Willow. Shem and Billy Pete had worked extensively with
Kari on the Tanaina language, and they agreed to assist with
the study after I explained my interests and objectives to
them. Both expressed the wish that their knowledge be preserved for future generations.
Shem Pete was born around 1900 at Susitna Station. His
step-father and two older step-brothers were successively
the last duyeq ("chiefs") at this village. As a boy, Shem was
instructed by his mother, step-brothers, and other elders
whom he visited thorughout the Cook Inlet region. He was
one of the last of his people to participate in such traditional
Tanaina subsistence activities as hunting at Rainy Pass and
fishing with salmon traps at Red Shirt Lake. Shem also
trapped and worked for wages on various jobs during his
active life.
Billy Pete was born at Susitna Station in 1920. In his
youth, he learned a great deal about the Tanaina past from
his maternal grandmother and, of course, has been taught
by his father as well. Billy has been a trapper, railroad
worker, and commercial fisherman. Shem and Billy are
bilingual in English and Tanaina, although Shem prefers to
use his native language.
During the winter of 1978-1979, I worked intensively
with Shem and Billy. I usually visited their cabin early in
the morning and remained until 11:00 a.m. or noon. Sometimes I helped with the chores, such as getting water, splitting wood, or shoveling snow; then we conversed for the
rest of my visit. I had expressed a general interest in the past
way of life of the Tanaina, about how people "got by" in the
days when there were many Indians, and also a specific
interest in leaders. I asked especially for the biographies of
individuls. Many times I arrived for a visit with some general or specific questions in order to spark conversation or
introduce a topic. Often these elicited few immediate responses, but in later visits Shem and Billy themselves
brought up the same subjects after giving them some
thought. Since I felt that above all it was essential to learn
what the informants themselves believed was important to
tell me, I never discouraged the discussion of any topic. In
time, I realized that for Shem I was playing the traditional
Tanaina role of a young man traveling to wise old people in
order to learn about the world, in Shem's words, "to pick up
something good." In return, the young man was expected to
aid his teacher in daily tasks and subsistence activities. In
traditional Tanaina society, this was an essential step towards acquiring wealth and becoming a qeshqa.
Shem Pete is a gifted raconteur and has a remarkable
memory for people and events. Shem sometimes conversed
about topics I brought up, but he preferred to transmit his
knowledge in narrative form as stories (tsukdu). In this way
Shem was able to frame his answers to my questions within
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the context of the former way of life of the Tanaina as he
understands it (cf. Preston 1975:10; Scollon 1979). Often he
volunteered to tell a story soon after my arrival in the morning; this usually followed days of thought and discussion
with Billy about the tale. I always recorded Shem's stories
on tape with his expressed permission. After finishing,
Shem listened carefully to the recording to ensure that it was
"correct." Because I do not speak the Tanaina language,
Billy then provided a free translation of the story, listening
to a portion of the tape and then repeating that part in
English, which I copied verbatim in my notes. Shem listened attentively and aided when asked. Sometimes he corrected Billy or Billy himself occasionally added to the story
or made extended comments if he thought these were
needed.
Billy and I conversed in English, often about topics that
he and his father had discussed in Thnaina the night before.
When I asked a question, Billy usually answered if he
could, or else he asked Shem, whose response was usually
in Tanaina. I did not tape these conversations, except at
times to record names or Thnaina phrases, since Shem held
that it was appropriate only to record stories.
From Willow, I regularly traveled to visit other Tanaina.
Among these were Katherine Nicolie, formerly of Talkeetna
and Kroto Creek Village. Like Shem Pete, she is one of the
few living Tanaina who experienced the annual cycle of
subsistence activities characteristic of the early 20th century. Major authorities on the Knik Arm Tanaina included
Bailey Theodore of Eklutna and Knik, and Johnny Shaginoff of Sutton, an Ahtna speaker who grew up at Knik.
During my fieldwork, I made three trips to Tyonek,
where the majority of the Sustina Tanaina were Jiving in
1978-1979. Major Upper Inlet informants at Tyonek were
Alexandra Allowan, Nellie Chickalusion, Fedora Constantine, and Sava Stephan. All of these individuals formerly
Jived at Susitna Station, although Mrs. Allowan is originally
from Kroto. Three Kenai Tanaina, Sergei Californski, Max
Chickalusion, and Peter Constantine, also contributed data,
as did Ella Chuitt, who was born in Tyonek. The information from Tyonek was a significant contribution to the study,
enabling me to cross-check other sources. The visits also
made it possible to observe contemporary Tanaina life,
which often provided insights on the past.
I thus had several excellent informants well-versed in the
traditions of their people, a tradition being a chain of personal testimonies about the past (Vansina 1965:19). I place
great confidence in these data as related by these knowledgeable individuals. Of course, every person's testimony
reflects his of her own personal interests, cultural heritage,
and personality. Testimonies are often idealized portraits of
former times, and in this sense are "mirages of reality"
(Vansina 1965:76). Therefore, the testimonies of different
informants must be checked against each other, and supplemented with data from written ethnohistorical sources in
order to achieve reliable results (Vansina 1965:183).

2. mitten sources
Published ethnography on the UIT is limited. The major
ethnographic description of the Tanaina is Cornelius Osgood's Ethnography of the Tanaina (1937), which is based
largely on his fieldwork of 1931 and 1932. Osgood was not
satisfied with his results in the Knik Arm, Susitna, and
Tyonek regions, and the work deals mostly with the Kachemak Bay and Kenai Tanaina (Osgood 1937:23). It purports
to describe aboriginal Tanaina culture, but it may be mostly
a reconstructed picture of the Thnaina of the period after
1850. By this time significant changes had taken place as a
result of contact with the Russians and other EuroAmericans (Townsend 1965:1, 1970b:78).
In the 1960s, Joan Townsend conducted fieldwork among
the Iliamna Tanaina (Townsend 1965), and Nancy Davis
(1965) studied the Knik Arm village ofEklutna. Townsend's
work, especially, has implications beyond the specific
groups of her study, since she analyzed Iliamna Tanaina
sociocultural change within the historical context of
southcentral Alaska. James Kari (1975, 1977a, 1977b) has
more recently worked with many UIT speakers, and has
recorded important ethnographic as well as linguistic data.
The invaluable publications of the Alaska Native Language
Center of the University of Alaska in Fairbanks consist of
traditional tales and writings by Native people in the Tanaina orthography (e.g. Chickalusion 1982; Chickalusion
and Chickalusion 1979; Kalifornsky 1977, 1984; Nicolie
1976; Pete 1975, 1977, 1980b; Tenenbaum 1976a, 1976b,
1976c, 1976d, 1984). These booklets contain important ethnographic, historical, and ecological data.
Beginning with Captain James Cook in 1778, various visitors to the Cook Inlet area have produced published accounts of the native inhabitants (e.g. Cook 1967
[1776-1780]; Shelikhov 1981 [1783-1786]; Portlock 1789;
Dixon 1789; Vancouver 1801; Davydov 1977 [1810-1812];
Lisiansky 1814;Khlebnikov 1976[1817-1832];Wrangell 1970,
1980 [1839]; Petroff 1884; Jacobsen 1977 [1884]; Glenn
1900a, 1900b; Eldridge 1900; Castner 1900; Learnard 1900;
Herron 1901; Sheldon 1908). Not all of these sources are
equally reliable, however.
For the Russian era, the two most important works used
were that of Gavriil Davydov, a lieutenant in the Russain
navy who learned about the Tanaina while stationed at Kodiak Island in 1802 to 1803, and that of Ferdinand von
Wrangell, chief manager of Russian American Company
from 1831 to 1836, who gave a summary description of the
Tanaina of the early 19thcentury (cf. Osgood 1937:20; VanStone 1970:3). Histories of the Russian American Company
and the Russian colonization effort in Alaska (e.g.
Tikhmenev 1978, 1979 [1861-1863]; Okun 1951; Fedorova
1973) also contain information on Natives and on European/
Indian relations. Another description of the Russian period
is Hubert Bancroft's History of Alaska (1886), but this work
must be used with care, since one of Bancroft's chief researchers was Ivan Petroff, whose reliability as a scholar
has been seriously questioned (Sherwood 1965:57-69;
Pierce 1968; Black 1981).
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For the American period, there is Johan Jacobsen's (1977
[1884]) short account of his visit to the Tanaina village of
Tyonek in 1883, and numerous brief descriptions in the
official reports of the military and geological expeditions
exploring the upper inlet country in the late 1890s (cf. Sherwood 1965). The census reports of 1880 (Petroff 1881,
1884) and 1890 (Porter 1893) also contain ethnographic,
historical, and demographic data, but since both are largely
the work of Petroff, they, too, must be used cautiously.
Unpublished documents also provide considerable ethnohistorical data on the Tanaina. A collection entitled "Documents Relative to the History of Alaska" (DRHA) includes
translations of selections from the travel journals of several
Russian Orthodox missionaries assigned to the Kenai parish. An excerpt based on this compendium has been published (Townsend 1974). The National Anthropological
Archives of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.,
also contain some Tanaina materials (e.g. Radloff and
Schiefner 1874; Radloff n.d.).
I made intensive use of the records of the Alaska Commercial Company (ACC), Kodiak District (Oswalt 1967),
now in the archives of the University of Alaska, Fairbanks.
Most significant among these are the journals of the ACC
agents at Tyonek and Knik. Another valuable source is the
diary ofO.G. Heming (n.d.), who prospected in the Willow
Creek mining district around 1900 and ran a store at Knik
and Wasilla until the 1940s.
I examined the ethnohistorical materials in Washington
and in Fairbanks (in part) before ethnographic fieldwork
commenced (cf. Lantis 1970a:135). I was therefore able to
compare these data with the memories of informants in the
field. Written sources strongly corroborate my field data,
demonstrating the historical value of UIT oral traditions.
D. A Conceptual Framework for the Analysis of Upper
Inlet Tanaina Leadership
The following section presents the conceptual framework
used in this study to describe and analyze traditional patterns of UIT leadership. Leadership, the setting of a course
of action followed by others, is found in all societies (Fried
1967:82; Lewis 1974:3). It can be analyzed from the "etic"
viewpoint of the outside observer, and also from the "inside," "emic" views of the leader and his followers. There
is usually some overlap in the characterization of leaders
from these two perspectives, but there are often differences
in the nature of leadership that each view stresses.
This analysis will begin from the etic viewpoint with an
examination of Tanaina leadership as an aspect of political
organization, the rules and social roles which shape a
group's policies, maintain its internal order, and protect its
territorial boundaries (Keesing 1976:348; cf. Fried 1967:21;
Service 1976:47). The roles of leaders within a group's
political organization may serve at least three functions
(Tannenbaum 1968:101). These are (1) establishing goals
(i.e. making decisions regarding group action); (2) creating
structures for obtaining these goals (i.e. organizing individuals in coordinated activities); and (3) maintaining these

structures (i.e. enforcing conformity to group norms and
settling disputes).
There is a great deal of cross-cultural variation in the
scope and content of leadership roles. Such roles may be
highly contextual and ephemeral (e.g. MacNeish 1956;
Leacock 1958; Smith 1979), or more broad and permanent
(e.g. Spencer 1959; Pospisil 1964; Burch 1975; cf. Lewis
1974:5).
In some societies, leaders achieve this social status
through personal qualities and abilities, such as intelligence, hunting skill, and generosity (e.g. Burch 1975; Smith
1979). In contrast, in other systems individuals inherit political positions by virtue of their ascribed kinship status (e.g.
Sahlins 1958, 1963:289). "Rank" is the hierarchical ordering of these social statuses (Keesing 1976:281).
Therefore, in this study the following factors will be considered in the analysis of traditional UIT political organization: (1) the circumstances under which leadership was
exercized; (2) whether or not leadership rested permanently
with one individual or with several specialists; and (3) the
degree to which leadership statuses were achieved or ascribed. In addition, the means available to leaders to direct
others' behaviors must be examined-"influence" must be
distinguished from "power." Influence entails shaping the
attitudes and behaviors of others through the use of persuasion, but without employing sanctions (Begler 1978:574; cf.
Fried 1967:13). Usually, influence derives from prestige,
the high evaluation others place on a person's abilities and
judgement (Fried 1967:32). Power, on the other hand, is the
ability to channel the behavior of others by threat or use of
positive or negative sanctions. "Coercive power," based
upon the use of punishments, can be distinguished from
"remunerative power," based upon rewards. A leader wielding either type of power is able to affect the behavior of
others to serve his own ends (Fried 1967:10,13; Colson
1977:376-377; Begler 1978:574).
"Authority" is the legitimate use of power. That is, an
individual occupying a position of authority can invoke
sanctions with the expressed or tacit approval of other members of the society (Smith 1968:193; Begler 1978:575; cf.
Fried 1967:25). Authority is usually organized in a hierarchy of statuses, and is often fixed in scope and character.
For example, in matrilineal societies such as the Tanaina, a
man is in an authoritarian position vis-a-vis his sister's son
(Osgood 1937:143). Understanding the attribution of authority to an individual entails adopting the point of view of
the members of his society, for it is they who agree on the
qualities of a leader which legitimize his use of power.
The formalized, sociocentric statuses of leadership in a
society are called "offices." Offices such as "chief' or
"headman" have ascribed functions and conventionalized
attributes regardless of the occupant's personal charcteristics and skills (Service 1971:146). It is important to note,
however, that many office holders actually wield little power
as a consequence of their formal positions. Rather, their
authority and ability to lead depend upon their personal
qualities and prestige (e.g. Chagnon 1977:108).
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A review of the nature of leadership statuses, roles, and
rules of succession (that is, the study of political organization) is basically static and ahistorical. Complementary is
an analysis of "political process," people leading, organizing, and obtaining and using power (Keesing 1976:348).
Essentially this entails an understanding of how individuals
assemble and maintain followings through the manipulation
of resources (Colson 1977:376-382; cf. Lewis 1974).
The work of Marshall Sahlins (1960, 1972) has demonstrated that economic roles are often central to the political
process, and are crucial to the achievement and maintenance of leadership statuses, high rank, and power. Therefore, political analyses must consider the society's system of
distribution and exchange. Members of societies organized
on the basis of kinship usually value the sharing of subsistence resources. This sharing may become a starting mechanism for the achievement of rank, as skilled providers
generously distribute resources and obtain prestige and political influence in return (Sahlins 1972:207). At the same
time, they place the recipients of resources under an obligation to reciprocate. According to Sahlins (1972:132-133; cf.
Fried 1967:115),economic imbalance in such a relationship
creates remunerative power and a body of debtor-followers
for the giver-leader. Consequently, the leader becomes the
manager of the pooled resources of this group. The attribution of prestige to the manager's status by the followers
transforms it into a position of authority.
Futhermore, highly ranked individuals, backed by their
power and authority, can stimulate the economic output of
households. This increased production yields wealth, which
can be defined as "goods accumulated for exchange value"
(Sahlins 1972:69, 86). The redistribution of wealth promotes
the growth of a multihousehold, "tribal" economy which
supports extended kinship, chieftainship, and the ritual order. As managers of this system, high ranking individuals
further enhance their prestige and power, and consequently
their ability to enforce participation in the system increases
as well (Sahlins 1972:84). In societies with highly productive economies, the economic organization is centered
around the office of the chief, who directs the redistributive
system (Sahlins 1972:209; e.g. Sahlins 1958).
This relationship between political process, status ranking, and the formalization of leadership positions with a
society's exchange system and economic productivity can
be illustrated by contrasting two broad categories of societies, "egalitarian" and "ranked," within the culutural and
historical context of northern North America.
An egalitarian society is one in which there are as many
positions of prestige in any given age-sex grade as there are
persons capable of filling them (Fried 1967:33; cf. Begler
1978:572-573,585). Leadership in such societies is provided by individuals with the ability to influence and persuade other members of the group. Often, leadership status
is quite ephemeral, and leaders are not sociocentric authority figures, in that they lack legitimized power (Fried
1967:63; Begler 1978:575). However, individuals skilled in
subsistence pursuits might indeed attract a considerable

body of followers, as data on the Northern Algonkians and
Mackenzie Drainage Athabaskans demonstrate. For example, among the northern Ojibwa and Cree of the early contact era (A.D. 1600-1800), experienced older hunters
gained prestige by generously distributing game to followerkinsmen, usually groups of about four nuclear families.
These men also directed the geographic movements of the
group and led religious ceremonies. With the advent of the
European fur trade, a new form of wealth, trade goods, was
introduced. Trading post managers appointed the best
Ojibwa hunters as "trading chiefs." The prestige of these
individuals increased, since they had the most direct access
to the trade goods, which they then distributed to their followers (Rogers 1965:273; cf. Dunning 1960). These leaders
thus controlled limited remunerative power, for they were
able to reward their supporters with valued resources. Their
power was tenuous, however, for band membership was
very fluid. Also, their leadership positions continued to
depend on generous distribution rather than holding a formal position or office. An analogous situation existed
among the Mackenze Drainage Athabaskans (MacNeish
1956; Helm 1965; Smith 1979). In all of these egalatarian
societies, economic productivity remained low. The accumulation and redistribution of wealth characteristic of a
more productive economy, and the concomitant enhancement of the political system and status ranking, did not arise
in these societies of the Canadian subarctic shield.
The situation was different for many Athabaskans of
northwestern Canada and Alaska. Their richer and more
varied ecological setting seems to have laid a basis for the
development of more complex cultures than those east of the
Rocky Mountains. Many of the these groups (e.g. Ingalik,
Koyukon, Tanana, Tanaina, Ahtna) depended heavily on
salmon fishing, and most had access to large caribou herds
(McClellan 1964; McKennan 1969). Their mountainous and
riverine habitats provided considerable ecological variation
and a wider range of subsistence resources than is found in
the eastern subarctic. Also, they were adjacent to native
peoples who utilized the resources of the Pacific coast. Such
conditions encouraged significant inter-group trade in various raw and prepared products (McClellan 1964:3).
The pronounced northwest Athabaskan interest in wealth
and prestige, and the associated matrilineal kinship organization and large scale ceremonial potlatching, were first
noted by Osgood (1936) and reemphasized by VanStone
(1974:49; cf. Steward 1955:173-177). Given the relatively
more complex ecological and distributive systems of the
northwest Athabaskans as compared to those of the eastern
subarctic Indians, it is probable that an intricate sociopolitical organization was also indigenous. This seems to have
been the case among the societies of Alaska's northern Pacific Rim-the Aleut, Koniag, Chugach, Eyak, Tlingit,
Haida, and two Athabaskan groups, the Ahtna and the Tanaina. Whether the features shared between these northwest
Athabaskans and their coastal neighbors were due to relatively recent contact with these complex native societies and
the European fur trade, or were generic and long-standing
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among the Athabaskans, remains debatable however (de Laguna l947:3ff.,279;
Steward 1955: 147; McKennan
1959: 129; McClellan 1964:78).
Evidence is strong (Townsend 1979, 1980) that in precontact times the peoples of the north Pacific Rim, including the Tanaina, were organized into ranked societies.
Unlike the situation in egalitarian social systems, access to
valued statuses in ranked societies is limited by means other
than age, sex, and personal attributes (Fried 1967:52). Such
systems, however, need not be stratified into social classes
based on access to the basic means of production, since
personal rank often does not affect an individual's right to
fundamental subsistence resources (Fried 1967: 109).
Ranked societies have redistributive economies, organized
on the basis of kinship and directed by leaders with economic and political authority (Fried 1967: 117,123,134).
Along the Northwest Coast, for example, individuals of
high rank were senior members of highly ranked clans, who
served as stewards or trustees of their descent groups' territories. Each local clan leader had a claim on the production
of his clanmates. He expressed his high rank with displays
of wealth, and validated his position by formal distribution
of wealth at potlatches and other occasions (Barnett 1938;
Drucker 1939; de Laguna 1972:464). Suttles (1968:64-65)
has suggested that the sociopolitical organization of the
Northwest Coast Indians was highly adapted to an environment characterized by seasonal abundance of food ocurring
in geographically scattered places. Individuals were motivated to validate their rank by mobilizing their kinsmen to
produce a surplus for redistribution.
The Ahtna of the Copper River Valley of Alaska are geographic neighbors of the Upper Inlet Tanaina, and are linguistically close as well (Kari 1977b). The two groups
traded with each other in both aboriginal and post-contact
times. The sociocultural system of the Ahtna exhibited a
number of parallels to that of the northern Tlingit, although
it was much less complex (Townsend 1980:135; de Laguna
and McClellan 1981, n.d.). The Ahtna lived in permanent
winter villages, each under the economic direction of an
important "chief' or "rich man" called a kaskae. In the
redistributive economy of the Ahtna, these leaders, aided by
a corps of young male clansmen, directed the construction
and use of game surrounds and fish traps, and were responsible for feeding the inhabitants of their villages (de Laguna
and McClellan 1981:656-657). Aboriginally, the more
southern Ahtna, centered around Chitina, acted as middlemen in trade between the Tlingit and Eyak of the coast and
various groups of more interior Athabaskans. When Russian and other Euro-American trade goods became available, the position of "rich man" was further strengthened (de
Laguna and McClellan n.d. :47-48). The size of each
kaskae's village, that is, the number of his followers, rose
and fell with his hunting and trading abilities (de Laguna
and McClellan n.d.: 16).
These contrasts between the economic and sociopolitical
systems of egalitarian and ranked societies demonstrate
that, as viewed by the outside analyst, the manipulation of

material wealth is an important means of acquiring followers and of achieving high rank and power. From the
viewpoint of the participants in the system itself, however,
that distribution of goods is generous behavior, in keeping
with kinship expectations, and confers prestige. The leader's use of power is thereby legitimized as authority; his
skills and reputation are measured by the size of his following.
Further, the "insider's" viewpoint reveals that there is a
second manifestation of a leader's power. In many cultures,
power is conceived as an independent entity, usually supernatural. Contact with this power is believed to confer special
success in economic, religious, or political pursuits. Accordingly, individuals who are highly skilled in these activities are reputed to possess this spiritual power (Colson
1977:381-383). Although some may remain religious specialists or shamans, others attract economic and political
supporters as a result of this attribute (e.g. MacNeish
1956:146; Tanner 1979).
Because of the advantages gained from spiritual power, in
many societies individuals actively seek contact with manifestations of this power, acquiring guardian spirits before
they pursue material wealth. Specific rules of behavior govern these quests (Colson 1977:384; Elmendorf 1977:68).
Moreover, even though access to spiritual power is generally
reported to be open to anyone, knowledge of the specific
techniques for approaching and gaining power is often the
exclusive property of the kin groups who already control
highly ranked positions of political leadership (e.g. Amoss
1977; Bean 1977). Thus, esoteric knowledge and the symbols associated with spiritual power become important political resources which, like material wealth, may be used to
assemble and retain followers (Colson 1977:382; e.g.
Chowning 1979:74-75). Indeed, limited access to spiritual
power may become a means to legitimize high rank and
political authority in societies which, from anemic perspective, are reputedly egalitarian (Spencer 1977:357).
In summary, the examination of leadership in any society
entails understanding the resources available to individuals
for gaining the influence or power needed to attract followers, and how the use of this power is legitimized as
authority. Material goods may be manipulated in order to
create debtors and thus gain remunerative power. The "generous" distribution of this wealth confers prestige. Spiritual
power, too, may be tapped as an important first step towards
achieving material success, but the esoteric knowledge surrounding manifestations of power may in itself be a controlled political resource. As the availablity of material and
nonmaterial resources increases, political systems become
elaborated. Formal, sociocentric positions of authority appear, and means develop to limit access to these highly
valued statuses.
In this study, traditional UIT leadership will first be examined as it functioned within the economy and sociopolitical organization of UIT communities of the 18th, 19th, and
early 20th centuries (Chapters 4, 5, and 6). Second, the
acquisition of power and leadership status will be described
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by tracing the life cycle of UIT young men (Chapters 7, 8,
and 9). But the study begins with a description of the historical (Chapter 2) and ecological (Chapter 3) contexts of the
UIT sociocultural system from the mid-18th century until
1918.

CHAPTER TWO: THE HISTORY OF THE
COOK INLET REGION
A. Definition of Historical Periods and Stages of Upper
Inlet Tanaina Contact History
The history of the Cook Inlet region can be divided into
the following periods (cf. Townsend and Townsend 1961:523; Townsend 1965: 19):
1. 1741-1784: Early Russian Period. From the Russian discovery of Alaska to the founding
of a permanent settlement on Kodiak Island;
2. 1784-1799:

Middle Russian Period. From the
founding of a Russian setlement on Kodiak island and the beginning of Russian conflicts with the Tanaina to the
granting of a monopoly to the Russian
Amercian Company and the virtual end
of Russian-Tanaina hostilities;

3. 1799-1867:

Later Russian Period. From the establishment of the Russian American
Company monopoly to the sale of
Alaska to the United States;

4. 1867-1895:

Early American Period. From the
American purchase of Alaska until the
beginning of the gold rush.

5. 1895-1918:

Middle American Period. From the first
"stampedes"
epidemic.

6. 1918-

for gold to the influenza

Late American Period. From the influenza epidemic until the present.

Each of these periods begins and ends with events occurring
or initiated outside of the Cook Inlet region. This organizational scheme thus represents the Western view of Alaskan
history as applied to one particular geographical area.
Following a historical synopsis, three stages in UIT "contact history," will be described utilizing the system developed by Helm et al. (1975) to discuss northern Athabaskan
socioculutural change. For the UIT, these stages are:
1.

Incipient-Early Contact Stage. From the beginnings of the Thnaina response to European culture
and its agents to the smallpox epidemic of the
1830s.

2.

Contact-Traditional Stage. From the smallpox epidemic to the gold rush and "stampedes" of the
1890s.

3.

Government-Commercial Stage. From the gold
rush and the beginning of permanent white settlements until the present.

These stages do not fully coincide with the historical periods because they are defined solely on the basis of local
events specifically affecting the UIT. Since they represent a
sequence of increasing contact with whites and EuroAmerican culture, they provide the most appropriate historical frame for analysis in subsequent chapters (Fig. 2).

B. Prehistory
When European explorers arrived at Cook Inlet (Fig. 3)
in the late 18th century, they found an Indian population, the
Athabaskan-speaking Tanaina, living along its shores.
Those Indians occupying Seldovia Bay and, to a lesser extent, the Kenai Peninsula to the north, utilized a maritime
hunting technology resembling that of the neighboring Pacific Eskimos of Kodiak Island and the Alaska Peninsula
(Osgood 1937:67, 83-88). The similarities suggest that
much of the material culture suitable to a marine orientation
diffused to the Tanaina from these Eskimos (Workman
1980:153; cf. Vanstone and Townsend 1970: 132).
It was probably Wrangell (1970: 12) who first proposed
that the Tanaina were fairly recent migrants to the Cook
Inlet region:
It is probable that the Kenay [Tanaina] came to the
place they now occupy from across the mountains. These migrant mountain people ultimately
became coastal and semisettled; they formerly
used birch bark canoes on lakes and rivers, and
these have remained with them even now, but they
also use baidarkas and baidaras covered with laftak (the tanned hides of sea mammals), probably
adopted from the Kadyaks or Chugach. Thty cannot compete with the latter in skill and courage of
[boat] navigation. Their favorite occupation remains the hunting of animals in the forests beyond
the mountains.
Oral traditions of the Kachemak Bay Tanaina (de Laguna
1934: 15) related that their ancestors arrived at lower Cook
Inlet only a few generations before the Russians appeared.
The discovery of two ground stone lamps at Fish Creek on
Knik Arm (Mason 1928) supported the hypothesis that the
Tanaina had replaced an earlier Eskimo population along
the entire Cook Inlet. In 1930, Fredrica de Laguna (1934)
began three consecutive seasons of archaeological excavations and surveys in order to examine this idea, principally
at Kachemak Bay. De Laguna's efforts established a cultural
sequence for that portion of the Cook Inlet region which has
withstood the test of further archaeological investigations
(Workman et al. 1980).
The prehistoric Pacific Eskimo inhabitants of Kachemak
Bay comprised the Outer Cook Inlet Branch of the North
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Figure 2. Historical periods and stages of upper Inlet Tanaina contact history.

P-acific Maritime co-tradition (Workman 1980:52). The Kachemak Bay tradition can be subdivided into the following
periods: (1) Kachemak I, second millenium B.C. (?); (2)
Kachemak II, 1200 B.C. to 400 B.C.; (3) Kachemak SubIII, 400 B.C. to A.D. 0; and (4) Kachemak III, A.D. 0 to
A.D. 500. A smooth developmental continuum connects
these stages, in which ground slate tools gradually replace
those of flaked stone, large notched stones appear and systematically decrease in size over time, and an elaboration of
art and burial ceremonialism occurs (Workman 1980:7225).
The later prehistory (A.O. 500 to A.O. 1100) of Kachemak Bay and the entire Cook Inlet, is poorly known. The
Kachemak IV period had few similarities with its local

predecessors. Rather, features such as gravel-tempered pottery and flake and ground stone tools demonstrate relationships to the P-acific coast of the Alaska Peninsula. There is
no archaeological evidence concerning the replacement of
Eskimos by Indians at Kachemak Bay (Workman 1980:7278).
The prehistory of upper Cook Inlet is practically unknown, and data relating to the antiquity of Athabaskans in
the region are lacking (Workman 1980:85). Data from two
Kenai Peninsula sites (Reger 1977a, 1977b) suggest that
these were seasonal fish camps utilized by Kachemak III
peoples. Materials such as ground slate artifacts from the
Beluga Point Site on Tumagain Arm are similar to materials
from Kachemak III and IV sites elsewhere (Reger 1977a,
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n.d.a; Workman 1980:81-82).
On Knik Arm, an excavation at the Fish Creek Site in
1966 (Dwnond and Mace 1968) uncovered labrets and potsherds similar to materials from the Naknek River drainage
and Kodiak Island dated to A.D. 1000-1500. Dumond and
Mace (1968: 14) suggested that Knik Arm and the rest of the
upper inlet region was Eskimo territory until perhaps A.D.
1700, with the Tanaina arriving no earlier than A.D. 1650.
However, there is disagreement in interpreting the archaeological record regarding the arrival of Athabaskans at Cook
Inlet.
Two ancient components of the Beluga Point Site, Beluga
Point North I (9000-6500 B.P.) and Beluga Point North II
(4000-3000 B.P.) have interior affinities (Reger 1977a:6-9;
cf. Workman 1980:90). Reger (pp. 11-12)assigns these levels to a period of Athabaskan habitation prior to the arrival
of the Eskimos of Kachemak III and later traditions. These
Eskimos, he suggests, moved north from the middle inlet
and used the upper inlet region at least seasonally until the
Tanaina in turn displaced them in late prehistoric times. The
ethnic identity of interior peoples of Northern Archaic traditions (6000-4000 B.P) is extremely uncertain, however
(Dumond 1978, 1980:34); therefore, it can not be demonstrated that these early residents of the upper Cook Inlet
were indeed Athabaskans.
Workman (1980:85) has suggested the importance of the
seasonal use of summer salmon runs in the upper inlet area
by lower inlet Kachemak III peoples, and hypothesized that
pressure from year-round residents of the upper inlet, perhaps the Tanaina, around A.D. 500 caused the abandonment of the Cook Inlet region by these Pacific Eskimos.
This interpretation places the Tanaina on Cook Inlet much
earlier than suggested by Dumond and Mace. Perhaps the
flux of ethnic groups along Cook Inlet was long-standing
and not solely a phenomenon of late prehistoric times.
The archaeology of the Susitna Basin (e.g. Cook Inlet
Historic Sites Project [CIHSP] 1975; Irving 1957; Reger
n.d.b.) reveals nothing about the origin of the UIT. Kari
(1975:52; Kari and Kari 1982:16),using linguistic data, asserts that the Stony River area west of the Alaska Range has
the greatest antiquity of Tanaina occupation (cf. VanStone
and Townsend 1970:164).Possibly, the Yentna and Susitna
river valleys were corridors for Tanaina expansion into the
upper Cook Inlet in the first millenium A.D., for linguistic
evidence suggests a separation of the Upper Inlet dialect
from the Lower Inlet dialects perhaps 1500years ago. Much
later, speakers of the Outer Inlet dialect may have colonized
the Kenai Peninsula from Lake Iliamna and the western
Cook Inlet region. Clearly, the antiquity of the Athabaskan
occupation of Cook Inlet will only be established by further
linguistic and archaeological research.
C. Russian Period: 1741-1867

I. Early Russian Period, 1741-1784
The recorded history of Alaska begins in 1741 with the
second expedition of Vitus Bering. Sailing under the Russian flag, Bering, captain of the St. Peter, and Lt. Alexei

Chirikov, in command of the St. Paul, made the first known
European landfalls in what is now southern Alaska. Fur
trappers and traders called promyshlinniki followed Bering
to the Aleutian Islands and the Alaska Peninsula in search of
sea otter pelts. Soon, many small, independent trading companies were organized. As the hunting efforts in that area
intensified, the returns in furs decreased. Consequently, the
Russians continued eastward along Alaska's southern coast,
seeking new populations of furbearers (Tikhmenev 1978:912; Fedorova 1973:IOOff.).
Following several decades of hostilities in which the
Aleuts and Kodiak Eskimos struggled with the promyshlinniki, these Natives became virtual forced laborers. Children
were taken hostage in order to induce compliance with the
orders of the traders. Also, Natives under Russian supervision undertook long hunting expeditions beyond their homelands for sea otter and seal. As a result, these hunters often
neglected the hunting and fishing needs of their families
(Okun 1951:197-200;Lantis 1970b:281-285).
In 1784, Gregory Shelikhov, who three years before had
formed a trading company with Ivan Golikov, founded a
permanent Russian settlement at Three Saints Bay on Kodiak Island. This outpost was to serve as a base for the
Shelikhov-Golikov Company's activities in southcentral
Alaska (Shelikhov 1981; Okun 1951: 21; Tikhmenev
1978:14).Thus, by 1784 the Russians were in control of the
Aleutian Islands and the southern Alaska Peninsula and
were beginning to expand into the Prince William Sound
and Cook Inlet regions. However, it was the English in 1778
under the command of Captain James Cook (1967) who first
explored the long arm of the Pacific Ocean which penetrates
the coastal mountains and would later bear Cook's name.
Cook's journal contains the first written description of the
Tanaina.
Upon entering the inlet in May 1778, Cook's two vessels,
the Resolution and the Discovery, sailed northeast in search
of a passage to Hudson Bay. North of the forelands, Cook
concluded that he was in a "Great River." He sent a party
under William Bligh to explore Knik Arm. Another group
under James King's command buried a bottle containing
Engish coins at Point Possession, thereby laying a claim for
Britain (Cook 1967:364-368).
During this voyage Cook and his crew encountered the
Native inhabitants of the inlet several times. On May 30,
near West Foreland, they met two men in baidarkas much
like those Cook had seen in Prince William Sound (Cook
1967:363). Perhaps these were itinerant Eskimo hunters
(Bancroft 1886:207; Townsend 1965:21). The next day, off
North Foreland, a larger group of Natives approached the
ships. Cook (p. 364) described the meeting as follows:
. .. we were visited by several of the Natives in one
large and several small canoes, the latter carried
only one person and some had a paddle with a
blade at each end, the same as the Esquimaux. In
the large Canoe were both men and women and
children; before they came to the Ship, they displayed a leather frock on a long pole as a Sign, as
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we understood it, of their peacable intentions; and
which they sent into the Ship in return for some
trifles I gave them. I could see no difference between the persons, dress, ornaments and boats of
these people and those of Sandwich Sound
[Prince William Sound], except that the small canoes were rather smaller and carried only one
Man. We got from them a few of their fur dresses,
made of the Skins of Sea Beaver [sea otter], Martins, Hares [and] a few darts and a small matter of
Salmon and Halibut for old clothese, Brads pieces
of iron [etc.] and it was difficult to say what it was
they most valued. They were in possession of iron
and a few sky blue glass beads ... These they
seemed to value very much ... After spending
about two hours between the one Ship and the
other they all returned to the Western shore.
On June I, at Point Possession, King met several other
Natives. These people had dogs and pieces of salmon with
them (Cook 1967:369). Again, on June 2 and June 3, Cook
traded with the Natives off the western shore of the inlet
opposite Point Possession for salmon, "split, ready for drying," and halibut. Cook left the inlet on June 6, 1778.
Cook believed that all the Native people he met in the
inlet were closely related to those of Prince William Sound;
that is, Chugach Eskimos. However, since it is known that
the Tanaina borrowed heavily from the material culture of
their Eskimo neighbors, Cook was evidently mistaken, especially regarding the large groups with whom he traded
(de Laguna 1934:14-15). Considering the presence of
women, children, and dogs, and their residence near North
Foreland and Point Possession, it is more likely that these
people were Tanaina (cf. Bancroft 1886:207; Townsend
1965:21-22).
Because of the presence of European trade items, Cook
concluded that the Cook Inlet Natives were trading indirectly with the Russians. The raised garment signal was
perhaps a sign of a desire for trade and an indication that
they had bartered with Europeans before. Nevertheless,
Cook (1967:371)concluded that his expedition was the first
to encounter these people.
It is almost impossible to estimate with any certainty the
size of the Tanaina population when these first Europeans
arrived. The Russian naval captain Lisiansky (1814:188;Table 1) estimated in 1805 that the aboriginal Tanaina population was about 3000 (cf. Osgood 1937:19). Recently,
Townsend (1980:151)has suggested that the Tanaina may
have numbered 5000 at the time of their earliest interactions
with Europeans.
2. Middle Russian Period: 1784-1799

After Shelikhov arrived at Kodiak Island 1784, he soon
tried to subject the Kenai Peninsula Tanaina to a system of
control analogous to that instituted among the Aleuts and
Koniag. Hostages, usually children of leading families,
were taken to Russian posts, where they were taught the
Russian language and way of life (Bancroft 1886:205,338).

L

Shelikhov (Andreyev 1952:34) reported in 1785 that after
heavy fighting with his men, the Tanaina and Koniag had
given up 400 hostages "as a pledge of friendship" (cf.
Shelikhov 1981:46). They were considered subjects of the
tsar (Bancroft 1886:236-7,248).
When the English captains Dixon in the Queen Charlotte
and Portlock in the King George entered "Cook's River" in
July 1786, they found unquestioned evidence of Russian
activity and learned that relations between the Russians and
the Tanaina were uneasy and at times hostile. At Trading
Bay, south of present-day Tyonek, the English met several
parties of Natives who were probably Tanaina (Townsend
1965:27). They traded for sea otter, fox, and marmot pelts
(Portlock 1789:114).In each large boat was "at least one
person of superior authority" who "directed their traffic
and kept them in a proper degree of subordination" (Dixon
1789:67). The English also reported evidence of the middleman role the Tanaina played in the fur trade. Some of these
people told Portlock and Dixon that they had no furs to
trade, but would obtain some from other Natives nearby.
Two days later they had little to offer, however, for the
"entire country had been drained of furs" (Portlock
1789:115).Indeed, the English had earlier sighted Russian
hunting and trading parties in the lower inlet (Dixon
1789:66).
At Trading Bay, an old Native man informed Portlock
(1789:114)that there had recently been a battle between the
Cook Inlet people and the Russians which the Indians had
won. This may possibly refer to the incident in the spring of
1786 described by Shelikhov (1981:48; cf. Tikhmenev
1978:16-17;Townsend 1979:169-170)in which 1000 Tanaina
launched an attack against the Russian settlement on Kodiak
Island, but were repulsed by a party of promyshlenniki and
allied Natives sent by Shelikhov. Also, another old Native
man, whom the English called "the factor" because he had
helped them obtain furs, asked for their assistance against
the Russians (Portlock 1789:120).
The trading activities of the English in Cook Inlet and the
recalcitrant Natives concerned Shelikhov greatly. When he
left Kodiakin 1786, he therefore ordered the founding of a
Russian settlement, the Aleksandrovsk fort, at present-day
English Bay near the entrance to Cook Inlet (Tikhmenev
1979:7-11;Fedorova 1973:115).In 1787, Peter Kolomin of the
rival Lebedev-Lastochkin Company (hereafter LL Company), entered Cook Inlet with 38 men. Near the mouth of
the Kasilof River on the eastern shore they founded the
trading station of Fort St. George (Fedorova 1973:119-121).
Relations between the Tanaina and agents of both these
companies continued to be poor (e.g. Andreyev 1952:107).
Evidently, conditions deteriorated further with the arrival
in 1791 of another group of LL men under the command of
Grigorii Konovolov.They established Fort St. Nicholas near
present-day Kenai (Fedorova 1973:121) and immediately
quarreled with their associates at Fort St. George. Kolomin
sought aid from Alexander Baranov, the manager of the
Shelikhov Company at Kodiak (Tikhmenev 1979:40-43).
Since his superior, Shelikhov, owned an interest in the LL
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TABLE 1. ESTIMATES OF TANAINA POPULATION
Precontact

3000 (Lisiansky 1814)

1800
1817
1818
1819

2378
1508
1471
1471

1822

1432 (Fedorova 1973)

1862

1825

1299 (Petroff 1884)

1863

1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1851
1852
1853
1854

1537 (Fedorova 1973)"
1572
1579
1588
1564
1564
1606
1606
1483
1252
1206
967
953
910
909
816
817
818
929
954
1070 (Fedorova 1973)
1069
1068
1064

1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870

1856
1857
1858

1088 (Fedorova 1973)
929
1099

1982

800 (Krauss 1982)

(Khlebnikov 1976)
(Khlebnikov 1976)
(Petroff 1884)
(Tikhmenev 1978)

1859
1860
1861

1099
1099
937
927
778
858
768
761
937
758
764
733
708
719
714
709

(Fedorova 1973)
(Petroff 1884)
(Fedorova 1973)
(Townsend 1965)"
(Fedorova 1973)
(Townsend 1965)
(Petroff 1884)
(Townsend 1965)

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

680 (Townsend 1965)
666
657
637
624
633
972 (Petroff 1884)
1171 (Petroff 1881)

1890

817 (Porter 1893)

1899
1910

1170 (Elliot 1900)b
672 ( +25)c (U.S. Bureau of the
Census 1913)

1932

650 (Osgood 1937)

1974

900 (Krauss 1974)

Notes:
a The figures from Townsend (1965) and Fedorova (1973) only pertain to the Tanaina under the
jurisdiction of the Kenai mission. Therefore, these estimates exclude the Inland Tanaina after
1854.

b This total includes 1030 Tanaina living in the Cook Inlet area and 140Tanaina of the Nushagak
division (Elliot 1900:740).
c The additional 25 individuals are classified as Creoles.
Company, Baranov sent a warning to Konovolov, advising
him that he would protect Shelikhov's interests. Because of
Konovolov's mistreatment of them, eventually his own men
turned him over to Baranov. Evidently, Konovolov's departure and Baranov's assertion of authority dissuaded the Ta-

naina of Skilak Lake from attacking Fort St. Nicholas
(Bancroft 1886:343-344). Nevertheless, the remaining
agents of the LL company continued their efforts to evict
Baranov's hunters from Cook Inlet and Prince William
Sound (Tikhmenev 1979:32-33).
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Despite the early factionalism within it, the LL Company
engaged in a profitable trade during the early 1790s (Bancroft 1886:337). Company agents bartered with the Tanaina
for sea otter, beaver, river otter, fox, and marten, and they
organized expeditions of Tanaina "to the north" (Fedorova
1973:121). LL Company employees reached the
Kuskokwim River via Lake Iliamna (Zagoskin 1967:79),
but there are no records of any explorations in the upper
inlet area.
In April 1794, the English Captain George Vancouver, in
the sloop Discovery, entered Cook Inlet, where he observed
the activities of the Russian trading companies at several
posts along its shores. At North Foreland, a contingent of
Vancouver's men under the command of Lt. Whidbey, visited a fort which on the map accompanying Vancouver's
report (Vancouver 1801) is called "Russian Factory." Vancouver's account of this Russian outpost is interesting, and
in the following passage (Vancouver 1801:205-207) he described Lt. Whidbey's visit to the settlement:
... our party stopped for the night close in the
vicinity of the Russian settlement (at North Foreland), mentioned by those (natives) who had visited the ship in the large open boat, to which our
gentlemen received a most friendly invitation.
At this station there was only one large house,
about 50 feet long, 24 wide, and about 10 feet
high; this was appropriated to the residence of
nineteen Russians, under the direction of an elderly man, who conducted our party into the
house by a small door that was its only entrance,
and seated them at a table near the upper or further end of the habitation, where a repast consisting of fried fish and cranberries was produced ...
By the assistance of very indifferent interpreter,
Mr. Whidbey understood that the Russians had
been at this station nearly four years, yet there
was not the least appearance of cultivation, although in the summer season the soil most probably was capable of producing many useful articles
of food. This, however, seemed to be of litte moment to the European residents, as they appeared
to be perfectly content to live after the manner of
the the Indians of the country ... So far as any conclusion could be drawn from this short interview,
the Russians seemed to live upon the most intimate terms of friendship with the Indians of all
description, who appeared to be perfectly satisfied in being subjected to Russian authority.
Vancouver was mistaken about this last point, as later events
were to prove.
The earliest missionizing by the Russian Orthodox
Church began in the 1790s, and represents another source of
influence and control over the Natives of Cook Inlet. Until
1845, the only priests in the region resided at Kodiak. From
this base, they visited Cook Inlet Native villages and baptized the Tanaina (Townsend 1974:6).
Despite these early conversions, and Vancouver's impres-

sion that peaceful relations existed between the Indians and
the Russians, the struggle for control of Cook Inlet between
the Tanaina and the trading companies, and between the
trading companies themselves, continued throughout the remainder of the late 18th century (Tikhmenev 1978:45-46;
Bancroft 1886:338ff.). Baranov's position was strengthened
when in August 1794 he received authority from the Siberian governor to establish settlements anywhere in Russian
America, but relations between the Russians and the Tanaina did not improve because "excesses" against the Indians, promulgated by the promyshlenniki of both the LL
Company and the Shelikhov Company, continued
(Tikhmenev 1978:45-46). The Tanaina retaliated, and in the
late 1790s destroyed two Russian outposts at "Iliamna and
Tuiunuk," killing 20 Russians and almost 100 subject Natives (Tikhmenev 1978:46).
The location of Tuiunuk is uncertain. Writing in 1798,
Baranov (in Tikhmenev 1979:92) recorded that in 1797 the
"Kinai people" destroyed two posts of the LL Company at
"Kadiak and Iliamna." However, Fedorova (1973:121)
places Tuiunuk on Iliamna Lake. It is important to note,
therefore, that Tanaina oral traditions contain several accounts of massacres of the Russians at Tyonek, which probably date to this turbulent era (e.g. Townsend 1963:215;
Alexan 1981; Stafeev n.d.). Perhaps Tuiunuk was the LL
post at North Foreland described by Vancouver, and perhaps
Tanaina oral traditions relate to the 1797 events recorded by
Baranov.
By the late 1790s, the LL Company's fortunes had declined badly. Baranov (in Tikhmenev 1979:69) wrote in
March 1798 that the LL men in Cook Inlet were living
"from hand to mouth because the sea otters there disappeared almost completely." They were reluctant to depart
because they had Native wives whom they would have to
leave behind. Nevertheless, later in this same year, the LL
Company abandoned the St. Nicholas fort and Cook Inlet
permanently. Subsequently, this post became the property of
the Shelikhov Company.
In 1799, the tsar granted the newly organized Russian
American Company (RAC), successor to Shelikhov's firm,
a monoploy over trade and settlement in Russian North
America. This placed Baranov, as compnay manager, in
virtual rule of the colony.
With the rivals of the RAC officially expelled from Cook
Inlet, the animosity between the Russians and the Tanaina
began to diminish, but mistreatment of Natives still led to
violence. Writing in 1800, after he visited settlements under
his control in 1798, Baranov (in Tikhmenev 1979:106-107)
reported:
... I sailed in July first to Kinai Bay to quiet the
people who were in a state of revolt after Lebedev 's occupation. They killed over one hundred
men among themselves and gangs of robbers were
increasing in many places. Many were threatening
our establishments on the Ikatna [Kenai] River
which we took over from Lebedev's Company.
Luckily, even before my arrival the rebel leaders
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were caught by the men who did not want war and
most of them were exterminated. Several hostages
were given to our leader Vasilii Malakahov, but in
remote places there are still many who were made
bold by the success they had and they think about
robbery and raids.
Baranov (in Tikhmenev 1979:120) intended to visit Fort St.
Nicholas again in 1800, for the Indians there were "in a
state of unrest and full of the spirit of barbarism."

3. Late Russi.anPeriod: 1799-1867.
Little has been recorded about the history of Cook Inlet
during the first two decades of the 19th century. Apparently,
relations between the Tunaina and the Russians relaxed considerably. In part, this was due to the decline in the sea otter
population in Cook Inlet (Tikhmenev 1979:28,60). The
Russians consequently turned their attention to southeast
Alaska, where they hoped also to check English influences
(Okun 1951:53).
The RAC classified Native groups into three categories
based on their dependence on the company for supplies. As
a consequence of the Tunaina's resistance to Russian domination, most Cook Inlet Indians were not considered by the
Russians as subjects or "dependents," as were the Aleuts
and Koniags. Rather, they were considered a "semidependent" people (Stoddard 1972:40; Fedorova 1973:164).
In contrast, Okun ( 1951:206) wrote that '"the semidependent' Kenais were not dependent on the Company in
any way," claiming that the RAC classified the Tanaina as
"semi-dependent" only to enhance its own image. It is necessary to recall that the Lower Inlet Tanaina, especially
those living at Kenai where Russian presence was most
lengthy and intense, were subjected to more control that the
Upper Inlet people, who had, at most, only sporadic contact
with Russians within their own territory. Importantly, UIT
oral traditions maintain that the UIT were not Russian dependents. Indeed, these traditions assert that the UIT killed
Russians who entered their territory, thus thwarting Russian
attempts to explore the Susitna River area.
In 1802, Davydov (1977: 199) reported from Kodiak that
the Tanaina hunted caribou, marten, lynx, black bear, wolverine, river otter, beaver, muskrat, and mink. The upper
Cook Inlet region was thus primarily a source of land fur,
especially beaver, for the Russians in the late 18thand early
19th centuries. In the later Russian period more interior
regions, such as the lower Yukon River drainage, became
more important suppliers of these furs (Tikhmenev
1978:86). Davydov (1977:199) reported also that the UIT
served as middlemen between the Russians and interior Native groups such as the upper Copper River Ahtna from at
least the beginning of the 19th century.
A census of Russian America conducted in 1800 counted
2,378 "Kenai Bay natives"; in 1817, 1508 Tanaina were
counted (Table I). These figures are probably minimums,
since early census takers often missed entire settlements
(Townsend 1965:88).
Following the term of Alexander Baranov as chief man-

ager of the RAC, Russian interests shifted to the more
northern latitudes (Fedorova 1973:107). Because sea otter
popoulations throughout the colony were badly depleted
(Tikhmenev 1978:205-207), the company wanted to increase trade with interior groups. Fur shipments of the late
Russian period reflect the shift in emphasis toward inland
resources (Petroff 1884:61).
The Russians made a few additional efforts to explore the
upper Cook Inlet country. In 1843the RAC sent two detachments to explore routes to Lake Plavezhenoe (probably
Tazlina Lake) in order to enhance trading prospects. One
party ascended the Tuzlina River, a tributary of the Copper
River, while the other explored the Susitna River. This expedition was a disappointment, for few furs were bartered
and hunting and trapping prospects appeared poor
(Tikhmenev 1978:351-352). In part, this was due to the
activities of Tanaina middlemen. For example, Serebrennikov (in Tikhemenev 1978:352), who explored the upper
Copper River country in 1848, reported limited trading possibilities there because,
The natives are poor and most of their furs find
their way to Nikolaevoskii Redoubt and to the
trading post on Copper River, brought by Kenai
and Copper River natives.
Another example was provided by Zagoskin (1967:272),
who traveled along the Kuskokwim River in 1844. He discovered that much of the beaver fur from the upper
Kuskokwim region was traded to the Tanaina. The latter
met the Upper Kuskokwim Athabaskans at a place called
Itstsynno (Edzeno [James Kari, personal communication,
1985]), near present-day Medfra. It appears that the Russians on Cook Inlet encouraged the Tanaina, including the
Tyonek and Susitna people, to journey across the mountains
to trade. Zagoskin (1967:254; cf. Pete 1977) reported that:
Up to 1841 more than 2000 beaver pelts were
bought up in the Kolmakov post. But in 1842
through ignorance as to which tribes carried on
trade with this settlement, the Kenai [Tanaina]
were given the means of crossing over the mountains to the Upper Kuskokwim and the number of
furs collected sank to 1200. We know that the
Kenai have abused the remote tribes and are few
in number, and also when they are held up by bad
weather on the return journey, they often eat beaver hides after they have steamed off the fur. For
this reason and out of regard for our relations with
the tribes of the interior it seems to me more
profitable to leave things they wey they used to be,
and to limit the activity of each division to the
area enclosed by its natural boundaries.
Later, the Russians of the Kenai Peninsula attempted to
bypass the Tanaina middlemen. In the 1860s, Tikhmenev
(1978:433) wrote that:
The Kenai natives barter with the natives of the
interior and receive sables sewn into mantles or
parkas. Fairs are held for this purpose in several
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places on the mainland. Natives gather there from
far away places and barter their furs for Russian
goods. For this purpose a company employee accompanied by the Kenai natives is sent there from
Nikolaevski redoubt [Fort St. Nicholas].
Just before the sale of Alaska to the United States, the RAC
planned to send a trader to the Knik River region in winter
to trade for furs (Tikhmenev 1978:352). UIT oral traditions
report that a Russian fur trader operated along Knik Arm in
the period immediately before the American purchase.
In short, except for the last decade of the 18th century,
most UIT evidently escaped the more repressive aspects of
the Russian fur trade. They mostly acted as independent
trappers and traders, enjoying a middleman role betweeen
the RAC and interior peoples.
The most significant event for the Tunaina in the late
Russian period was the disastrous smallpox epidemic of
1836-1840. The disease broke out in Sitka in 1836 and
spread north and west over the next four years; the Tanaina
population declined by at least 50 percent as a consequence
of the epidemic and reached its nadir of the Russsian period, 816, in 1845 (Table 1). Osgood (1937:19; cf.
Tikhmenev 1978: 198-199) wrote that this sudden decline in
numbers "had a significant result of breaking down the
group morale" and from that time on "the native culture
appears definitely to have declined."
Changes in the non-Native population of Cook Inlet also
took place in the late Russian period. In response to their
petition to remain in Alaska, the tsar in 1835 permitted
former RAC employees with Native families to establish
special agricultural settlements in Russian America (Okun
1951:174; Fedorova 1973:145). Ninilchik, south of Kasilof
on the eastern shore of the inlet was the only successful
settlement of this kind in the Cook Inlet region. Other settlements were founded in 1844 (after the smallpox epidemic) at Kachemak Bay, Kasilof, Kenai, Knik, Matanuska,
and Rossiiskoe Selenie (Tyonek) (Fedorova 1973: 145). However, all of these sites were evidently abandoned due to the
lack of settlers not long after the program began (Stone
1952:144; Okun 1952:174). The Russians founded no new
settlements in Alaska after 1845 (Stone 1952: 144).
An incipient Russian interest in the potential mineral
wealth of their colony during the 19th century portended the
major prospecting and mining by Americans in the 1890s.
In 1848 Petr Doroshin, a mining engineer employed by the
RAC, conducted a geological survey of the eastern Cook
Inlet region (Tikhmenev 1978:376). Mining of coal near
Seldovia Bay commenced, but this venture was a financial
failure. Five hundred tons of coal were sent to San Francisco, but it was low grade and sold at a loss. Mining for
local use by a crew of Russians continued until 1867 (Barry
1973:15; Fedorova 1973:158).
Following the smallpox epidemic of the late 1830s, Russian Orthodox missionary activities among the Tanaina intensified (Townsend 1965:58). In 1845 the Kenai mission
was founded by the monk Nicholas (Townsend 1974:7).
Within two years he reportedly visited all the Tanaina and

Chugach villages and baptized 400 adults. On the activities
of Nicholas, Tikhmenev (1978:383) reported:
The Kenai natives, according to [Nicholas], willingly became Christians and obeyed the teachings
of the Bible. They listened attentively and obliging the missionaries they abandoned their old
dances, and songs, substituting religious songs
that had been translated into the langugage. All of
the shamans became baptized and most of these
become the best Christians.
The depth of these early conversions is questionable, however. In 1881, almost 40 years after the Kenai mission began, Hieromonk Nikita was still combating shamanism in
the upper inlet region (DRHA 2:61). Nevertheless, the influence of the Orthodox mission during the late Russian
period extended at least as far inland as the village of Susitna, for:
When they heard that Father Nicholas intended
leaving Kenai because of failing health, women of
the settlement of Susitna River sent the chief of
their community, a distance of fifty miles, to invite [Nicholas] to their village to bless them before his departure (Bensin 1967:66).
The work of the Russian Orthodox Church continued in the
Cook Inlet region into the late 20th century. Today, most
Tanaina are members of this church.
In 1867, faced with increasing difficulties in other parts of
the world and the impossibility of defending the American
colony against foreign intervention, the Russian government
did not renew the charter of the RAC and concluded the sale
of Alaska to the United States (Okun 1952:243). At that
time, the only place along Cook Inlet with a significant
Russian population was Fort St. Nicholas on the Kenai Peninsula (Fedorova 1973: 147).
As Stone (1952: 147) has noted, much of the effect of the
Russian presence in Alaska occurred during intermittent
contacts with the Native peoples rather than from permanent settlement. Although Russian visits to the upper inlet
were sporadic, their influence upon the UIT was certainly
important (cf. Stone 1952:148). However, despite severe
population loss, missionization, and involvement in the fur
trade, the UIT maintained a viable, distinctive culture into
the first decades of the early American period (cf. Townsend 1970b:10).

D. The American period.
1. Early American Period: 1867-1895.

The Fur Trade
The purchase of Alaska by the United States in 1867
brought no sudden changes to the upper inlet region (Osgood 1937:190). This smooth transition was due in part to
the rapid transfer of ownership of RAC property to a new
American company, Hutchinson, Kohl and Company of San
Francisco, which purchased the RAC's holdings in 1867.
The following year, it began operating three posts on Cook
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Inlet at Port Graham, Kenai, and Knik. Often the Americans hired former RAC employees (Brooks 1953:268). In
1868, the Alaska Commercial Company (ACC) was founded
by shareholders of Hutchinson-Kohl to operate sealing activites in the Pribilof Islands. In 1872 the ACC bought out
Hutchinson-Kohl and acquired its Alaska holdings (Bancroft 1886:636-637; Kitchener 1954:34-36,41). By 1883,
five ACC posts were in operation on Cook Inlet (Jacobsen
1977:86). The company also sent vessels up the inlet to
trade for furs (Brooks 1953:267).
The major ACC outpost in the upper inlet area was
Tyonek, which was open from at least 1875. Susitna and
Knik Arm Tanaina traded at this store before posts opened
in their own regions. Tanaina from Kustatan and Iliamna
Lake also occasionally traded at Tyonek (ACC/B151/
F1556). In the 1880s trade was fairly light, and the upper
inlet region above Tyonek remained relatively isolated from
American commercial activities (Petroff 1884:376; Porter
1893:167). American trade goods had begun to take hold
among other Tanaina, such as those of Iliamna Lake (Townsend 1970a:10-11).
In 1883, Johan Jacobsen visited Tyonek, Kenai, and
Seldovia in 1883 as part of an expedition to collect ethnographic specimens for the ethnographic museum of Berlin.
At "Tagunak" (Tyonek), Jacobsen visited the ACC post. He
purchased caribou skin clothing and wooden bows and arrows at the village. He had to pay with cash, for the Tyonek
Indians would not accept trade goods in exchange for their
products (Jacobsen 1977:193,233,243).
Unlike the RAC, the ACC did not enjoy a governmentprotected trade monopoly, so it was not without competition. An early rival was the Western Fur Trading Company.
Competition between these two companies drove fur prices
up steadily. Both companies extended nearly unlimited
credit to Indian trappers, who as a result became indebted.
The ACC bought out the Western Fur Trading Company in
1881. Prices dropped markedly, and consequently Native
trappers became reluctant to trap furs (Abercrombie
1900:400; Townsend 1965:161-162).
Jacobsen ( 1977:195) noted this sharp drop in prices when
he visited the village of Akedaknak on Seldovia Bay in 1883.
He reported that after the Western Fur Trading Company
store closed, the price of sea otter pelts fell from $112to $35
each.
In the last decade of the 19thcentury, ACC rivals included
other trading companies, independent traders, schooners,
and canneries. In order to overcome these rivals, ACC
agents often organized trading expeditions up the Susitna
River to obtain furs (e.g. ACC/B151/F1556). The competitors were equally resourceful. George Palmer, an early
ACC trader at Knik, opened his own store in 1882 and
successfully competed with his former employers (Irwin
1968:12). Palmer later ran a store at "New Knik" for the
North American Trading and Transportation Company
(Mendenhall 1900:279-280). John Ballow, the ACC agent at
Knik in 1886-1887, vividly described in his log his struggle
with his rivals for Knik and Copper River furs (see Chapter

6).

With a few notable exceptions, relations between the fur
traders and the Tanaina generally seem to have been good.
The Indians continued to trap furbearers and to bring the
pelts to the posts in the fall and spring. They bargained for
the best prices among various competitors. Often, Native
trappers sold furs to the highest bidders regardless of any
debts they had earlier incurred with other companies. The
traders consequently learned not to offend the Indians, for
fear of losing all the trade to rivals (e.g. ACC/B24/F305).
Nevertheless, the ACC agents were sometimes charged with
"abuses" against Natives. For example, the Russian Orthodox priest Bortnovsky of Kenai reported several such incidents in his travel journals. While at Knik on July 11, 1896
he wrote:
Though according to the Records of Confessions
there should be a considerable population at
Knik, yet it is all scattered and broken up into
small settlements; evidently there is no peace
among them. The chief cause of this disorder is
the storekeeper of the Alaska Commercial Company, A. Krisson, who by his chicanery and rude
interference into the natives' affairs forced them
to run away. I suppose this is known to the chief
agent of the Company, yet he leaves this man to
continue his destructive activities (DRHA:72).
It should be noted in connection with this entry that the
Russian Orthodox missionaries assumed a very paternalistic
relationship towards the Indians, and looked upon themselves as their protectors against the misdeeds of the American
traders. An adversary relationship arose betwen the priests
and the ACC agents (cf. Townsend 1974:25).
Commercial Fishing and Canneries
Commercial fishing became increasingly important in the
Cook Inlet area during the early American period. The first
canneries in Alaska were built at Sitka and Klawock in 1878,
and by 1889 thirty-seven were in operation throughout the
territory (Gruening 1968:74). In 1882 the Cutting and Company cannery was established at Kasilof on Cook Inlet (Bancroft 1886:743; cf. Jacobsen 1977:194). Cannery ships
began trading for fur with the Cook Inlet Natives (Bancroft
1886:662). They also regularly visited Tyonek to fish and to
purchase the Natives' salmon catch (Chapter 3). By 1886a
salmon saltery was operating at the mouth of the Chuitna
River north of Tyonek (Potter 1967:37). As will be demonstrated shortly, commercial fishing had deleterious effects
on the UIT subsistence economy.
Missionaries
Missionary activity by representatives of the Russian Orthodox Church continued after the purchase of Alaska by
the United States. Resident priests living at Kenai made
regular rounds to outlying villages from this central base. In
the upper inlet area, there were chapels at Tyonek, Susitna
Station, and Knik (Eklutna). The missionaries carried on
their battle against shamanism, and as discussed above, also
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acquired new foes in the form of reputedly hostile ACC
agents, whom priests regularly accused of abuses against
the Indians. Other denominations seem not to have missionized in the upper inlet during the early American period.

2. Middle American Period: 1895-1918.
By the mid 1890s, conditions along the Cook Inlet were
changing rapidly. A major blow for the Tanaina was the
reduction of fur prices by the ACC in 1897. The cash value
of pelts decreased by half, and the ACC ceased extending
credit to the Indians (Townsend 1974:5).
Also, the overfishing by cannery ships (Elliot 1900:741;
Gruening 1968:97) and the increased presence of white
American prospectors in the upper inlet region in the 1890s
presented new and difficult problems for the Tanaina.
Bortnovsky summarized these trends in 1897 in his journal
entry for August 2 (DRHA 2:82):
The Kenai Indians are very kind and generous
people and are always glad to support a good enterprise, but at present they are experiencing
many hardships. Means of existence are being exhausted more and more each year. The hunting
grows poorer. Frequent forest fires caused by
American prospectors either exterminate the animals or drive them to safer places. The latter
would not have caused too much hardship; the
Kenai Indian is accustomed to roaming in the
mountains and the tundra; he can reach the animals anywhere and catch them. But unfortunately,
another scourge fell on them and completely depressed them; the fur prices fell terribly. For instance, a black bear skin of the best quality now
brings only $10, whereas a few years ago it was
priced at $30 or $40 or more. The quantity of fish
grows smaller each year. And no wonder: each
cannery annually ships out 30,000 to 40,000
cases of fish. During the summer all the fishing
grounds are jammed with American fishermen
and of course the poor Indian is forced to keep
away in order to avoid unpleasant meetings with
the representatives of the American Civilization.
Prospecting and Mining
Following the discovery of gold in California in 1848,
prospecting and mining activities moved progressively
northward in the latter part of the 19th century. Discoveries
on the Stikine River in British Columbia in 1861, the Cassiar district of British Columbia in 1871, and at Juneau in
Alaska in 1880 preceded most of the prospecting on the
Kenai Peninsula and in the Susitna River drainage (Brooks
1953:298-300,310).
The earliest American prospectors in the Cook Inlet region have left few records (Sherwood 1965:150), but as
early as 1876 gold seekers were venturing up the Susitna
River (ACC/Bl5l/Fl557). A party ascended the Yentna
River in 1887 (Sherwood 1965:150).
Other prospectors followed these early trailblazers. W.A.

Dickey (1897) returned from the upper Susitna in 1896 with
reports of gold and a description of a great mountain he
named "Mount McKinley." Another party of miners from
Turnagain Arm crossed Broad Pass, the entrance to the
Tanana Valley.They discovered gold in Valdez Creek (Barry
1973:65-66). H.H. Hicks, later a guide for Capt. Edward
Glenn and Lt. J.C. Castner, was the first American known
to have reached the headwaters of the Matanuska River
(Castner 1900:687), although Russians had preceded him to
this area.
These early gold seekers traveled extensively, but the major early prospecting and mining took place on the northern
Kenai Peninsula along Turnagain Arm. One early find occurred on Resurrection Creek in 1888 (Brooks 1953:310).
Discoveries in 1894 at Bear and Palmer creeks created a
minor stampede to the Turnagain Arm area in 1895 (Barry
1973:39). Several thousand people, mostly white males,
flooded into the region. Even though many of these newcomers departed for the Klondike when news of that strike
reached the inlet (Brooks 1953:310), mining in the upper
inlet area continued. In 1897 gold was also discovered along
Willow Creek, a tributary of the Susitna River, in the
Talkeetna Mountains. By 1913, 100 men were engaged in
mining in the Willow Creek District (Capps 1915:7,20).
During this period, Tyonek became a major disembarking
point for both goods and people. For example, in May 1898,
300 prospectors were camped on the beach at Tyonek waiting for the ice on the Susitna River to clear (Potter
1967:15,33). In response to this influx of people, the ACC
opened stores at some of the new settlements along Tumagain Arm, such as Hope and Sunrise. At about this same
time it also founded a permanent store at Susitna Station.
The ACC took an active role in promoting the upper inlet
region, especially emphasizing the ease of transportation in
the area and the ready availability of supplies (Potter
1967:13).
The Klondike gold discovery of 1896 created a demand
for accurate maps of Alaska interior and instituted a new
phase of exploration in Alaska (Brooks 1953:284; Sherwood
1965:36). Except for some early investigations by U.S.
Army officers such as Lt. W.R. Abercrombie (1900) along
the Copper River in 1884 and Lt. Henry Allen (1887) along
the Copper and Tanana rivers in 1885, exploration of the
interior had mostly been left to prospectors and adventurers.
In the late 1890s, however, several U.S. Army expeditions
searched for an "all-American" route to the Klondike goldfields through southern Alaska (Sherwood 1965).
In the Cook Inlet region, military expeditions under the
command of Captain Edward Glenn (1900a, 1900b) took
place in 1898 and 1899. In 1898 a detachment under Lt.
H.G. Learnard (1900) traveled up the Susitna River, and
another under Lt. J.C. Castner (1900) ascended the Matanuska Valley and reached the Tanana River. W.C. Mendenhall (1900), a geologist assigned to this expedition,
explored the Matanuska River to its head. In 1899, further
explorations took place in the Matanuska and Susitna valleys, including Lt. J.S. Herron's (1901) journey up the
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Yentna and Kichatna rivers to the upper Kuskokwim country.
The United States Geological Survey also sponsored expeditions in the Cook Inlet region in late 19th century. In
1898 the geologist Josiah Spurr (1900) led a party up the
Yentna River. In the same year George Eldridge (1900)
explored the Susitna River and crossed the divide to the
head of the Nenana River. Most of these official explorations covered territory already traversed by prospectors.
Leamard (1900:656), for example, met a party of miners on
the Susitna River.
Most of these government explorers commented on the
Natives they met along their routes, but unfortunately none
of their accounts contain the descriptive detail of Lt. Allen's
depiction of the Copper River and Tanana River Indians.
Nevertheless, by the close of the 19th century the efforts of
these men and others had recorded a fairly accurate description of the geography of the Cook Inlet region.
Of course, the presence of so many intruders in their
home territory had profound implications for the UIT, for it
marked the end of their isolation from whites. Other
changes included dwindling supples of salmon and game
(see Chapter 3), new items of technology, and new kinds of
social relations with an alien people.
At times, miners and Indians came into direct conflict.
For example, Bortnovsky visited Knik in 1897 and reported
in his journal on July 27:
All evening until midnight, I talked with the
chiefs assistants about various matters. I found
that last winter two white men unmercifully beat
the chief because he, according to his duty,
refused these representatives of Amercian Civilization contact with local women. He has now recovered from the beatings, but he is still afraid to
return to Knik where something worse may befall
him (DRHA 2:81).
Of course, cooperation occurred as well as conflict. Indians were hired as guides, packers, and letter carriers (Heming n.d.). Many Tanaina today are the descendents of white
miners and Indian women. The unions between white men
and local Native women were usually brief, but some marriages were of long duration (e.g. Heming n.d.1056).
Commercialization: Towns and Railroads
The most important lasting effect of prospecting and mining activities was the founding of permanent white settlements along Tumagain Arm and at Knik. Before this, only
the fur traders and a handful of prospectors had lived year
round north of Kenai.
The growth of the town of Knik, on the west side of Knik
Arm at the site of George Palmer's store (Baker 1902:315;
Orth 1967:532) was especially noteworthy. Knik developed
first as a supply center for the miners of the Tumagain Arm
and Willow Creek Districts, and it soon outstripped its major rival, Tyonek, because of its proximity to the mines
(Potter 1967:38). As early as the winter of 1898-9, miners
from the Willow Creek District wintered at Knik, and by

1906 there were about 150 Indians and 40 whites in the
town. Four stores were in operation. Further stimuli to
growth were the Nome gold discovery of 1898, the Iditarod
strike, and the development of the Cache Creek mining
district up the Yentna River (Paige and Knopf 1907). The
lditarod Trail, a winter supply route for dog sleds, began at
Knik (Brooks 1953:405).
During Knik's "Golden Year" of 1915 there were 500
miners in the town. The economic base was expanding as
homesteaders entered the region to establish permanent residences. An interest in the agricultural potential of the region began to develop (Johnson and Stanton 19:i5:16; Potter
1963:7). The Tanaina Indians around Knik were attracted to
the town by the activities there, and the last outlying Native
villages were abandoned, except for Eklutna ("Old Knik").
Knik's heyday was shortlived. Ironically, it was a victim
of the development and "progress" its own Commercial
Club professed. The discovery of large coal fields in the
Matanuska Valley stimulated interest in building a railroad
into Alaska's interior. Construction of the Alaska Central
Railroad began at Seward in the southern Kenai Peninsula in
1903, and by 1905 the entire route to Fairbanks had been
surveyed. Financial problems impeded these early efforts,
but federal sponsorship was finally obtained and construction of the line, under new name of the Alaska Railroad,
continued (Gruening 1968: 126-127, 187,222-224).
In 1914, a survey team set up camp on Ship Creek, where
the Knik Arm Indians had fishcamps, at the present site of
Anchorage (now Alaska's largest city) to lay out plans for
rail lines and wagon roads in the upper inlet region. It was
soon apparent that Knik would no longer be a center of
commerce, for it was too distant from the railroad. By 1916,
at least half of the population of Knik had departed for
Anchorage or the new town of Wasilla, where railroad construction was underway. O.G. Heming and another Knik
merchant moved their businesses to Wasilla in 1917, and two
years later George Palmer's store, the last at Knik, burned
to the ground (Potter 1963:7).
Many Tanaina worked on the railway construction. By
1917 most Knik Tanaina lived at Eklutna or in other settlements along the railroad right of way. Knikbecame a virtual
ghost town.
Other parts of UIT territory were affected by these developments also. Susitna Station was a stop on the Iditarod
Trail, and in 1908 a school was established there (U.S.
Bureau of Education 1909: 1025). This village had a white
population until the railroad put an end to its economic
significance. Tyonek was a transportation center, but after
the founding of Anchorage, Tyonek too became a peripheral
settlement. The Tyonek ("Moquawkie") Indian reserve was
established at Tyonek in 1915 (Federal Field Committee
1968:435).
The Influenza Epidemic

An influenza epidemic which swept the world after the
First World War reached Cook Inlet in 1918 at the close of
the early American period. Its effect was catastrophic, tak-
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ing a heavy toll of Tanaina lives. Tanaina elders report that
very few Tyonek people survived. At Susitna Station most
everyone was sick; there was no one strong enough to bury
the dead, and the coffins piled up in the church. The last
Susitna chief and many other important people died; Susitna
Station as a viable Tanaina community died with them. One
Tanaina witness to the epidemic estimated (in the 1980s)that
300 UIT succumbed to the disease. By the 1930s most of the
Susitna Valley was empty of Tanaina; most of the remaining
Indians moved to Tyonek in 1934. The epidemic also struck
the Knik Arm Tanaina. Afterwards, only Eklutna remained
as a major village.
Thus, by the end of World War I profound changes had
taken place in the upper inlet area. A permanent non-Native
population had been established, and a railroad constructed.
An economy based on mining, commercial fishing, and
rudimentary agriculture was developing. Because the previous two decades had been so stressful for the Native inhabitants of the region, their way of life changed
substantially. Of course, the Upper Inlet Tanaina survived
this period of change and are today an expanding population, but their more recent history is beyond the scope of the
present study.
E. Stages of Upper Inlet Tanaina Contact History.

Using this summary of the history of the Cook Inlet region, three stages in UIT contact history can be defined for
further examination of socioculutral change in the upper
inlet region (cf. Helm et al. 1975) The first stage,
"Incipient-Early Contact," is characterized by the beginnings of knowledge of and reponse to European cultural
presence. Although sporadic face to face contact between
Indian groups and Europeans may take place during this
stage, there is no permanent European occupation within
the group's territory and commitment to participation in the
fur trade has not yet occurred (Helm et al. 1975:312). For
the UIT this stage began in the Early Russian Period and
concluded with the smallpox epidemic of the late 1830s.
Although the Lower Inlet Tanaina were incorporated into
the Russian system of fur procurement and several permanent outposts were established along Cook Inlet in the
1790s, UIT resistance and conflicts between trading rivals
stymied Russian penetration into the upper inlet region.
Throughout this stage most UIT traded with the Russians at
Kenai through middlemen. They were "independent" of the
Russian colonial admininstration. It is likely that UIT traditions about the times when there were "lots of people"
pertain to this first contact stage and the period immediately
preceding it.
In contrast, the lower Cook Inlet Indians had by 1800
entered into the second stage of contact history, the
"Contact-Traditional." According to Helm et al. (1975:315317) the marker of this transition is the founding of a permanent trading post within or adjacent to a group's territory.
Direct access to European trade goods becomes available
and a commitment to participation in the fur trade and the
use of an imported technology results. Peaceful relations

obtain between the Native groups and whites.
As noted above, the Russians did not establish permanent
settlements in the upper inlet region. Reliable evidence for
their prolonged presence there is lacking. Significantly, the
bulk of the exploration of the Susitna and Matanuska country, and the attempts at settlement in the Late Russian Period, occurred in the 1840s, after the decimation of the
Tanaina population by disease; thus it appears that UIT
resistance to Russian penetration into their territory had
weakened by that time. Evidence suggests further that UIT
settlement patterns began to change after the epidemic
(Chapter 4). Also, in 1845 the Russians founded a mission
at Kenai, after which, the resident missionary annually visited the upper inlet villages. Therefore, it is suggested that
by the early 1840s, after the severe population loss, the
Contact-Traditional stage began among the UIT. Fur trading
became increasingly important (cf. Townsend 1970a:10) and
the role of the Tanaina middlemen, while still significant,
was eventually undermined by declining numbers of supporters and more direct access to trade goods.
This second stage of UIT contact history continued
through the Early American Period. The ACC traders initially maintained the policies of the RAC agents; even in the
late 1880s competition between fur buyers provided upper
inlet trappers with alternate sources of trade goods and outlets for their furs. But the events of the late 1890s brought an
influx of new intruders. The upper inlet region became part
of a "boom frontier" (Helm et al. 1975:324). Soon the
process of permanent non-Native settlement and commercialization began. By the second decade of the 20th century
that part of upper inlet country bordering Knik Arm had
developed into a "settled frontier" (Helm et al. 1975) with a
permanent non-Native population engaged in such commercial enterprises as merchandising, mining, fishing, and
farming,
Thus, the beginning of the Middle American Period, the
last years of the 19th century, also marked the transition to
the third stage of UIT contact history, the GovemmentCommercial. Because of declining supplies of fish and
game, the Tanaina began to integrate wage employment into
their local economy. During this stage, which covers the
Middle and Late American Periods, the Tanaina have occupied a minority position in relation to the non-Native majority in the region. Schools and a reserve at Tyonek were
established and towns and cities sprang up. Much of the way
of life typical of the 19th century had changed markedly by
1918when the influenza epidemic swept away many important UIT tradition-bearers, thus ending the period under
consideration in this study.

CHAPTER THREE: THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT OF THE COOK INLET
REGION
A. Topography
The natural environment of the homeland of the Upper
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Inlet Tanaina contains a variety of ecological zones and
diverse kinds of subsistence resources. While seasonally
abundant, many important food sources are highly variable
in occurence from year to year and from place to place. This
diversity and variability greatly influenced the UIT economy.
Formed by glacial action during the late Pleistocene period, Cook Inlet is a tidal estuary of the Pacific Ocean,
extending from the Gulf of Alaska northeast for over 200
miles to the head ofKnik Arm (Fig. 3). It averages 60 miles
in width and 200 feet in depth, but becomes narrow and
shallow towards its upper end. The drainage area of Cook
Inlet is about 38,000 square miles. The inlet is, in fact, the
flooded portion of the Kenai Lowlands, a formation of
sands, clays, and glacial till which stretches to the north and
east. Particularly notable are the inlet's extensive tidal flats,
the product of the immense volume of sediments deposited
by tributary streams (Brooks 1906; Selkregg 1974:25).
Two prominent capes on opposite sides of the inlet at
approximately 60.&N latitude, called East and West Foreland, mark the boundary between the upper and lower portions of Cook Inlet. Because of the patterns of currents, the
amount of suspended sediments in the upper inlet far exceeds that oflower inlet waters. Also, due to lower temperatures and the brackish water north of the Forelands, ice
forms in winter on the upper inlet. Strong tides maintain the
ice in a shattered condition (Selkregg 1974: 109-110,21).
The upper inlet branches at its northeastern end into two
narrow extensions, Turnagain Arm (43 miles long) to the
south, and Knik Arm (45 miles long) to the north. The
broad, flat plains of the KenaiLowlands border most of the
upper Cook Inlet, except along Turnagain Arm, where the
steep mountains of the Kenai-Chugach Range slope abruptly
into the sea.
The Susitna River, the Matanuska River, and the Knik
River are the major streams emptying into the upper inlet.
The Susitna River runs 293 miles from the Alaska Range,
through the Talkeetna Mou.1tains, and across the Kenai
Lowlands. Much of its drainage area of about 19,400 square
miles consists of the broad, flat Sustina Basin, which rises
gradually in elevation from sea level to 500 feet. The topography of this formerly glaciated region is dominated by
moraines, eskers, and outwash plains. It has numerous
lakes and swamps, especially in the more poorly drained
areas near the inlet itself (Selkregg 1974:25). The Susitna
River has several major tributaries, the most important of
which are the Yentna River, the Chulitna River, and the
Talkeetna River.
The Matanuska River, 75 miles in length, drains a 2190
square mile area of the southern Tulkeetna Mountains and
the northern Chugach Mountains. It flows into Knik Arm.
The Mataunska Valley, too, was carved out by glaciers, and
its topography is similar to that of the Susitna Basin. However, it narrows rapidly northeast of Knik Arm (Orth
1967:628).

The other major stream draining into Knik Arm is the
Knik River, which heads at the Knik Glacier in the Chugach

Mountians. It is 25 miles in length, and drains an area of
1200 square miles (Selkregg 1974:87).
No large rivers empty into the upper inlet to the southeast
of the mouth of the Susitna River, but numerous glacial
streams drain the northern-most portions of the Aleutian
Range. These include the Beluga River, the Chakachatna
River, and the McArthur River.
Massive mountain ranges enclose the Cook Inlet Basin on
three sides. The inlet averages from 10 to 60 miles distance
from these mountains. In the east the Kenai Mountains rise
to heights of 6000 feet and merge with the Chugach Mountains to the northeast. North of Knik Arm and east to the
Susitna Basin, the rugged Talkeetna Mountains reach
heights of 6000-7000 feet. The Alaska Range defines the
northern limits of the Cook Inlet region. It extends in a
broad arc from the northeast to the southwest, where it
merges with the Aleutian Range. The Aleutian-Alaska
Range crests from 7000-9000 feet, but includes several imposing peaks, such as Mount McKinley, which at 20,320
feet is the highest mountain in North America (Selkregg
1974:25).
In summary, the homeland of the UIT is a broad, lowlying basin surrounded by high mountain ranges and punctured from the south by Cook Inlet, an arm of the Pacific

Ocean. This juxtaposition of lowlands, mountains, and marine environments provided the UIT with a variety of natural resources, and encouraged an areal system of exchange.
B. Climate
The climate of the upper inlet region is transitional between the continental zone of the interior with its extreme
winter and summer temperatures and light precipitation,
and the maritime climate of southwest and southern Alaska,
including Kachemak Bay, with its cool summers, warm winters, and heavy precipitation. The upper inlet's climate is
therefore milder than that of the interior, but the area does
not escape periods of extreme winter cold and significant
depths of snow. Freeze-up along the Susitna River is complete by early December while break-up of the river ice
begins in mid-April (Selkregg 1974:4-17).
C. Vegetation Zones and Biotic Communities
The forested portions of the upper inlet region are transitional between the heavy rain forests of southeast Alaska
and the treeless tundra of high elevations and more northerly latitudes. As compared to the coastal western hemlockSitka spruce forest to the southeast, there is a decrease in
coniferous trees and an increase in deciduous species. Birch
and poplar are the two most abundant types, followed by
white and black spruce (Osgood 1901 :53; Selkregg
1974: 126). Several distinct assemblages of vegetation are
characteristic of the upper inlet region, each with its own
distinctive biotic community (Selkregg 1974: 122-131; Tobie
2). These range from relatively dense bottomland sprucepoplar forests and lowland spruce-hardwood forests; to
more open upland spruce-hardwood forests, high brush and
muskeg (low brush); to treeless wet tundra and alpine tun-
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dra. These various zones contain diverse plant species,
many of which were used by the Tanaina as food, medicines, or raw materials (P. Kari 1977).
D. Fauna

1. Marine Mammals
The high sediment level of upper Cook Inlet inhibits the
penetration of light and, thereby, the growth of phytoplankton in the water. Consequently, while the marine resources of the lower inlet include clams, mussels, sea lions,
and sea otters, these are generally absent north of the Forelands (Osgood 1901:52; Evans et al. 1972). Only two marine mammal species have been of economic importance to
the Natives of the upper inlet region. The first, harbor seals
(Phoca vitulina) frequent the coasts of the upper inlet, lower
Knik Arm, and lower Turnagain Arm (Selkregg 1974:155).
Second, the relatively abundant population of belukha
whales (Delphinapterus leucas) feeds in the upper inlet on
fingerling and adult salmon and on eulachon, pursuing these
migrating fish as far north as the Susitna River and Ship
Creek. They concentrate in shallow bays and the estuaries
of larger rivers, entering the estuaries after the ice moves
offshore in spring. Belukha periodically travel upstream
with the flood tides and return to the inlet with the ebb tide.
Male belukha average 16 feet in length and weigh about
1000 pounds. Females are slightly smaller, about 13 feet
Jong. Each belukha has a two or three inch layer of blubber
around its entire body beneath its skin, which yields 25 to
35 gallons of oil (Klinkhart 1966; Nelson 1969:21).
2. Te"estrial mammals
Land mammals in the upper inlet region occupy a variety
of habitats (Table 2). The biologist W. Osgood, who worked
at Hope and Tyonek in the early 20th century, noted a
similarity between mammals of this area and interior
Alaska, but stated that "considering the latitude, both large
and small mammals are numerous in species as well as
individuals" (Osgood 1901:56). He also noted that all the
economically significant animals of the area had declined in
numbers due to intensive hunting and trapping. Correspondingly, in 1899the geologist Spurr (1900:64) found the upper
inlet area to be "singularly poor in game." In short, there
appears to have been an overall decrease in game resources
during the closing decades of the 19th century. Although
populations of many boreal forest species undergo cyclic
declines and recoveries, evidence suggests that human activity in the upper inlet region was the main factor in reducing the local supply of game and furbearing animals (cf.
VanStone 1976:2CJ7).
Of those species of economic importance to the Tanaina
of the aboriginal and fur trade era, the most significant large
mammal was probably the caribou (Rangifer tarandus
granti). In the 1970s, there were two caribou herds in the
upper Cook Inlet area. To the northeast, the Nelchina herd
occupied a 75,000 square mile range in the Talkeetna
Mountains and the Alaska Range. The northcentral and
northwestern portions of the area were the range of the

McKinley Herd. Although greatly reduced in size and
range, in the past this herd occupied the Ptarmigan and
Rainy pass areas (Murie 1935:61-63; Skoog 1968:237-238).
These were primary hunting grounds for the Sustina Tanaina. Also, the ranges of both herds in the 19thcentury, and
probably earlier, extended into the Susitna Lowlands (cf.
Kari and Kari 1982:70). For example, Tanaina elders report
that the area around present-day Willow and the upper
Kroto Creek region around Trapper Lake were once good
caribou country. The decline of caribou in Susitna Lowlands has been attributed to non-Native entry into the region, who through excessive burning destroyed the caribou
browse of the climax forests (Leopold and Darling
1953:554).
Mountain sheep (Ovis dall) and, to a lesser extent, mountain goats (Oreamnos americanus) were other large mountain animals important to the UIT. In the 1970s, sheep were
found in all the mountains surrounding the Cook Inlet basin.
The southern Talkeetna Mountains had a particularly high
population of sheep (Selkregg 1974:142). Goats occupied
the Talkeetna Mountains also, but occurred in lesser numbers than sheep. Some Tanaina assert that goats are a late
19th century addition of the region's fauna.
In the mid-20th century, the Sustina Valley contained the
most productive moose (Alces alces) habitat in Alaska
(Chatalain 1951).Estimates of population size ranged from
15,000 to 17,000 animals in the 1970s (Selkregg 1974:139).
This good winter moose range may have been created by
such "disrupting influences" as floods and fires which destroyed the mature forests inhabitated by caribou and began
the early stages of forest sucession, which contain moose
browse (Chatalain 1951:344; cf. Peterson 1955:153-9).
In the upper inlet region, moose occupy subalpine ranges
in summer and autumn where they forage in the white
spruce and birch forests. In winter heavy snow forces them
to lower altitudes and restricts their movements. The size of
the winter range is the critical factor in sustaining large
moose populations; good accessible supplies of willow,
birch, cottonwood, and aspen must be available (Peterson
1955:111).In the upper inlet area in the mid-20th century,
the best range for moose occured near the Alaska Railroad
and agricultural areas, the result of man-made fires. Therefore, some authorities contend that the large moose populations of the upper inlet area are a recent phenomenon,
probably originating after 1930 (e.g. Chatalain 1951;
Leopold and Darling 1953).
The notion that moose are relative newcomers to the
Cook Inlet region is common among the Tanaina Jiving
there today. They recall the stories their fathers and grandfathers told about the first moose ever seen in the area (cf. de
Laguna 1934:13), which relate that moose entered the region through the Matanuska Valley from Canada or the
Yukon River drainage. In contrast, Lutz (1960) found early
19th century references to moose in the Cook Inlet region.
In 1810-1812Davydov (1977:213) wrote that "elk" (moose)
occurred "on the mainland of America." He said they were
not numerous, however. De Laguna (1934: 13) found archae-
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TABLE2. UPPER COOK INLET BIOTIC COMMUNITIES
Bottomland Spruce-Poplar Forest
black bear
brown bear
wolverine
moose
beaver
red fox

lynx
mink
weasel
marten
land otter
spruce grouse

Low Brush Bog and Muskeg
black bear
brown bear
wolf
wolverine
caribou
moose
beaver
red fox

mink
weasel
muskrat
land otter
ducks
geese
swans

Upland Spruce-Hardwood Forest
black bear
brown bear
wolf
caribou
moose
snowshoe hare

red fox
lynx
weasel
marten
ptarmigan
spruce grouse

Wet Tundra
brown bear
wolf
wolverine
moose
mink
weasel

muskrat
land otter
swans
geese
ducks

Lowland Spruce-Hardwood Forest
black bear
brown bear
wolf
wolverine
caribou

moose
snowshoe hare
red fox
lynx
spruce grouse

High Brush
black bear
brown bear
moose
caribou
Dall sheep
mountain goat

Alpine Tundra and Barren Ground
Dall sheep
mountain goat
hoary marmot
pika
black bear
brown bear

wolf
wolverine
caribou
red fox
ground squirrel
ptarmigan

wolf
wolverine
snowshoe hare
red fox
lynx
ptarmigan

SOURCE: Adapted from Selkregg 1974: 150

ological evidence for the presence of moose before the arrival of Europeans. Lutz (1960: 10,16) concluded that moose
have long been present in Alaska and the Cook Inlet region.
Local scarcities of moose, caused when the animals shift
their range in response to habitat changes, may be an explanation for the view that moose were generally absent from
the upper inlet until quite recently. These habitat changes,
commonly initiated by fires, may be part of the natural
sequence of boreal forest development (cf. Lutz 1959; Feit
1969). It is likely, therefore, that moose were an important
aboriginal resource in the Cook Inlet region, that their population fluctuated, and that their availability shifted with the
succesional stages of forest growth. One Tanaina probably

came very near the truth when he said, "Seems to me
moose are just like rabbit. Come thick and then no more"
(cf. Vanstone 1976:204).
Black bear (Ursus americanus) are common in the upper
inlet region, especially in the Susitna Valley and around
Knik Arm. Brown bears (Ursus arctos) are also common,
but their denning sites are located only in mountainous areas
(Selkregg 1974: 139-140).
In addition to these large game animals, many other
smaller animals were of importance to the UIT for their
meat and for raw materials. Beaver (Castor canadensis),
and to a lesser extent muskrat (Ondatra zibethica) are found
throughout lowlying regions. The Russians introduced a
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destructive method of capturing beaver, which caused their
extermination around Fort St. Nicholas. The method entailed destroying beaver lodges and plugging up the exits
while breaking down the beaver dam. The animals were
extracted from the lodge through a hole in the roof with iron
hooks; all were killed (Zagoskin 1967:221). No doubt this
technique exacerbated the decline of beaver poulations
through the upper inlet area and increased the need for trade
with more interior groups. Again numerous in the American period, beaver were decimated once more in the early
part of this century through overtrapping by both Natives
and whites. Fire also destroys beaver range and leads to
population decline (Vanstone 1976:208).
Porcupines (Erethizon dorsatum), another source of
meat, are quite common in the Cook Inlet region. The
snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) population in the region
is cyclical, and its varying size in tum affects the populations of some furbearers, especially lynx (Lynx canadensis). Other important furbearers, all fairly common in the
area, include wolf (Canis lupus), wolverine (Gulo gulo),
red fox (Mllpes vulpes), river otter (Lutra canadensis), mink
(Mustela vison), and weasel (Mustela arminea).
Two important mountain rodents, the hoary marmot
("whistler"; Marmot caligata) and the arctic ground squirrel ("parka squirrel"; Citellus sp.) inhabit the higher elevations in most parts of the upper inlet region. Both of these
animals provided the UIT with meat and fur for clothing
and trade.
Furbearing animals also declined in numbers at the beginning of the Government-Commercial Stage. In 1899,
Glenn (1900a:648) noted this decline:
The Cook Inlet Natives cannot much longer depend upon hunting for a livelihood, as the furbearing animals are fast becoming extinct, and the
same is true of game.
3. Birds
The most important concentration of waterfowl in the
upper inlet area occurs during the semi-annual migrations
of ducks and geese. In spring and fall large numbers of these
migratory waterfowl are found in the wet tundra zone of the
Susitna Flats, Beluga Flats, and at the head of the Knik
Arm. Few waterfowl, with the exception of swans, nest in
these areas, however; most continue in the spring into the
interior. Nesting seabirds, such as gulls and puffins, are
rare in the upper inlet. Other important birds used for food
by the Tanaina are the spruce grouse ( Canachites canadensis) and ptarmigan (Lagopus spp.) (Selkregg 1974:144).
4. Fish
While the terrestrial resources in the upper inlet region
are diverse and at times abundant, the most significant resource in the 18th and 19th century UIT economy was
salmon. Pacific salmon are anadromous fish; as fingerlings
they leave freshwater lakes and streams and migrate to the
ocean, where they mature. Then, often in huge numbers,
they return to their natal streams to spawn. During the

spawning runs salmon do not feed. As they swim upstream
they use stored nutrients for energy and reproduction. Consequently, salmon usually become much less nutritious as
they proceed up a drainage system (Regnart and Kubik
1973; Schalk 1977:230).
The stability of a river's ecosystem as measured by discharge and water temperatures determines the timing and
length of spawning runs of anadromous fish. Above 6Q<>N
latitude, the seasonality of fish migration is extreme, and
brief runs, which usually last for two or three weeks in
midsummer, are the norm in all but the largest rivers. This
is due to the brevity of optimum discharge levels and low
water temperatures. Also, the timing of runs varies substantially above this latitiude, except on the lowers reaches of
major watersheds; there fish resources are available for
longer periods of time, and annual productivity is more
stable and reliable (Schalk 1977:214,224,242). It is not surprising, therefore, that in the upper Cook Inlet region the
largest and most dependable salmon runs occur in the Susitna River system and the streams flowing into lower Knik
Arm.
Five species of Pacific salmon spawn in upper Cook Inlet
river systems, and all occur in "important numbers." Two
species, kings (chinook; 0ncorhynchus tshawytscha) and
reds (sockeye; 0. nerka), have major runs every year, while
silvers (cohos; 0. kisutch), humpbacks (pinks; 0. gorbuscha), and chums (dog; 0. keta) are more abundant in evennumbered years (Evans et al. 1972).
King salmon are the largest species of Pacific salmon,
averaging 40 pounds (McLean et al. 1977:290). These fish
enter freshwater from May 15 to July 15, but their numbers
peak from June 10 to June 25 (McLean et al. 1977:47;
Evans et al. 1972:Ill-10). These runs are short, and occur
only in the larger tributaries of the Susitna River. The most
important are the Deshka River (Kroto Creek), Alexander
Creek, and Lake Creek. Ship Creek and Campbell Creek,
which flow into lower KnikArm also have king salmon runs
(Evans et al. 1972:Ill-9). They are absent, however, from
most upper Knik Arm streams, including Fish Creek, Cottonwood Creek, and Wasilla Creek. The Matanuska River
has a minor king salmon run (Evans et al. 1972:III-16).
Tanaina state that the king salmon in this system are already
"red" (i.e. low in fat); therefore these runs were rarely
utilized. In the Tyonek area, kings run in the Chuitna River
and Robert's Creek.
Red salmon also run annually in the upper inlet area. This
species averages six to nine pounds in size (McLean et al.
1977). Runs begin in June, peak in mid July, and end by
early August. The major red salmon systems are the Susitna
River and its tributaries, and Fish Creek in the Knik Arm
drainage (Evans et al. 1972:III-10). Along with king
salmon, sockeyes were the most important species for the
19th century UIT (Osgood 1937:28).
Silver salmon were another important 19th century resource for the Tanaina. Although they are more abundant in
even-numbered years, runs of silver salmon are very evenly
distributed over time and space, occurring far upstream in
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suitable rivers and creeks. Silver salmon enter these streams
in July and have peak runs during that month, but runs
occur locally well into September (Evans et al. 1972:ill20). Silver salmon average 6 to 12 pounds in size.
The other two species of salmon were less important to
the UIT economy. Pink salmon occur in large numbers in
even-numbered years and run in Susitna River tributaries.
They average four pounds in size. Runs begin in mid to late
July, but the harvest period is very short (Evans et al.
1972:ill-10). Chum salmon also exhibit even year periodicity. They are found throughout the Susitna Basin and in
Cottonwood Creek in the Knik Arm drainage. Runs usually
begin around July 20, but they are highly variable (Evans et
al. 1972:ill-20), and are therefore a very unreliable resource. Dog salmon average eight pounds in weight. Some
Tanaina maintain that pink and chum salmon do not produce
much oil; when caught they were used for dog food.
Eulachon (candlefish, hooligan; 1haleichtyhys paci.ficus),
a small oily fish, run in large numbers in upper Cook Inlet,
beginning in May 15-20 around Tyonek and peaking at the
end of May and early June. Eulachon runs occur in the Knik
River and as far up the Susitna River as Kroto Creek
(McLean et al. 1977:435).
Several species of freshwater fish inhabit upper inlet
streams and lakes. These include lake trout, grayling, Dolly
Varden, and rainbow trout. The latter are found in clear
water tributaries of the Susitna River and deeper lakes
throughout the area. The Talachulitna River, Deshka River,
and Alexander Creek are important rainbow streams, while
Nancy Lake, Red Shirt Lake, Big Lake, and Eklutna Lake
are productive trout lakes. Some trout winter at the mouths
of lakes and ascend rivers to spawn in gravel streams at
breakup. Others remain in lakes year-round and spawn at
the lake outlets (McLean et al. 1977:121).
The major staple of the UIT economy, salmon, was badly
depleted in late Contact-Traditional times. The decline was
noted by Bortnovsky (Chapter 2). Further evidence is contained in the logs of the ACC traders at Tyonek, who linked
the decline in numbers of salmon to the increase in commercial fishing in the upper inlet. For example, in July 1881 the
Indians of Knik traded with the Tyonek Tanaina for dry fish
to augment their own supply. Evidently that year the Tubughna had produced a surplus, but in February and April
1887, the Tyonek people were "hungry." In May of 1886
they had several times sold their salmon catch to a schooner
fishing for a Kasilof cannery. The Tyonek ACC agent attributed the periods of hunger in the following spring to these
sales [ACC/B151/F1559]. In July 1887 the Tyonek Indians
sold 2400 salmon to commercial outfits; in the following
spring (1888) they again suffered food shortages. But commercial fishing in the Tyonek area by cannery schooners
continued to increase. The census of 1890 (Porter 1893:71)
reported that the Tyonek Indians sold king salmon to cannery steamers, and that competition between the companies
had driven the price up to 25 cents a fish. In addition to
buying fish from the Natives, these ships appropriated traditional Indian fishing sites for their own use (DRHA 2:82).

Reports of hunger among the Tubughna, created by the low
supplies of dry fish, continued (e.g. ACC/B151/2-90, 5-90;
Bl51/Fl562/4-94), and the ACC agent reported on June 8,
1895 [ACC/B151/F1562] that, "No fish are running this
year." Thus it appears that by the 1890s heavy commercial
fishing had damaged a resource critical to the UIT economy
(cf. Elliot 1900:738-41; Moser 1899).
E. Conclusions

In summary, the upper inlet area is one of remarkable
diversity and abundance in food resources. However, this
wealth of resources is tempered by their seasonality, periodicity, and frequently localized nature. The upper inlet is an
area of environmental transition, potentially rich for its human inhabitants, yet at the same time extremely demanding.
The distribution of natural resources falls into three broad
zones within the homeland of the Upper Inlet Tanaina. The
first, the coastal zone, encompasses those areas bordering
directly upon the upper inlet, the mouth of the Susitna
River, and lower Knik Arm, including the tidal flats and
adjacent marshlands. This zone is characterized by the
availability of seals, belukha, migratory waterfowl, eulachon, and the richest, most dependable runs of salmon. The
second, interior zone, includes the middle and upper Susitna drainage, and the Yentna and Matanuska river drainages. It is characterized by less reliable and nutritious
salmon runs, scarcity of eulachon, and the lack of sea mammals. Moose, beaver, furbearers, as well as some forestdwelling caribou, were present, however. The third zone,
the mountains, is the habitat of caribou, sheep, goats, marmots, and ground squirrels. Along Knik Arm and around
Tyonek, the coastal zone is contiguous to the mountains,
while the interior zone of the Susitna Basin stretches from
the mouth of the Yentna River to the Alaska Range and the
Tulkeetna Mountains along lengthy Susitna River tributaries.

CHAPTER FOUR: CHANGING
SETTLEMENT AND SUBSISTENCE
PATTERNS
A. Types of Tanaina Settlements

1. The Upper Inlet Tanaina Complex of Seasonal Settlements

This chapter will review the impact of historical, demographic, and environmental changes on UIT settlements and
subsistence patterns. A "settlement" is a locality occupied
by any human social group; "settlement patterns" pertain to
the time-space relationships within a society's complex of
settlements (Chang 1962:28-29; Helm 1969: 151; cf.
Beardsley et al. 1956:133-134; VariStone 1971:13,121).
In each stage of contact history, there were several types
of Tanaina settlements, the most important of which was the
village, qayeh. According to Osgood (1937:61), the traditional UIT village contained four or five semi-subterranean
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log houses (nichiY), each occupied by several related nuclear families. The household was the primary economic
unit among the UIT; membership in it was determined by
kinship. Each large household, or groups of smaller households, contained a core of clanrnates under the direction of a
qeshqa, usually a senior clan member. In aboriginal and
early contact times the qeshqa of each household within a
village were themselves related through blood or marriage.
Thus each Tanaina qayeh and its associated fishing sites and
hunting grounds were said to be "owned" by a particular
matriclan (Chapter 5).
Household members occupied their nichif in late fall,
winter, and early spring. In summer they lived in fish camps
near their fish traps in less substantial "smokehouses" (chaqenq'a) which they shared with their catch. Osgood
(1937:62) reported that upper inlet smokehouses were 50
feet long and that the Indians welcomed their smoky,
mosquito-free interior. Summer settlements were not as
compact as the winter villages; smokehouses were found all
along salmon streams or around lakes. But like winter villages, each summer fishing site was used year after year by
the same group of people (cf. Davis 1965:28).
In late summer and early fall, hunting parties left the
winter villages and fish camps for the mountains, where
they obtained caribou and sheep. These hunting groups used
well-known, but temporary, camps along their routes. Much
of the summer catch of salmon and the fall supply of dry
meat was transported to the winter villages and stored in
caches.
In summary, the UIT throughout the period under discussion used a network of seasonal settlements distributed
within a hunting and fishing region. The region for each
winter village was a permanent territory, and the locales of
major seasonal settlements were of long duration. According to Chang's (1962:30) terminology, the UIT had a complex of sedentary seasonal settlements with permanent
bases.
2. The Determinates of Settlement Location
The locations of camps for hunting, fishing, or trapping
were, of course, dependent upon the nature of the resources
taken each season of the year. Of the factors that influenced
the choices of winter village sites, Tanaina today suggest
that the foremost was the availability of fish, either freshwater species or salmon. Productive lakes or the mouths
and lower reaches of good salmon streams were ideal village
locations. An adequate supply of wood for building materials, fuel, and for drying fish and meat was another important consideration. Elders state that all villages were
eventually abandoned as wood supplies were exhausted;
people then moved to other convenient, familiar places. The
presence of good spring water nearby was also essential in
the choice of a village location.
Another important factor in the selection of village sites
was ease of defense. Each winter village was usually situated so that water accesses could be carefully surveyed for
the approach of enemy war parties. High bluffs were prefer-

red. Each village usually had one or more hidden camps to
which its inhabitants could retreat when under attack.
In short, Tanaina experts stressed environmental and sociopolitical criteria in the choice of winter villages sites.
Also, as in other parts of Alaska (e.g. VanStone 1971)other
factors became important in post-contact times. Of primary
importance in the upper inlet region was the establshment of
trading posts at such locations at Tyonek, "Old" and
"New" Knik, and Sustina Station. These became essential
sources of material goods during the contact era and grew at
the expense of more peripheral winter villages, especially
following the major population losses of the 1830s. The
presence of Russian Orthodox chapels at Tyonek, Eklutna,
and Susitna Station also attracted Tanaina to these places.
Difficulties with non-Natives, especially the trading agents
(e.g. DRHA 2:72), sometimes reversed this trend, but during the latter part of the Contact-Traditional Stage, these
new factors usually overrode local environmental conditions
in the choice of winter residence.
3. Summary of Settlement Pattern Changes
As criteria for the choice of winter residence changed,
and as the UIT population dropped, modifications to the
traditional settlement pattern occurred. Knowledge of settlement pattern changes provides an essential background
for understanding changing annual cycles and subsistence
patterns.
An examination of the distribution of historic UIT village
sites in the Susitna Basin (Fig. 4; Kari and Kari 1982; Kari
1982a, 1982b) supports the aforementioned generalizations
about the locations of traditional winter villages. Many were
situated near the mouths of good fishing streams along the
lower 30 miles of the Susitna River and the lower Yentna
River. Others were upstream or at the mouths of lakes with
salmon and trout. Proximity to salmon and eulachon runs
was the primary consideration in the selection of these sites.
Fish camps were close to the winter quarters, and a wide
dispersal of the village residents in summer was unnecessary, although the annual cycle did involve some travel in
spring and fall to other streams and lakes, to the mouth of
the Susitna River, or more lengthy hunting and trading trips
to the mountains. Fewer villages existed far up the Yentna
River or on the Susitna River above Kroto Creek. Probably,
the poorer quality of salmon discouraged large populations.
In spring and fall, fishing and hunting camps were widely
dispersed within the subsistence area of these settlements.
Throughout the Susitna Basin, as the Tanaina population
declined, residents of upriver winter villages congregated at
locations along the lower Susitna River, especially Susitna
Station. Evidently, the first winter villages to be abandoned
were those in the most marginal regions, such as along the
upper regions of Alexander Creek, upper Kroto Creek, and
the Yentna River (cf. Schalk 1977:235). However, groups
seasonally returned to traditional territories near their
former winter homes for fishing, hunting, and trapping.
Winter village sites became seasonal camps, and seasonal
mobility consequently increased.
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Figure 4. Selected village sites, upper Cook Inlet region.

KEY TO PLACE NAMES IN FIGURE 4.
I.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.

Tubughnenq
Tank'itnu
Qaggeyshlat
Ch 'u 'itnu Hdakaq'
Tuqen Kaq'
Q'eyses Kaq
Htsdishlaq '
Tsat 'ukeght
Tani'i
Tsuk' Qayeh
Bashda T'el 'iht
Dashq'e
Tsaf Dudideht
Nunutsahdnulchet
Uqetsits'e'ldatl 'i
Bentalit
Tiq'atl'ena

Old Tyonek Village
Second Tyonek Village Site
New Tyonek
Mouth of Chuitna River Village
Alexander Creek Village
Anderson Creek Village
Village on Island near Susitna Station
Susitna Station
Village on West Bank of Susitna River
Village on Yentna River
Village on Yentna River
Kroto Creek Village
Village on Kroto Creek
Village on Kroto Creek
Village near Kroto Creek
Fish Lake Village
Hewitt Lake Village
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Figure 4, continued.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Jiggi Baneyat
Tsuk' Qayeh
Qiduk 'ggat
Tanftunt
11'eghesh Bena Q'estsiq'
Tudli Bena
K'itudaghi 'ut
Dusgeda Tukda Ti'iltant
K'enakatnu
Bifni Ch 'unaghelqeni
Htidaghitunt
!Lajat
Benteh
Chuqilintnu
Tuhnaghifkitst
Niteh
Nif'atsa 'it 'ut
Qentsis T'ugh
Hutnaynut'i
Nuk 'din 'iytnu
ldlughet
Ch'ak'dinfen'at
Ch 'aghafnikt

A good example of this process is the changing use of
Bentalit, a site on the middle Yentna River. It reportedly had
a large winter population until "the population thinned out"
and the survivors began wintering in villages on the Susitna
River. This probably occurred in the early ContactTraditional Stage. Bentalit continued as an important spring
fishing site and fall hunting camp for residents of Susitna
Station until the 1930s. The history of Tiq'atl'ena on Hewitt
Lake parallels that of Bentalit.
By the late 19th century, only a handful of winter villages
remained. These dwindled further as upriver Tanaina from
Kroto and lower Susitna people from Alexander Creek began wintering at Susitna Station, attracted by the store,
school, and mission there. Again, the former village sites
became seasonal camps (Learnard 1900: 655; Cook
1908:117).By the first decade of the 20th century, Susitna
Station held the remnants and the descendents of the former
populations of the upper and lower Susitna River. These
people traveled more extensively to their complex of seasonal settlements than had the population in earlier times.
As the numbers of Tanaina in the Susitna Valley decreased
further, many of these seasonal camps were themselves
abandoned. The annual cycle, which had entailed the use of
a complex of seasonal settlements, also was further modified. As a consequence of such economic factors as wage
labor and commercial fishing, and such non-economic factors as schooling and health care, the Tanaina of Susitna
Station moved to Tyonek in 1934. Corresponding to earlier
patterns, both Susitna and Kroto served as seasonal camps
for people living in Tyonek until the 1950s.
The situation in the Tyonek area was analogous to that of
the lower Susitna Basin. During the contact era, the number

Donkey Creek Lake Village
Sunshine Creek Village
Montana Creek Village
Red Shirt Lake Village
Cow Lake Village
Nancy Lake Village
Village on Indian Bay, Nancy Lake
Village on Little Susitna River
Knik
Site North of Knik
Site on Crocker Creek
Cottonwood Creek Village
Village in Wasilla Area
Village on Wasilla Creek
Village near Palmer
Matanuska Village
Village on Matanuska River
Village on Matanuska River
Bodenburg Butte Village
Chickaloon
Eklutna
Site near Green Lake, Knik Arm
Point Possession Village

of winter villages declined. By the early 20th century, only
Tyonek remained as a permanent, year-round settlement.
The settlement pattern along Knik Arm contrasted
slightly in the Incipient-Early Contact Stage with that of
Tyonek and the lower Susitna River. Since king salmon were
only available at Knik Arm's lower end, people left the
winter villages in early spring to establish fish camps at Fire
Island and in the present-day Anchorage area. Most of the
permanent villages were on the upper portions of Knik
Arm, near red or silver salmon streams. Defense was probably an important consideration in the choice of these sites.
The upper Matanuska Valley portion of the Knik Arm
region had few permanent villages, again because of the
poorer quality of salmon compared with Knik Arm fish.
The danger of flooding was perhaps another consideration
(Stone 1963). A few inland villages in the Knik Arm area
were on lakes with dependable supplies of salmon and trout.
Historical trends along Knik Arm and the Matanuska
River were similar to those of the other upper inlet regions.
Interior villages were abandoned first. By the early 20th
century, most K'enaht'ana lived at Knik and Eklutna,
which remain inhabited by Tanaina today.
B. Annual Cycles of the Incipient-Early Contact Stage
Because of the changes in settlement patterns just reviewed, it is now difficult to reconstruct the aboriginal seasonal cycle of the UIT. No living person's parents or
grandparents participated in that system. When the oldest
Tanaina today were children, only a few Tanaina villages
existed. Each held remnant populations of former villages in
its vicinity. The immigrants from these places continued to
use traditional hunting and fishing areas of their ancestors,
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while wintering at more central villages. Consequently, the
territorial range and variety of resources gathered by the
winter inhabitants of these nuclear settlements were probably greater in Contact-Traditional times than when the population was more widespread and an areal exchange system
was in operation. For example, in the late 19th century, the
Susitna Station Tanaina followed a seasonal round that combined features of the coastal and the interior pattern of earlier times. This late 19th century pattern undoubtedly
influences what Tanaina elders today report about the annual cycle they believe to have been typical of the precontact era; their descriptions are artifacts of 19th century
sociocultural change.
Careful examination of Tanaina oral traditions suggests
that the annual cycles of the UIT of the Incipient-Early
Contact Stage may be organized according to three different
patterns: (1) the coastal pattern of the lower Susitna River
and Tyonek people; (2) the interior pattern of the middle
Susitna River and Yentna River Tanaina; and (3) the Knik
Arm pattern, which combined elements of the other two.
Of course, even by this early stage the Russians had established a permanent presence in lower Cook Inlet, and the
UIT had begun to participate in the European fur trade.
According to Osgood (1937:190),the introduction of the fur
trade "upset the very basis of the (Tanaina) aboriginal economy." This is probably overstated, and in fact Osgood himself (1937:193-194)attributed much of the culture change of
the 19th century to the smallpox epidemic of 1838, which
ended Tanaina "independence." As shown in Chapter Two,
the UIT were not under Russian control. Although they
undoubtedly trapped more furs and traded more widely after the Russians arrived, the UIT continued to rely on local
subsistence resources and technology of their own manufacture (cf. VanStone and Townsend 1970:150).Thus it is likely
that the seasonal rounds of the Incipient-Early Contact
Stage remained very similar to those of precontact times.
1. The Coastal Zone Pattern
The Lower Susitna River Basin

The subsistence patterns of the inhabitants of Alexander
Creek village, Tuqen Kaq ', were typical of other villages of
the lower Susitna River Tanaina, probably as far upriver as
Susitna Station. Elders today assert that Tuqen Kaq' had the
best location in the Susitna Basin. It was a "rich place" with
salmon, trout, spruce hen, hares, beaver, and berries in
abundance. The people of this large village "never had any
trouble getting grub." Salmon runs were plentiful and the
fish, just out of salt water, were especially rich. Nearby
lakes were full of trout; the mouth of the Susitna River, with
its sea mammals, was a short journey away. Evidently, the
Alexander Creek Indians were the most sedentary of all the
Susitnuht'ana, for as one man reported, "They never went
nowhere for nothing, because they had fish year round."
Instead of traveling upriver for caribou, they traded with the
inland UIT at Susni Kaq ', the mouth of the Susitna River.
After a winter of relative inactivity, a new round of subsistence activities began in April for the Tanaina of the

lower Susitna River. The season of scarcity ended; in one
man's words, at this time of year the Susitna people "had
lots of grub again and had lots of fun." Many traveled to
Susni Kaq' to temporary camps (cf. Tikhmenev 1978:84).
Nearby were extensive marshy areas where migrating waterfowl rested in great numbers before proceeding north. The
UIT name for April is nut 'aq 'i n 'u, "geese month" (Kari
1977a:144). People snared these birds or shot them with
blunt arrows. Another important resource were "Indian potatoes," k'tl'ila (Hedysarum alpinum), which were dug on
the islands in the lower Susitna River and stored in underground caches or in grease (P. Kari 1977: 103-104). These
were important trade items (Osgood 1937:45).
Also in April, after the ice had left the lakes, young men
harpooned beaver or caught them in deadfalls (Osgood
1937:35). The hunters brought their catch back to the villages, where women prepared the skins and smoked the
meat.
The season of abundance continued into May and June as
activities intensified. Eulachon ran for a brief period in
immense numbers and were taken with dip nets (Osgood
1937:29-30). Some eulachon were dried, but most were rendered into oil at Susni Kaq' or at the villages. This oil was
stored in sea mammal bladder containers and traded with
other Tanaina.
Many lower Susitna Indians remained at Susni Kaq' to
hunt seals and belukha in June. The belukha was a highly
prized catch, for it provided meat, blubber, and many gallons of oil. Elders report that seals and belukha were hunted
with harpoons from kayaks, or killed when they were left
stranded on the mud flats during ebb tide (Pete 1977:30; cf.
Osgood 1937:68).
Of all these diverse and abundant resources, the most
important for the lower Susitna Tanaina was salmon. The
Upper Inlet Indians called June "fiq 'aka 'a n 'u," king
salmon month. These fish were especially significant because of their early arrival in May and June and their large
size. People gathered at Susni Kaq' and at the larger tributaries of the Susitna River in anticipation of the runs; these
streams were, in fact, the sites of the major winter villages
along the Susitna River. Fish camps, smokehouses and
caches were conveniently close to the winter nichif. The
king salmon runs were prolific, but relatively brief. Therefore, most everyone was employed in constructing basket
traps and weirs (Osgood 1937:99-101),emptying the traps,
and cleaning, drying, and storing the fish.
Following the king salmon came red salmon, and later
silver salmon ran in various Susitna River tributaries. Some
people stayed at the king salmon camps, while others "followed the fish" to other traditional fish trap locations. UIT
today say that all possible sites were intensively used, for
there were many people to feed. Dry fish was stored in
caches at the fish camps or transported to the villages.
Thus, summer was the busiest time of the year, because
winter supplies of fish had to be procured. The intense
activity lasted well into August.
A former resident of Alexander Creek and Susitna Station
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summarized the spring and summer subsistence patterns of
the lower Susitna River Tunaina living near Anderson Creek
as follows.
The people used to put up lots of grub. All summer long they put up lots of fish and lots of
grease, and seal grease for winter down at Susni
Kaq '. They had lots of caches. They went down to
Susni Kaq' in skin boats. They put up belukha
grease and blubber ... They never ran out of anything ... People from Tyonek, Knik, Kroto, Alexander Creek visited them and traded. They had
lots of fun. They used to live good, with plenty to
eat; lots, really good.
Unlike the upriver Tanaina, the lower river people did not
undertake lengthy fall hunts into the Alaska Range and the
Tulkeetna Mountains. Rather, in fall these Tanaina traveled
to nearby hunting grounds, such as Susitna Mountain, on
hunting trips of a day or two. Moose were taken with bows
and arrows or snared in game fences up to 500 feet long
(Osgood 1937:35). Ground squirrels were snared, and bear
and marmot caught in deadfalls (Osgood 1937:92-99).
Another hunting area of the Alexander Creek people was
the Hiline Lake area, near Beluga Mountain, about 40 miles
to the northwest. Here people caught fall silver salmon,
which were dried or fermented and cached. The fish were
so plentiful that they were clubbed in the water; hence the
Tanaina name for this lake, Bak'elghifi Bena, "Something
is clubbed in lake" (Kari and Kari 1982:37). Young men
returned to Hiline Lake throughout the winter to transport
the salmon back to the villages by sled. In addition to fish,
moose, beaver, and muskrat, as well as berries, were abundant around Hiline Lake. Hunters also traveled to Beluga
Mountain for bear, ground squirrel, and marmots. They
transported their large catches home by water, loading
moosehide boats with food, then following the Talachulitna,
Skwentna, and Yentna rivers to the Susitna.
After returning from the hunt, the lower Susitna people
remained for three or four months at the winter villages.
Winter was the season for "living off the caches" and for
visiting, trading, storytelling, and potlatching. The names of
months reflect this: qatggentdafna (November), "visitors";
and benen q'ank'elich'deldifi (January), "the month for
going about singing" (Kari l977a:l43-145).
During early winter, hunting partners made short hunting
trips of a day to a week in length. They tried to get moose,
bear, and other game to supplement the diet of dry fish and
grease (cf. Osgood 1937:34-35). Also, fresh fish, mostly
trout, were obtained by ice fishing in local lakes (cf. Petroff
1884:85).
Travel became more frequent and more extensive in late
January through March. Food supplies might run low and,
as evidenced by oral traditions, periods of scarcity sometimes occurred (cf. Osgood 1937:27). During these times,
hunting parties "scattered" to local lakes and hunting
grounds. Black and brown bear were especially important at
such times. Dogs located the dens with their keen sense of
smell (Osgood 1937:33). These dispersed hunting groups

periodically returned to the main village to share their harvests. Also, qeshqa sent young men to the caches of meat
and fish along the trails. If supplies were dangerously low,
the qeshqa sent men to other villages to trade for fish, meat,
and grease.
By March, some people began to leave the winter villages
to fish in productive lakes with basket traps for migrating
trout. Ptarmigan, hares, porcupines, and moose supplemented the diet. In April, with the return of waterfowl,
eulachon, marine mammals, and salmon, the difficult season ended and the annual cycle began anew.

The Tyonek Area
The inventory of subsistence products in the Tyonek area
was similar to that of the lower Susitna region. Former
Susitna residents today contrast Tyonek with other upper
inlet areas in that the quantity of each available resource was
greater, and the quality of key foods, such as salmon and
eulachon, was higher. Situated directly on Cook Inlet, the
Tyonek people had easy access to marine products, but
caribou and sheep were more distant. Also, moose evidently were scarce on the west side of Cook Inlet in historic
times, and perhaps in the pre-contact period as well. The
UIT acknowledged this contrast between Tyonek and the
rest of the upper inlet area by calling Tyonek EYnen Bunkda,
"the mother of the earth," because of its rich sea products,
while designating the Susitna River as Efnen Tukda, "the
father of the earth," for its land resources of meat and fur.
As in the other coastal regions, spring subsistence activities in the Tyonek area were intense and diversified. Before
the salmon runs, local groups containing a few nuclear families fished for trout with traps in small lakes. Beaver were
speared or trapped with deadfalls at these lakes as well
(Chickalusion and Chickalusion 1979). Beginning in April,
migrating waterfowl passed through the Tyonek area, and
the Tubughna snared or shot them at marshes such as Qaggeyshlat and at the mouths of rivers as far north as Susni
Kaq'.
In late April, the Tyonek area people moved to fish camps
along the inlet. Eulachon were the first fish to arrive, in
such large numbers that they were scooped out of the water
with dip nets. Large quantities of oil were prepared. Following the eulachon north were seals and belukha, which were
hunted from kayaks with harpoons. On the importance of
belukha, Nickafor Alexan (1981:18), a late resident of
Tyonek, wrote:
The Indians those days used to use the beluga's oil
and eat the meat of the belugas they kill. Also they
used to eat the blubber, boil all the fat into oil, put
all the meat up to dry for the winter and take all
the sinew string for bow.
Seals and belukha sometimes pursue spawning fish partially up rivers on the incoming tide. An old story describes
how a Tyonek man built a weir across the Beluga River and
trapped several belukha upstream when the tide ebbed. Another story from Tyonek (Krenov 195l: 174-175), relates
how a "chief' and his male assistants built a "moveable
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dam of poles" across "Takasitna Harbor," probably Tuxedni
Bay. The weir blocked the escape of seals at ebb tide. This
was probably a common technique to capture large numbers
of marine mammals quickly and efficiently.
A belukha hunting technique of special importance to the
Tyonek people was the use of a yuyqul, a single large spruce
tree inbedded in the mud flats at ebb tide and secured with
lines of moose hide smeared with pitch (Pete 1980a; cf.
Wrangell 1970:12).A hunter armed with a harpoon stationed
himself in the "nest" formed by the roots and waited for
belukha to approach with the flood tide. After harpooning
one, he signaled to his partners waiting on shore with kayaks. They chased the animal until it expired and then hauled
it back to the village. There it was butchered, and oil rendered from the fat.
Also in spring, the Tubughna obtained clams, although
these were not available within their territory (Osgood
1937:27). Today they travel south to Harriet Point and Polly
Creek to dig razor clams. In the past, clams were probably
obtained through trade with the Kustatan Tanaina (cf. Osgood 1937:31).
Although the variety of spring foods available to the Tubughna was great, as in other upper inlet areas the most
important resource of all was salmon. In the 1830s,
Wrangell (1970:12)described the following method used by
the Tanaina to harvest salmon.
Near the mouths of rivers or on the shores of the
bay, where the tide flows and ebbs, are the summer fishing camps of the Kenay... (who) make use
of the following extremely simple method to catch
fish: a dip net woven from roots like a basket is
attached to a long pole which they let down into
the water; it is taken out as soon as a few fish go
in. Such a drawing up fish from the water is the
occupation of the old people and children. For
greater convenience they set across the tidal
stream for a few sazhens a sort of long weir
which, at the time of a fish run, is dotted with
fishermen equipped with dip nets on long poles.
These tanik'edi, "fishing docks," were built near Tyonek
directly into the inlet itself. They were used during high
tides as migrating salmon swam along the shore towards the
mouths of streams. Reportedly, five such platforms were
used communally at Tyonek in the 19th century (Alexan
1965a: 59-60), hence the name of Tyonek Creek, Tank'itnu,
"fish dock river" (Kari and Kari 1982:35). In May and
June, king salmon were taken, followed by red and silver
salmon later in summer. Some Tanaina today maintain that
after fishing for king salmon with tanik'edi, people used
basket traps and weirs in streams for these other species.
In either case, the Tubughna spent most of the summer
salmon fishing and drying a large supply for winter use.
Food shortages in this region were usually the consequence
of the failure to prepare enough dry fish during the peak
runs of anadromous fish. For example, bad weather could
drastically affect the catch. In 1803 Davydov (1977:200)

noted:
The main part of the Kinai diet is made up of fish
which they catch by making weirs in the rivers. .. But when there is a wet summer the water level
of the rivers rises and the weirs are washed away;
then the Kinai lose their food supply and go hungry.
ACC logs recorded incidents in which storms destroyed fish
traps in the 1880s and 1890s (e.g. ACC/Bl51/Fl558/5-3185).

Additional supplies of salmon were obtained during fall
hunts, utilizing the late silver salmon runs. These were
dried or fermented, and stored in caches for winter use
(Alexan 1965a:59-60).
The Tubughna hunted land mammals too, but they had
more limited access to game than did other upper inlet
Indians. A popular hunting area for caribou and sheep was
the mountainous region around Chakachamna Lake. The
Tyonek people also shared some hunting territories with the
Susitna Tanaina. For example, Susitna Mountain was used
by both groups for marmot hunting, and the Hiline LakeBeluga Mountain area was used for bear hunting and fall
fishing. Also, Tubughna crossed the Hayes River Pass, Tubughna Katidil'tuni, "Tyonek people's trail extends down"
(Kari and Kari 1982:35), to Rainy Pass to hunt caribou and
sheep. There they met and traded with the upper Susitna
Tanaina.
Some Tanaina elders report that the Tubughna did not
construct caribou surrounds at Rainy Pass because they
were unable to transport large supplies of meat back home
across the mountains. As they returned from their successful hunts, they relayed meat and trade goods from cache to
cache along the trail. Supplies remained in these caches for
winter hunting parties. The rest of the Tyonek seasonal
round was much like that of the other UIT.
2. The Interior Zone Pattern: Upper Susitna Basin Ta-

naina
The annual cycle of the Kroto Creek Tanaina illustrates
the differences in subsistence patterns between coastal and
interior UIT groups in this early stage of contact history.
While this pattern was broadly similar to that of Tanaina
further downriver, it was more oriented to the interior and
the mountains, owing to the distance of interior villages
from Susni Kaq'. For example, the Kroto Creek people did
not themselves hunt seal and belukha. Rather, they traded
for these products with the Alexander Creek and Tyonek
Indians. Present-day Tanaina experts stress the survival
value of this trade, describing how it relieved food shortages
and added variety to the diet (cf. Osgood 1937:75). The
following narrative by a former Susitna Station resident
summarizes this trade as it occurred in spring:
[The interior Susitna Tanaina] brought all kinds of
parka squirrel coats and blankets. They brought
lots of fur clothes and blankets to the mouth of the
Susitna River... and traded for lots of oil, two or
three boat loads full. After one or two weeks they
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went back home. And they got a whole bunch of
dry fish; king salmon was good and rich down
there and they traded for them. They got good
rich fish to take home, real fish from salt water.
And a whole bunch of dry hooligans to take
home. They brought five or six badi of seal skins;
they bought them too. From all over they came, to
Susni Kaq' in spring time. It was a regular meeting place. They traded for grease, and the Tyonek
people wanted fur, so they went there too.
This narrative suggests that these meetings in spring resembled the trade fairs of the Chugach and other Alaska Eskimo
groups (Townsend 1979:166).
Because they Jacked ready access to the spring resources
of the lower Susitna River, the Kroto people depended heavily on the early king salmon runs. Later in summer, red and
silver salmon were available, although by the time the silvers arrived, most Kroto Indians had left for fall hunting.
The Kroto Creek Tanaina had fish camps along other Susitna tributaries, such as Willow Creek, Montana Creek, and
Caswell Creek. Their hunting territories extended along
these streams as well.
The area surrounding Kroto Village was excellent game
country, with bear, beaver, and moose. The Dashq 'eht 'ana
(Kroto Creek Tanaina) also hunted caribou in the mountains. Hunters traveled to the Tokasitna River near Dghelay
Ka 'a (Mount McKinley); others used the Talkeetna Mountains to the east of the Susitna Basin. They constructed
caribou surrounds and snared ground squirrels. After building moose or caribou hide boats, they descended the
Kashwitna River and other streams with their catch to
Kroto, and spent the winter there.
Winter was another important time for trade, as the following narrative by a former resident of Susitna Station
explains:
The Tyonek people put up Jots of food ... They
never went hungry because there was lots of seals
and belukhas ... They put up so much oil they were
really overloaded each summer. They put up lots
of grease for everybody in the villages of the Susitna River and Knik Arm. They all came down to
Tyonek [in winter] to trade for oil. They kept
coming, coming, getting this oil. They brought all
kinds of fur blankets: parka squirrel, whistler,
lynx, marten. And k'enq'ena [dentalium shells]
and Jots of caribou and black bear meat and beaver meat so they could buy all this oil.. .And the
Tyonek people were rich from oil, and from dry
fish too. They bought lots of dry fish too ... And in
winter it used to be like that. They had a regular
road down to Tyonek ... a regular road for grease,
seal meat, and fish ... And this story is from Jong
before the Russians came to this country, from a
Jong time ago.
These exchanges of subsistence goods were quite similar to
the trading activities Zagoskin (1967: JOI-102,132133,145,211,253;cf. Vanstone 1979:64ff.) described among

coastal and interior Eskimos and Indians in western Alaska
of the 1840s.
Like the Kroto Creek Tanaina, the people living along the
Yentna River used a wide expanse of territory. It stretched
from the Susitna River to Rainy Pass (Htal). They traveled
extensively in spring and fall, but like most Tanaina, their
activities were centered around their winter villages, where
ample supplies of food were cached.
In April, many of these Tanaina traveled to Susni Kaq' to
trade. Others fished for trout at Dach 'qelqiht, "where we
live in spring," and Nutsahdnghitses, "rocks dammed
across," both along the outlet of Whiskey Lake (Kari
1983a:64). Prior to the salmon runs they returned to their
villages and summer fish camps.
Following summer salmon fishing, the Yentna River Tanaina hunted caribou and sheep in the Rainy Pass country
and other upland regions. Men and women together traveled
up the Yentna River in canoes. At Tiq 'at/ 'ena many of the
women and some of the men fished and hunted. Nearby, the
canoes were cached, because the rivers above this village
were unsafe for upstream travel. Along a familiar trail above
the Skwentna River, the hunters reached the Happy River
country near Htal. A caribou surround was located here at a
place called Bak'nin 'iy. Besides caribou, sheep and moose
were taken with snares or bows and arrows. Women accompanying the men to Rainy Pass aided in the caribou drives
and dried the meat. They also snared ground squirrels and
marmots, and collected berries which were preserved in
grease in birch bark containers.
Some Tanaina report that in aboriginal times the Rainy
Pass area was occupied year round (cf. Kari and Kari
1982:33). The local inhabitants are said to have maintained
caribou surrounds and to have specialized in hunting. They
traded with Susitna River and Tyonek Tanaina for fish and
oil.
In late September and early October, when fall hunting
was complete, the Yentna River Tanaina constructed skin
boats from raw caribou or moose hides and floated down the
swift Skwentna River to the Yentna. They had to travel
quickly by river to transport their food supplies before
freeze-up. Rejoining the people who had remained at villages further downstream, they together returned to their
own nichif, where they cached the meat, fish, and skins.
Other Tanaina hunted up the Kaheltna River (cf. Cook
1908:163). This river was too swift for water travel in either
direction; consequently these people remained in the mountains until freeze-up. They then returned home, transporting
their supplies on sleds.
Writing in the 1830s, Wrangell (1970:12) described similar
journeys by the Susitna River Tanaina to the Talkeetna
Mountains. At Susitna Lake (or one of the Tangle Lakes)
they hunted caribou and traded with the Ahtna. They returned to their winter villages in late September or October,
floating down the Susitna River in canoes covered with
undressed caribou hides. Thirty years before Wrangell,
Davydov (1977:199) also reported that the "Kinai" traveled
up the Susitna River to hunt marn1ots and beaver and to
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trade with the Copper River Indians. According to Davydov,
even at this early date the Tanaina brought "beads and other
trinkets" supplied to them by the Russians to trade for furs
with the Indians "of the hinterlands."
3. Knik Arm Subsistence Pattern
The annual cycle of the K'enaht'ana was broadly similar
to that of the Susitna River Tanaina. Before the salmon runs,
some Knik people traveled to the mouth of the Susitna River
to aid the local Indians in "putting up" eulachon, seal, and
belukha oil. Although some eulachon were available near
Knik Arm, the Susnitnuht 'ana brought eulachon oil to Point
MacKenzie, where they traded with the Knik people. The
Tanaina name for Point MacKenzie, Di/hi Tunts'del'ust
Beydegh, "eulachon are transported point," commemorates
this trade (Kari 1978: 11).
In contrast to the Susitna River pattern, along Knik Arm
there was more travel in spring from the winter villages to
distinct, sometimes distant summer fish camps. The reason
for this spring move was that king salmon did not ascend
most of the streams draining into upper Knik Arm, and
those that could be harvested were considered "poor" (low
in oil content). Since the Tanaina desired rich fish, the Knik
Indians left the winter villages in spring to establish fish
camps on the lower parts of KnikArm and Fire Island. Ship
Creek, Dgheyaytnu ("needlefish creek;" Kari and Kari
1982:42), was an especially important site, for in early
spring needlefish could be taken in large quantities. This
was an important resource if food supplies had run low the
previous winter.
At their fish camps in May, the Knik Tanaina used
tanik'edi to take king salmon. For example, a site near the
present-day Port of Anchorage was called Tak'at, "dipnet
platform" (Kari and Kari 1982:42). At the end of the salmon
runs, the K'enaht'ana stored the docks at the camps.
Unlike kings, red and silver salmon were available in such
upper Knik Arm streams as Fish Creek and Wasilla Creek.
These became major fishing sites following the king salmon
runs. The outlets of such lakes as Big Lake and Lake Lucille
were also good fishing locations. There, the K'enaht'ana
constructed basket traps and weirs; they also used dip nets.
Since these fish camps were near the winter villages, caches
of dry fish were used year round.
As among the Susitna River Tanaina, late August and
September were the major hunting seasons of the Knik Arm
people. Those of the lower Knik River region journeyed
upriver into the Chugach Mountains. Even in the early 20th
century the people of Niteh hunted sheep, bear, ground
squirrels, and marmots from their upriver camp at Swan
Lake. Formerly, they probably took caribou there as well.
The Niteh Indians harvested late fall salmon in Swan Lake
and Jim Creek and dried them there. Before freeze-up, they
traveled in skin boats with their supplies downstream to the
winter village.
Other Knik Arm people, especially those living on the
west side of the arm and up the Matanuska River, hunted in
the Talkeetna Mountains, as well as in the Chugach Range.

These Tanaina traversed the Matanuska Valley along wellknown trails. They used caribou surrounds near Willow
Creek, and took sheep in these mountains too. The remainder of the winter and early spring subsistence activities
resembled those of the Susitna Tanaina.
Evidently, fish resources were not as abundant for the
Knik Tanaina as they were for the coastal UIT to the west.
Therefore, trade often occurred in winter. In the early
1960s, an elder from Tyonek related a story that describes
exchanges of dry fish for land products between the Tyonek
and Knik Arm Indians.
Once upon a time there was an old Chief in
Tyonek who was friend of Chief of Knik. They
made agreement that the Tyonek Chief would sell
dried and smoked fish to KnikChief because Knik
people couldn't get enough fish to put up for winter as much as the beach people of Tyonek could.
The Tyonek Chief would trade fish for caribou
hide, moose hide, and dried meat and sinew, since
the Knik people [were] lot closer to the mountain
where there is lots of caribou, moose, goat, sheep
and other meat (Alexan, in Cook Inlet Historic
Sites Project 1975:106).
The exchange of dry fish for meat between Tyonek and Knik
lasted well into the Contact-Traditional Stage (e.g. ACC/
Bl51/Fl556; Bl51/Fl559).
C. Annual Cycles of the Contact-Traditional and
Government-CommercialStages.

l. The Upper Inlet Fur Trade in the Contact-Traditional
Stage
As noted in Chapter Two, the Russians considered the
Cook Inlet area primarily as a source of land furs, especially beaver. The RAC assumed a paternalistic role, controlling the kinds and amount of trade goods the trappers
received. For example, the Iliamna Tanaina became indebted to the RAC after a post was established in their
territory in 1818 (Townsend 1965:160). The Russians employed the Lower Inlet Tanaina living near Fort St. Nicholas
to hunt caribou, marten, lynx, bear, wolverine, river otter,
beaver, muskrat, and mink. They also produced clothing of
hare, marmot, and ground squirrel which the Russians used
to pay their Koniag dependents (Davydov 1977:196-197).
Possibly, debtor-creditor relationships also existed between the UIT and the Russian traders in the ContactTraditional Stage, but there is no available written
documentation of it. After the ACC took over, this was
certainly the case; trapping assumed a major position in the
yearly round.
During the Contact-Traditional Stage, the UIT continued
to perform their middleman role in trade. In the 1840s and
afterwards an important trade occurred between the Susitna
Tanaina and the Upper Kuskokwim Athapaskans (Pete
1977). The Tanaina crossed the mountains to meet these
interior people at "Itstsyno," modem day Medfra, on a
tributary of the upper Kuskokwim River. There the Tanaina
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obtained beaver furs in exchange for the Russian trade items
they transported from Cook Inlet (Zagoskin 1967:254). As
noted in Chapter Two, the Russians of Fort St. Nicholas
encouraged these trading ventures. For example, in 1844
Zagoskin (1967:269) met some Upper Kuskokwim Indians
of the Selatna and Takotna rivers. They were traveling to
Fort Kolomakov to inform the manager that the upriver
Indians had traded all their furs during the winter to "the
Kenai chief Kisloma" who had been sent from the Cook
Inlet post.
This Tanaina middleman role persisted until the
close of the 19th century. For example, in 1896
Bortnovsky (DRHA 2:70) reported of the Tyonek
Indians: They have a good aptitude for trading
and exercize their trading abilities with the multitudes of miners passing through this region. They
also trade with the Iliamna Indians; in this case
instead of money, they use "tsukli" [dentalium],
formerly supplied by the Russian American Company.
Also, the Tyonek Indians, like the Susitnuht 'ana, continued
in the late 19th century to cross the Alaska Range to trade
with the Upper Kuskokwim people. The following example
is from an ACC log entry for August 16, 1877 (ACC/Bl51/
1557):
Today the last of the Indians left here. Six men
and four women going to the Colchans [gheltsana, the Upper Kuskokwim Indians]. They will
trap on their way and trade with that tribe on their
arrival there. They will return about the first of
March.
During a visit to the Susitna Indians in 1896, Bortnovsky
(DRHA 2:71) noted that they traded with "the Nushagak
tribes." Caribou skins, valued at one dollar each, were used
as a medium of exchange in this trade.
The Knik Indians traded with the Ahtna (DRHA 2:72),
but relations between these two Indian groups were sometimes poor in the last decades of the 19th century. Thus the
Ahtna obtained most trade items directly from ACC agents
and other traders at Knik (Castner 1900:705).
As noted in Chapter Two, after continuing RAC policies
during its early operations the ACC in 1883 merged with the
Western Fur and Trading Company. As a result, fur prices
dropped. But until the close of the Contact-Traditional
Stage, competition with trading rivals forced the ACC
agents in the upper inlet region to outfit Natives on credit in
order to encourage trapping. For example, the ACC agent at
Knik, John Ballow, assumed an active role in organizing
trapping parties. He sometimes had difficulties, for fur
prices were low and Knik Tanaina had become reluctant
trappers (cf. Townsend 1965:162). In the spring of 1887,
Ballow was engaged in fierce competition with a rival store,
owned by a trader named Bowen. Both sides outfitted Native trappers on credit, but Ballow feared that his "debtors"
would nevertheless trade their fur to his rival. He wrote on
2/17/1887:

I am trying to get the Kennicks out again to go
hunting. I will have to give them an outfit but I am
afraid Bowen's man [a Tanaina named "Affinassa," ie. Afanasi] will get the fur when they
will come back. I do not trust them. They are in
debt to the other store and they bring their fur in
here at night. They may possibly play the same
trick on me.
On February 22 of the same year he wrote in his log:
Made a party for fox and marten hunting. Outfitted twelve men with two dollars worth of provisions a piece and some of them traps. They will
come back in April. The AC Co's people and
Bowen's are all what are left in this part of the
country.
Ballow also organized and outfitted trapping parties when
he was an ACC agent at Tyonek in the winter of 1889-90. He
designated each party a "commandry"; each unit was under
the direction of an older Native man. The agent recorded on
2/24/90:
Tyone Constantine going out and party, making in
all 8 sledges. Will be back by May or about. This
finishes the fur party for spring. Only 2 women
and an old man remaining in Tyonock.
During the late 19th century, the UIT were evidently becoming more accustomed to using imported supplies, including foods. Therefore, a good fur catch was essential.
For example, in May 1877, following a long period of trapping in the mountains by Tyonek Indians, the ACC agent
reported:
The natives are almost starving in Cook's Inlet for
[there] are but few furs this year. [It] appears that
furs have gone [somewhere]. According to what
the natives say, some years it happens.
The depletion of fish and game resources, discussed in
Chapter Three, was a primary cause of the increased use of
imported foods. A further drop in fur prices in the late 1890s
(ACC/Bll8/Fl086) discouraged fur trapping once again.
Consequently, seasonal wage employment became an attractive alternative in the Government-Commercial Stage.

2. Annual Cycles of the Contact-Traditional Stage
A summary of Tyonek Tanaina subsistence activities as
recorded in ACC logs from 1876 to 1895 illustrates the the
changes brought about by the 19th century fur trade. Salmon
fishing with weirs and traps was still of major importance in
May, June, and July, but there is no record of sealing in the
ACC logs and only one mention of belukha hunting. In 1884
Abercrombie (1900:402) noted that belukha hunting by
Cook Inlet Natives had declined considerably.
Spring hunting in the mountains for ground squirrels and
marten by the men of Tyonek was an important activity in
the late 19th century. One Tanaina elder reported that during
this time men snared ground squirrels in the mountains and
the Tubughna women stayed home to fish and hunt beaver.
By the middle of August, families began leaving for the
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mountains and Tyonek was almost deserted. Hunting and
trapping lasted until late November or early December, although some parties returned periodically to trade in September and October. The most important resources were
beaver, caribou, bear, and ground squirrel; the latter was
clearly significant because it was traded to the Kenai Peninsula Tanaina and Eskimos. Other furs were exchanged at the
store for trapping outfits, imported foodstuffs, and clothing.
Guns were in general use by this time (cf. Vanstone and
Townsend 1970:160), although the sale of breech loading
rifles to Natives was illegal in Alaska from 1875 to 1896
(VanStone 1976:205).
After a short stay in the village during December, when
potlatching and feasting occurred, the Tyonek Indians left
again for a spring hunt. Many hunting-trapping parties remained outside the village until late April or even May.
Hunters also ventured across Cook Inlet to hunt moose.
When the Indians returned to the village, they prepared for
another fishing season. Fish traps were used until about
1900, when gill nets began replacing them (Townsend
1965:366).
During most of the year, other Upper Inlet and Kustatan
Tanaina arrived and departed from Tyonek almost daily to
trade both with the ACC and with the Tyonek Indians. They
also attended potlatches and Russian Orthodox church services.
In the two other subregions, also, time spent in winter
villages decreased due to the extension of the fur trapping
season and travel to traditional hunting locations near abandoned villages. Susitna Station families made extensive
trapping journeys, and hunted as far upriver as Rainy Pass.
One elder, in reference to this period, commented that people "moved, moved all the time" in winter. Likewise,
Bortnovsky (DRHA 2:71; cf. Porter 1893:71;Spurr 1900:66)
wrote in 1896 that:
Hunting [i.e. trapping] is the chief occupation of
the Susitna Indians. Consequently, they lead a nomadic life. Often they go far away into the mountains and spend several years there.
Among the Susitna Tanaina, also, the spring beaver hunt
was very important. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, most residents of Susitna Station left the village in
spring to go trapping. Because of the influence of the traders, the pattern was similar at Knik. Also, fishing for
salmon and eulachon in spring remained major subsistence
activities for the Susitna and Knik Indians throughout this
period (Spurr 1900:64; Cook 1908:117).

3. The Annual Cycle in the Early GovernmentCommercial Stage
O.G. Herning's diary (Heming n.d.) provides a picture of
the subsistence activities of the Knik Arm Tanaina in the
first two decades of the 20th century, the early GovernmentCommercial Stage. A modified subsistence economy was
followed, mixed with the monetary economy that was also
in operation.
The Knik Arm Tanaina hunted geese and ducks in April.

Following their spring hunt, many men supplemented their
trapping incomes with wage labor, such as delivering mail
or packing freight. Several Knik Indians owned sloops and
transported supplies from Knik to the mining communities
across Turnagain Arm.
By June, king salmon runs began in lower Knik Arm, and
later in the summer Knik Indians fished for salmon at Fish
Creek. Tanaina today state that fish traps were still used
early in this century. The K'enaht'ana sold portions of their
catch to miners and townsmen.
In fall, the Knik Indians hunted sheep and, especially
moose, with rifles. Moose had by this time replaced caribou
as the most important big game species among the UIT,
although caribou hunts to Rainy Pass by the Susitna people
continued until about 1930. This shift is important, for the
hunting of moose is a far more individualistic effort than is
caribou hunting (McKennan 1969:97; Knight 1965:30).
Among the Knik Tanaina, these hunts apparently involved
small groups, usually nuclear families. Some of the meat
was sold at mining communities on Turnagain Arm.
November through March were months for hunting, trapping, and trading. Knik and Eklutna people traveled as far as
the Oshetna River to hunt moose and caribou and to trap,
sometimes in collaboration with the Tyone Lake Ahtna.
Evidently, very few men remained at Knikduring the winter
for any length of time.
In short, by the first two decades of the 20th century, the
Tanaina were becoming partially integrated into the developing wage economy, but traditional food resources remained important, as they were in UIT villages into the
1980s.

CHAPTER FIVE: CHANGING
COMMUNITY PATTERNS AND TYPES
OF LEADERS
A. Introduction: Types of Tanaina Communities and
Community Patterns
The previous chapter showed that UIT settlement patterns
changed during the contact era as mobility increased. This
chapter focuses on the accompanying changes in community
patterns, the sociopolitical relationships existing between
members of a community. A community is that group of
individuals occupying a settlement who constitute a corporate economic and political unit (Beardsley et al. 1956:133134; Chang 1962:28; Helm 1969:151). Leadership is an
important aspect of community patterning.
The chapter begins with a discussion of two principles by
which all UIT were classified during the period under
study: (I) matrilineal kinship, expressed through membership in clans and moieties, and (2) rank, based on wealth
and prestige. Next, the ideal composition of UIT residential
units is discussed; this ideal involved kinship-based communities with fairly stable membership recruited on the
basis of birth and marriage. Each community was headed by
a qeshqa.
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With a change in settlement patterns during the ContactTraditional Stage came a corresponding change to a more
composite, open community pattern, in which individuals
of many clans lived in each village. Qeshqa remained important leaders, but their authority over non-kin was usually
tenuous. A new type of political leader, the duyeq (toion
{toyon]), was introduced by the Russians. The duyeq was an
office holder formally recognized by traders or the Russian
Orthodox Church. His political effectiveness rested not on
his occupying an office, however, but on his recognition as a
qeshqa by village residents. To the extent that leadership
had been traditionally based on kinship, the power of UIT
qeshqa declined as multi-family households broke up and
the influence of the matrilineal clan organization weakened
in the late 19th century.

B. Social Categories.
I. Tanaina moieties and clans
As among the Ahtna and Upper Tanana (de Laguna 1975),
every Tanaina was a member of a named, matrilineal clan.
The clans themselves were grouped into moieties, for which
the Tanaina have no names (Osgood 1937: 128). De Laguna
(1975:137) has shown that among northwestern Athabaskans, clans were the fundamental social categories, and not
simply subdivisions of the moieties. Likewise, for the UIT,
clans defined individuals' identities and structured local residential units, while the moieties served as a means of arranging clans into "opposites" for marriages, potlatches,
and funerals. In fact, the moiety affiliations of clans bearing
the same name varied among northern Athabaskans; even
within particular localities, clans "switched sides" when
demographic pressures necessitated marriages between
members of clans of the same moiety (Guedon 1974; de
Laguna 1975:137). These processes operated among the Tanaina until the recent past, as shown by the contrasting
moiety affiliations of several clans reported by Wrangell
(1970) in 1839 and by Osgood (1937) in the early 1930s. (For
a detailed discussion ofTanaina clans and moieties, see Fall
1981:409-427 .)
In 1931, Osgood (1937:128-129) recorded the names of 15
Tanaina clans, ten in Moiety A and five in Moiety B, writing that "not a single informant knew the names of more
than six or seven out of those collected, so vestigal and
functionless had the system become." Probably, Osgood's
informants were unfamiliar with some of the names because
some Thnaina clans, like those of the Ahtna (de Laguna
1975:89) tended to be localized, with a very limited distribution, while others were more widespread, and therefore
were better known.
According to Tanaina elders today, the most common UIT
clans of Moiety A were the Chishyi (red paint), K'kalayi
(fish tail), Ggahyi (crow), and Nichishyi (another paint
clan). The Tanaina trace the origin of the clans of Moiety A
to several (usually three) Ahtna sisters, who reached Cook
Inlet through the Matanuska Valley. Along the W<rf,the sisters found the objects which now give the clans their names
(Osgood 1937:129; cf. de Laguna 1975:94-95). At Cook

Inlet, they discovered the Tu/china (water clan; Moiety B),
apparently an indigenous Cook Inlet group (de Laguna
1934:132; Osgood 1937:130; Ackerman 1975:14). An Upper
Inlet Nu/china man (Moiety B) said that the name Tu/china
means "they get them from the water." A Tu/china woman
told the origin story of her clan, which relates how a K'kalayi man captured a "wild" Tu/china woman and transformed her into a human being (cf. de Laguna 1975:98).
The Nu/china, the sky clan (Kari 1977a:87), is closely
associated with the Tu/china; it was a dominant UIT clan in
that many qeshqa belonged to it. A Nu/china man explained
that a "civil war" erupted between the Tu/china and the
clans of Moiety A. The Tu/china "called up" their Nu/china
relatives in the sky to come to their aid. As as result, the two
warring sides agreed to exchange sisters and treat each other
as shtlen, brothers-in-law; hence the origin of Tanaina moiety organization (cf. Osgood 1937:130; de Laguna 1975:9697).
These origin stories demonstrate that many of the processes at work in descent group formation in other northern
Athabaskan peoples operated in the Cook Inlet region also.
Clans were essentially local descent units. Groups of clan
members moved to establish branches of their clans in other
areas, or split off to form new clans. Clans that grew too
large divided into several sub-groups that were eventually
recognized as distinct clans. Dissentions and rivalries
within clans also led to fissioning and the formation of new
descent groups.
As among the Indians of the Northwest Coast, clan membership was critical for the Tanaina individual, for the local
ranking of the clans helped establish his or her social postion. Chishyi appears to have been a highly ranked clan in
many Tanaina areas. Nu/china individuals were important in
the upper inlet. Clan rankings differed according to locale.
For example, K'kalayi and Tu/china wee of lower rank at
Susitna and Knik, but were the most esteemed clans among
the Lower Inlet Tanaina (Ackerman 1975:10).
The Tanaina expressed clan membership in facial paintings and color symbolism in their clothing. Osgood
(l937:l3l) described distinctive face painting patterns for
five UIT clans, the Chishyi, Nichishyi, K'kalayi, Nu/china,
and Tu/china. He noted that the painting of Moiety A clans
was symmetrical, while the patterns of Moiety B differed on
each side of the face. Also, at least in the post-contact era,
individuals of some clans wore a particular color clothing
appropriate to his or her own group (cf. Osgood 1937:141).
According to one elder, the Chishyi dressed in red clothes
and expressed disapproval when Tu/china or Nu/china people displayed this color. K'kalayi could also wear red, but
Nu/china and Tu/china dressed in blue. After the American
purchase of Alaska, Nu/china and Tu/china members wore
white Stetson hats, while for Chishyi a black cap was appropriate (cf. Ackerman 1975:10). Thus while changes in attire
occurred over time, clan distinctions in dress remained.

2. Kinship terms
The Tanaina kinship terminology reflects the significance
of the matrilineal descent groups. Several terms are ex-
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tended to individuals of the same or closely related clans.
(This discussion follows Kari 1977a: 82-6; cf. Osgood
1937:144-147).For example, several terms classify all clan
members together in a single category. Nifts'anidaqna refers to close matrilineal relatives of the same generation,
such as one's siblings or mother's sister's children. For an
UIT, members of one's own clan or a closely related one,
regardless of generation, are shyidalqenen, which one elder
translated as "my relations" or "my mother's relations."
For a male, this term has a more restricted meaning as well,
referring to male parallel cousins. A term with a similar
meaning, but more commonly used and found among all
Tanaina, is ghelchifna, "clanspeople;' or as the same man
put it, "one kind of a nation." This term evidently includes
all members of a particular clan, regardless of genealogical
connection or residence (Kari, personal communication,
1979). Conversely, people of a clan of the opposite moiety
are k 'uch 'na or k 'uch 'itna, "different tribe."

3. The Upper Inlet Tanaina System of Rank
A~cording to Osgood (l937:l3l-133), the Tanaina recognized two categories of people on the basis of wealth. These
categories, or as Osgood called them, "social classes,"
were (l) the "aristocracy," q'asq'a (qeshqa), composed of
wealthy men and "their immediate relatives," and (2) the
"commoners," olcaq'a, who lacked wealth and prestige,
and \\-Urkedfor the qeshqa.
As defined by Fried (1967:186), social class is a phenomenon peculiar to stratified societies, those in which members
of the same sex and age status lack equal access to basic lifesustaining resources. By this definition, the categories defined by Osgood were not "classes," because individuals in
both groups had equal access to subsistence resources (cf.
Townsend 1980:134-135).
Rather than attempt further to define "classes," it is more
instructive to view the Tanaina social system as one based
on ranked kinship and the culturally prescribed utilization
of wealth (cf. Barnett 1938; Drucker 1939; de Laguna
1972:461-465; Townsend 1980:134-139,1981:631). Individuals who accumulated and redistributed wealth gained prestige among their kin, and thereby validated their status as
qeshqa-rich, generous men. Each man's skill in this endeavor was usually a consequence of the training he received from his senior, highly ranked clansmen. The visible
result of the proper use of wealth was a body of followerkin, who supported the qeshqa's economic ventures, and
provided him with the means to further enhance his wealth
and prestige, and hence gain more power. This process of
validating rank, of gaining wealth, prestige, and power, is
examined more fully in subsequent chapters. The discussion
here will concentrate on the characteristics of high ranking
and low ranking individuals in UIT society.
Highly ranked UIT individuals controlled wealth, ghuliy
(cf. Kari 1977a: 193). Traditionally, wealth consisted of
strings of k'enq'ena (dentalium) stored 1n caches or displayed on clothing (Osgood 1937:134-5). Other sumptuary
goods included \':lllued
furs, such as marten and lynx, caribou hides, and blankets and robes of marmot or ground

squirrel furs. Accumulated food was also wealth.
Some wealth items were used for personal adornment or
insignia of rank; for example, bone or shell necklaces and
bracelets. Wealthy individuals of both sexes also wore nose
ornaments of these materials (Osgood 1937:54). Only high
ranking people were permitted to display ghuliy. If a "poor
man" wore a dentalium necklace in public, for example, he
was ridiculed by others.
A second privilege of rank was exemption from performing menial tasks, such as chopping wood or fetching water.
Another prerogative of a_wealthyman was po_ly_gyny.
Men of
high rank usually had several wives; eight was an ideal
number (Alexan l965a:l4).
The privileges of rank extended to the close kin of a
qeshqa, including his wives, children, and sons-in-law, and
probably his younger brothers and sisters' sons as well (cf.
Lantis l970b:242-243). A qeshqa's wife was a qiy'u, a rich
woman (Wassillie 1979:81;Kari 1977a:89), and at the death
of her husband she sometimes assumed some of his responsibilities.
The children of a qeshqa were calledjiggi. Apparently, in
some uses this term refers only to females, the daughters of
rich men, which the Tanaina call "princesses" in English.
In addition, both the Tanaina term and its Ahtna equivalent,
dzuuggi, also mean "favorite child," or "child of a chief'
(Kari l977a:89; Kari and Buck 1975:55). These children,
elders explain, were "raised rich." Girls especially were
pampered with the best foods and were attended by several
"nurses" (cf. Osgood 1937:163). Male jiggi were primary
candidates for leadership positions within their descent
groups (see Chapter 9).
For the category of "commoners"-those people who
lacked wealth and prestige-Osgood (1937:214) gave the
following terms:
olcaq'a
Kachemak Bay
noYifcin
Kenai
wolcaq'a
Tyonek
Upper Inlet (Knik)
elno
nofulcin
Susitna
nofulfin
Iliamna
Today, the term olcaq 'a is unfamiliar to UIT informants
(Kari, personal communication, 1979), but the UIT regularly employ the term ghelchifna, "clans-people" to refer to
"working people" or "helpers." Interestingly, at Tyonek,
Osgood (1937:134)found that the "commoners [i.e. "helpers"] form the body of a clan." They usually aided highly
ranked people of their own moiety (Osgood 1933:709).
Osgood's terms from Kenai, Susitna, and Iliamna are
clearly similar to nughdlchina, "slave" (Kari l977a:9l).
Some present day Tanaina, however, say that this term is
best translated as "working people," not slave. They cite as
examples of nughd/china young people today living with
and aiding relatives in return for "room and board." In this
usage, they feel, it is a synonym for another term, ukilaqa,
"his clan helpers," which refers to those clansmen assisting
a qeshqa (cf. Kari and Buck 1975:56).
Townsend (1979:167-168,1980:134,198l :632; cf. Osgood
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1937:31) suggests that Tanaina "slaves" comprised a social
class in the sense defined by Fried, and that local Tanaina
groups were thus organized into stratified societies with two
classes, free and non-free. Indeed, evidence of institutionalized slavery is strong for North Pacific Rim societies (Townsend 1979). Among the Tanaina, slaves were the personal
property of "rich men," and while not a significant source
of labor, their presence in the rich man's household enhanced his prestige. Among the Iliamna Tanaina, most
slaves were war captives and were held for ransom, although some were bartered from other Native groups
(Townsend 1979:168).
Nevertheless, UIT elders assert that the Upper Inlet people never held slaves. They report that captive Koniag and
Chugach were treated well and usually became voluntary
"working people." The following story illustrates this point.
There was no such thing as slaves up here, unless
they caught Aleuts, and if they behaved well, they
treated them good. They weren't slaves then.
They never wanted to go home, and they wanted
to be Tanaina... One Aleut was staying at Susitna,
spearing fish. A bunch of Aleuts came up and
recognized him. He grabbed two fish and went
home to the Indian village, pretending not to see
the Aleuts. He warned his people. "Bunch of
Aleuts out there," he said. They cleaned out
[killed] most of them. Then he got married to one
of the Indian women.
Of course, these oral traditions, told from the UIT point of
view, may overstate the willingness of captives to become
integrated into Tanaina society (cf. Vansina 1965).
Elno (elnu), Osgood's Upper Inlet word for "slave" is
translated by some present-day UIT as "poor people, people who can't support themselves" or "lazy person" (cf.
Kari 1977a:91). They were "real poor people" who lived in
the entryway to the nichiY. Evidently, their low rank was not
ascribed, but the result of their indolent character. One man
said:
If somebody came to someone's house, and if he
worked, they fed him good, but if he was lazy,
they gave him nothing ... They didn't want a lazy
man. Even if he died, they didn't care.
In sum, terms such as ghelchiYna and ukilaqa, and in
some cases nugheYchina and elnu, evidently refer not to a
"social class," but to groups of kinsmen, of relatively low
rank ana' prestige, in service to a qeshqa of their clan.
Indeed, even captives from other groups, while perhaps
comprising a social class of slaves, might be incorporated
into the kinship system and be granted rights to local subsistence resources if they conformed to the expectations of the
qeshqa.

C. Community Patterns of the Incipient-Early Contact
Stage
I. The Composition of Residential Units
At the time of contact with Euro-Americans, the composition ofUIT residential units (communities) was structured
by the principles of kinship and rank just reviewed. They
were, essentially, groups of leaders and followers. The
smallest corporate unit among the UIT was the household,
that group of people occupying the same winter house, the
nichiY. This was a multifamily, semi-subterranean dwelling,
which according to Osgood (1937:60-62) was 40 feet long
and 30 feet wide, with split log sides and a birch bark roof
(cf. Davydov 1977:198;Jacobsen 1977:192;Petroff 1884:161162; Porter 1893:70; de Laguna 1934:142-145). Along the
walls of the nichiY were bench-like sleeping platforms called
dgeY, used by unmarried men and children. Underneath the
benches were individual comparments called dgeYt'u, each
occupied by a nuclear family. Attached to the nichiY was at
least one nelni, a bathhouse. Older people, including older
qeshqa, often slept in the nelni. Within each nichiY, several
partitioned-off spaces sheltered pubescent girls andjiggi. In
the center of the nichiY was a fireplace, and the smoke
escaped through a hole in the roof (cf. Osgood 1937:55-59).
According to Osgood (1933:709), up to ten related nuclear
families resided in each nichiY.
Osgood (1937:141)wrote that the nichiY was the property
of the female clan members. Today's UIT elders maintain
that each nichiY was "owned" by a qeshqa: "whoever had
this big nichiY, he was the boss." The qeshqa built his house
in a location appropriate to his clan affiliation. Also, membership in each household was based on one's consanguinal
or affinal relationship to the qeshqa who was "boss" of the
house. For example, in reference to Wasihdi Tukda, a 19th
century qeshqa at Alexander Creek, an elder said, ''All the
relations [ghelchiYna] of a rich man were his people. He
was the captain, the boss." In sum, individuals of the same
clan, their spouses, and their offspring lived together and
cooperated as a unit under the direction of a prestigious
kinsman (cf. Krenov 1951:174-175).
A "typical" UIT household probably contained the following people: first, the qeshqa, his wives, and his young
sons and daughters; and second, "the people he was taking
care of," the ukilaqa or ghelchiYna. Many of a rich man's
helpers were his young male kinsmen, his real and classificatory younger brothers and maternal nephews whom he
trained. His nephews were also his potential sons-in-law
and heirs. Each large household thus resembled an avunculocal extended family (Murdock 1949:35; cf. Townsend
1980:133),and was a localized segment of a clan with a core
of male clansmen.
There were smaller residential units also, usually composed of a newly married couple who had acquired enough
wealth to build a house near the wife's father's nichiY
(Alexan 1965b:14).The household grew in size as the man's
reputation as a generous provider attracted his kinsmen to
his nichiY.

-------
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As noted in Chapter Four, households were part of a
larger residential unit, a qayeh (village). Evidently, the
leading men of the households of each village were clanmates. This arrangement developed as a qeshqa's sons-in-law
established their houses near his own.
In summary, the composition of the principal UIT communities, households and villages, was kinship-based, with
membership recruited by birth, marriage, and voluntary association with highly ranked kinsmen.

2. Leadership in Incipient-Early Contact UIT Communities

I

I

Attributes of Leaders
Several personal qualities characterized the "ideal"
qeshqa who headed each UIT household (cf. Townsend
1981:631-632).First, such individuals were "rich" and generous; they had validated their rank through the distribution
of wealth and thereby gained prestige. This prerequisite of
Tunaina leaders was explicitly stated by an elderly Tanaina,
who asserted that while the residents of a Tanaina village
have urged him to become their "chief," he has adamantly
refused, because he is not a wealthy man and therefore
cannot distribute the necessary goods.
A leader was also necessarily ''._smart,"as evidenced by
his skills as a hunter, trapper, trader, and household manager. As one man put it, the qeshqa was "chief [leader]
because he was expert hunter and good at everything." Such
a man usually knew many tsukdu (stories), a characteristic
of great prestige among the Tanaina (Osgood 1937:123).
Stories were an important form of noncorporeal wealth.
Another important leadership quality was verbal eloquence. For example, Afanasi of Knik, a qeshqa of the late
19th century, was famous because "he preached to the younger people about how to make a living. He made them get
up and go." Also, a leader had to have a reputation for
bravery, especially in war (Chapter 9).
Finally, most UIT qeshqa for whom biographical data
exist are reputed to have had special relationsips with manifestations of spiritual power. They were "_lucky" men who
had encountered wealth-bringing beings and performed the
proper rituals. Their followers believed that as a consequence they had unusual abilities in hunting, trapping, and,
sometimes, in curing.
Leadership Roles
An examination of the leadership roles of the UIT qeshqa
demonstrates that they were individuals of authority within
their communities. They exercised legitimate power over a
fairly stable body of followers. Furthermore, the scope of
their leadership encompassed many of the day to day activities of their residential group.
First, the qeshqa assigned hunting duties, collected the
harvests, and then served as "master of the cache," regulating the use of the goods produced by members of his household, his ghelchifna. He also periodically redistributed fish
and game during feasts (Osgood 1937:125-136). Communal
eating among the Susitna Tanaina was a household affair. As
an informant explained:

Each day was somebody's tum to provide grub for
the whole nichif. Every week or so it was the
chiefs tum and he put up lots of grub. They
packed home everything and gave it to the chief.
He gave them everything... every week they had a
real good meal from the chief.
The qeshqa carefully managed the household's caches so
that supplies would last the winter (see Chapter 6).
Qeshqa, as senior clan members, were agents of social
control beyond the economic sphere. They were concerned
with the smooth functioning of daily life and the general
welfare of the household members. Osgood (1937: 132)
called this role a "paternal guardian," and indeed this role
combined aspects of a Tanaina father and maternal uncle
(cf. Sahlins 1972:205). One man said that the qeshqa served
as a "general superintendent" for the "people he was taking
care of." Accordingly, each qeshqa inspected the village and
observed individuals as they performed the tasks he assigned to them each morning. He made sure that nothing
went wrong. For example, if the qeshqa noticed someone
chopping wood incorrectly, or packing too heavy a load, he
corrected them or instructed them to get help, for "he didn't
want his people to get hurt." The qeshqa also assumed
responsibility for training the younger members of his
household (Alexan 1965b:13; Osgood 1937:132; Townsend
1981:63).
According to Osgood (1937:139-140; cf. Townsend
1965:252ff.; Wrangell 1970:11), social control within the
local group and between communities was a function of the
clans. If a person of one clan murdered someone of another,
the members of the deceased's group had the right to avenge
the death by killing the culprit, thereby maintaining a balance between the two sides. If a disagreement arose over the
killing, a feud might erupt between the descent groups.
Eventually, the leaders of each side agreed to make payments to balance the losses. However, if a person killed a
close kinsman, often there was no one in a position to do
anything about it. Such a case might lead to fissioning of the
local group (cf. McClellan 1975a:225).
The qeshqa, as the most prestigous member of his descent group, performed an authoritative role in intra-clan or
village matters such as the settlement of disputes. Elders
asserted that the leader could banish any individual who,
through antisocial or indolent behavior, became a liability to
his kin. Qeshqa also organized retaliatory raids (Townsend
1980:162; cf. McClellan 1975a:232).
Several informants reported that some qeshqa were also
leaders in religious matters and curing; that is, that they
were shamans. Behenatsili Tukda, a late 19thand early 20th
century qeshqa at Tyonek is an example. A reputed connection witih superhuman power enhanced the qeshqa's effe<;tiveness as an agent of social control (DRHA 2:63).
However, many qeshqa were not public curers; this role was
often performed by semi-specialists.
In matters that involved several kin groups within a village, a council of adult members of the village met to discuss the issue (Osgood 1937: 133). Presumably, the
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authority of each individual within this body was based on
his rank. Unfortunately, the operation of this council is
poorly understood. It may very well have been a product of
the post-contact era and diagnostic of the new community
pattern discussed in the next section.
D. Changes in Community Patterning.
1. Village Composition in the Contact-Traditional Stage
Chapter Four showed how UIT settlement patterns
changed during the historic period. As population declined,
more remote villages were abandoned; by the early 1900s,
only one major village in each subregion survived. A
change in community patterns accompanied this shift.
Incipient-Early Contact UIT communities were kin-based,
with a core of matri-kin. In contrast, the larger villages of
the later part of the 19thcentury, such as Susitna Station and
Tyonek, contained former residents of many abandoned
winter settlements and therfore of many descent groups. For
example, in Susitna Station resided men from Dashq'e, a
Nu/china village, and Tuqen Kaq', a Chishyi community.
Membership in the composite villages of this stage of contact history was evidently quite flexible and open.
This is not to say that kinship did not continue to pattern
UIT subsistence activities and social life in the later half of
the 19thcentury, for clans were significant in the upper inlet
area until at least the early 1900s (cf. Osgood 1937:194).
Furthermore, some UIT households were composed of extended families at least until the 1890s (Porter 1893:167; cf.
Townsend 1970b:93).
Population loss and the acculturative influences of traders
and missionaries placed severe stress on corporate descent
groups organized into households, and on matrilineal kinship in general (Wrangell 1970:10; Osgood 1937:128; Townsend 1965:231ff.). In the last two decades of the 19th
century, the multifamily nichif became rare, and most UIT
lived in nuclear family dwellings by the early 20th century
(cf. Cook 1908:108; Townsend 1970b:94).

2. Leadership in Composite Communities of the ContactTraditional Stage
Leadership patterns began to change as this new type of
community emerged. As composite villages formed, it is
likely that each qeshqa's authority did not normally extend
beyond his own kin and "helpers," for social control and
leadership among the UIT were structured by kinship. No
longer did a single qeshqa have the means to control all
villagers.
Significantly, it was in the composite villages of Susitna
Station, Tyonek, and Knik that fur traders and missionaries
attempted to reinforce Native leadership through the appointment of prestigious men to the formal office of toion,
which the UIT call duyeq. The history and functions of this
office will be discussed fully in Chapter Six; here it is
enough to note that a duyeq was a leader appointed by
outside government, commercial, or religious authorities.
Tanaina today state that duyeq is a "Russian word;" that is,
it was introduced by the Russians (cf. Kari 1977a:89).
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Ch'ulyafen of Tyonek, received "stars" or "badges" (i.e.
medals) from the Russians as signs of their rank.
The formal office of yegashchik, "second chief' or
"hunting chief' (cf. Osgood 1937: 13) was also introduced
by the Russian authorities. This man, often the son of a
duyeq, was the chiefs assistant and spokesman, and usually
his heir.
The Russian Orthodox missionaries supervised the election and installation of duyeq and yegashchik (e.g. DRHA
2:72,80). As one UIT said in reference to the position of
duyeq, "The priests made that."
Older Tanaina today distinguish between duyeq ("chief'),
and qeshqa ("rich man"). But effective duyeq were also
qeshqa, men of prestige in the eyes of their Tanaina kin. In
Contact-Traditional times, the duyeq perfomed duties similar to those described above for the qeshqa, but as "chiefs"
of composite villages, the duyeq were at best only titular
leaders (cf. Townsend 1965:255). Although missionaries
instructed these leaders in their obligations and admonished
villagers to obey their "chief' (DRHA 2:69), the duyeq
never wielded the kinds of controls over all the villagers that
the missionaries intended. For example, in 1891 Hieromonk
Nikita, missionary at Kenai, reported that among the Tanaina,
A chief seldom exercises any influence over his
own villagers, unless he is really more skillful
than the others; but in such a case, he is a shaman. A shaman is feared, his intercession with
the evil spirits is sought, and he is given presents.
Consequently, he is richer than the others [DRHA
2:63].
In 1898, Castner (1900:603) wrote in reference to the
Cook Inlet Tanaina that, "Their chiefs or tyones exert small
influence." This lack of authority is not surprising, since
there was no precedent for the Tanaina to follow an appointed officeholder, especially one who was not a clansman or affinal kinsman.
Therefore, when late 19th century observers noted the
limited authority of UIT toions or "chiefs" it should be
recalled that these leaders operated in communities no
longer fully integrated through kinship. Attempts to prop up
the "chief' with missionary support were only partially
successful. Also, the Euro-Americans who began residing
in the villages near trading posts did not recognize the authority of UIT leaders. The duyeq could not serve effectively as agents of social control in matters involving both
Indians and whites (Townsend 1965:256-257).
Although duyeq were often failures as village "chiefs,"
qeshqa were effective leaders of groups of "helpers" until
the early 20th century. The same qualities that were essential in Incipient-Early Contact times remained important.
Some qeshqa, such as Benifa Ch'ulyafen of Tyonek, also
held the formal office of duyeq, but they differed in no other
way from other qeshqa who were not appointed to that
position. Esi of Niteh, who was "just like a chief," and
Diqelas Tukda of Alexander Creek (Pete 1977), a renowned
trader, are two examples. Chapter Six shows that such indi-
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viduals in fact found enhanced opportunities to validate
their rank in Contact-Traditional times. Only when the fur
trade declined and game became scarce did sources of
wealth and hence power decline (cf. Townsend 1970b:92-3).
Additionally, as population dropped and traditional kinship
organization deteriorated, opportunities for qeshqa to attract follower-kin to their households and villages also
dwindled.

CHAPTER SIX: THE ECONOMIC ROLE
OF THE QESHQA
A. Introduction
Because leaders must obtain followers, it is important to
understand why UIT individuals affiliated with qeshqa and
joined their households and villages. This question will be
approached in this and the next three chapters from two
perspectives. According to the outside, "etic" view, each
qeshqa gained remunerative power as his skill as a provider
and manager enabled him to use material resources to create
economic imbalance and obligations of support from his
followers. Lower ranking individuals chose to associate
with the qeshqa because of his contol of resources and the
advantages they gained by aiding him. The qeshqa '.spower,
his ability to direct other's behavior, was based on the use of
positive sanctions (rewards) and the implicit threat of
withdraw! of support if his lead was not followed. The
ghelchifna either became the qeshqa's "helpers," or lost
access to valued resources.
Secondly, according to the inside, "emic" view of the
Tanaina, lower ranking individuals expected the qeshqa to
distribute wealth, for this "generosity" was an extension of
the obligation to share resources (cf. Sahlins 1972:132ff.)
and was a continuous validation of rank. The prestige the
qeshqa received in exchange for material wealth legitimized
his use of power. But if his skills waned, or he abused his
power, he lost his following and therefore his position. In
sum, gaining remunerative power and validating rank are
alternative ways of viewing the same process-becoming
and remaining a UIT qeshqa, a "rich man."
The present chapter examines the traditional role of the
UIT qeshqa in economic activities. Because elements of
this role persisted into the 20 century, examples will be
drawn from all three stages of UIT contact history. In summary, the qeshqa s~dJJlie
production of his followers
during periods of-resource abundance, creating a surplus,
"wealth," to use in trade. In the distributive sphere, the
qeshqa managed the pooled resources of his local descent
group. He used these materials to create a group of debtorfollowers and to establish trading partnerships.
The European fur trade introduced new wealth into this
system, and the position of the qeshqa was for a time enhanced. Although the Russians attempted to formalize UIT
leadership positions for their own advantage, Russian influence was not strong. Qeshqa continued to perform their
earlier roles. Tanaina population Joss and the decline of the

fur trade during the late Contact-Traditional Stage weakened
the resources with which the Tanaina qeshqa operated, and
few UIT "rich men" existed by the GovernmentCommercial Stage of contact history.
B. The Traditional Economic Role of the Qeshqa
1. Production
Each qeshqa, as the "boss" or "captain of the house," led
cooperative subsistence efforts. For example, he organized
fishing for salmon with basket traps, weirs, and tanik'edi
(Osgood 1937:289; Alexan 1965a:60; Kalifornsky 1977:21;
cf. de Laguna and McClellan 1981:656). The household
was the social group which cooperatively used fish traps
and docks under the supervision of a qeshqa. Its members
were his ukilcqa and "they had the chief, the captain, to tell
them what to do."
The fishing sites near each UIT village were "owned" by
the descent group associated with the settlement. Thus the
leading qeshqa of each village was necessarily a member of
that clan. For example, at Tuqen Kaq' and Niteh the
"bosses" were Chishyi, while Dashq 'e and Benteh had Nu/china qeshqa. Although it is sometimes said that the qeshqa
himself "owned" the fishing sites, he in fact was a "steward" or "trustee" for his local descent group.
If a village was composed of several households, each had
its own fish camps. At especially good locals, such as
Tanl'tunt, Bentalit, and Tiq'atl'ena, "all the nations got together;" that is, many households representing several clans
had camps there. In these cases there was one "main boss"
of the clan "owning" the site. He made the major decisions,
such as when to build or remove fish traps. As one man
explained:

They had one main boss, like at the mouth of Red
Shirt Lake, Tanl'tunt. He was the main boss.
Whatever he said, that got to go.
At such places, each house group was evidently under the
immediate direction of its own qeshqa. These ghelchil'na
"stayed together," and their qeshqa urged them to work hard
"putting up fish," until he thought they had a sufficient
supply.
During the productive but brief salmon and eulachon
runs, this kin-based organization focused all available labor
on the task of making maximum use of an abundant but
temporary resource. Short, productive runs of anadromous
fish require an efficient system for organizing the capture,
processing, and storing of a supply beyond immediate requirements (Schalk 1977:229-231). For the Indians of the
northern Northwest Coast of North America, clan organization met this need (e.g. Langdon 1979: 117; Suttles
1968:58,64-5). Likewise, among the Tanaina the efforts of
many people were coordinated in late spring and early summer when resource availability was at its peak (cf. de Laguna and McClellan n.d.:27). This requirement was noted
by Zagoskin (1967:257) for the Alaska interior of the 1840s,
who described the difficulty that the RAC posts had obtaining enough dry fish to support their employees. He wrote
that there was " not enough men to catch fish by the usual
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methods at the time when they are running, nor proper
sweep-seines to make up for this deficiency." Zagoskin
could have added that many women were also needed to cut
and dry the fish for storage (Osgood 1937:29).
The story of Baytnidahen (K'kalayi clan), a qeshqa who
lived at TanYtunt in the late 19th century, provides a good
example of the qeshqa's role in managing fishing in an
effective way. Baytnidahen directed the people he was "taking care of' at TanYtunt. As a Tanaina man explained:
Baynidahen was the boss there ... In summer he
used to tell the ukilaqa to put a fish trap across the
lake outlet. When they got enough fish, he told
them to pull the trap out and let the fish go up to
the creek ... They put up lots of fish. There was
lots of old timers in that village and they put up
lots of fish each summer. All along that creek
there was lots of the nichiY ... They used that place
real good ... That's why there was lots of people
there.
After Baytnidahen's death early in the the 20th century, his
son-in-law Red Shirt (K'kalayi) "took over" at TanYtunt.
He, too, supervised the use of fish traps and the preparation
of winter supplies by "his people."
The hunting of large game, especially of caribou, was
also a communal effort for the UIT. The large surrounds
that were constructed in the mountains took up to two years
to complete (Osgood 1937:33). The qeshqa was in charge of
building and maintaining the surrounds, and directed the
subsequent hunts. Sometimes moose were also hunted communally using fences and snares (Osgood 1937:35); it is
likely that qeshqa organized these hunts as well. Certain
hunting areas appear to have been controlled by clans, although the issue of land tenure in early contact times is
confused because of shifts toward more individualistic ownership in the post-contact era (Osgood 1937: 141; cf.
Learnard 1900:667; Spurr 1900:66).
Each qeshqa also coordinated the subsistence efforts of
smaller groups of his followers. These groups probably resembled "task forces" as defined by Helm (1968: 118),and
were often led by young hunters whom the qeshqa was
training (cf. Osgood 1937:132, on the "hunting chief'). In
spring, the qeshqa's organizing abilities were probably particularly important because of the diverse, abundant resources available in that season (cf. Schalk 1977:236). For
example, sea mammals, waterfowl, eulachon, salmon, beaver, and vegetable foods were all harvested near the mouth
of the Susitna River.
If there were several qeshqa in a single village, they assembled to coordinate hunting efforts and to assure that a
maximum amount of territory was covered. As one elder put
it, "That way they were well organized." These men also
decided when to travel during the subsistence cycle; such as
when to move to the mountains in the fall or when to camp
at Susni Kaq' in spring for belukha hunting and trade.
In his household, each qeshqa overtly stimulated production, admonishing his followers to work hard even when
their energy slackened (cf. de Laguna and McClellan

1981:656-657). One Tanaina said:
When his helpers got tired, the qeshqa told them,
"You boys put up more fish in the cache." That's
why they had their own nations [i.e. clans] ... The
chief was the one who told people what to do. He
thought it all out: how many people and where to
go. He'd tell experts to make skinboats or expert
sewers to sew skins together. That was their job
( for that time.
Tanaina elders report that each qeshqa urged his followers
to produce because of his concern for their welfare. They
suggest that it was advantageous for the ghelchifna to follow
the qeshqa'slead. For example, Bentehen, a qeshqa at Benteh in the 19th century, "owned" the lake and hunting
grounds around the village and directed the subsistence activities of his followers. The following testimony describes
this man's supervisory activities.
Bente'en was a very rich man who lived and died
before my time. He had a big nichiY at a narrow
place between Wasilla Lake and a lake close to it.
There were four or five nichiY in this area, all full
of his ukilaqa. In spring, he sent his people down
to Fire Island to get king salmon. Then later in the
summer the red and silver salmon came up to
Benteh and they put up lots of fish. Later trout
came in the fall. They had year round trout at
Benteh. He told the young men to go out hunting
and trapping ... His helpers killed lots of sheep before he was satisfied.
The traditional role of the qeshqa as a stimulator of economic production who was especially concerned with the
preparation of winter food supplies is illustrated further in
the following story about Benifa Ch'ulyal'en, a late 19th
century qeshqa at Tyonek.
A company started a cannery at Beluga and that
summer there was no king salmon run at Tyonek,
so he took his dory and sailed there. He got all the
salmon entrails and eggs and backbones and took
them back to Tyonek. Just everything from inside
the fish. He loaded up his dory and told a bunch
of women to dry the fish heads and salt them
down. And they made a big cache of salmon out
of the fish eggs and heads. And they dried fish
eggs for winter. It was hard times then. He made
three or four trips. They had a big smokehouse
full of drying fish heads and they'd smoke and salt
fish to keep it fresh ... Later lots of dog and silver
salmon came up and they put up lots of fish. It
was worth more than money to them.
Correspondingly, K'eghudu, the qeshqa at Dashq'e in the
late 19th century, urged his followers to hunt moose and
caribou in the winter. They also obtained furs for the
qeshqa, which he used in trade and potlatches. This underscores the important point that in stimulating the production
of his followers, the qeshqa was creating wealth, goods
accumulated for exchange value (cf. Sahlins 1972:84).
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2. Distribution
Household Pooling and Generosity
Osgood (1937: 132) wrote that in return for the "chiefs"
(qeshqa) performance as a "paternal guardian" of the village, he "receives gifts and services from those he befriends
and shares in the success of all hunts." These products were
then distributed to the needy (cf. Castner 1900:705). Osgood also reported that an "old man" counted the salmon
catch and divided it equally. Each successful hunter presented game to his partner, who distributed it to the village
(Osgood 1937:32). The testimonies of UIT.Jiliiers_.today
stress the central role of the qeshqa in the distribution of
food aiiaothetresources,
providing evidence that the ~conomy was a redistributive one (cf. Townsend 1973:403,
1974:4; Kalifornsky 1977:89).
The following acount by an UIT elder describes in part
how distribution occurred within the traditional economic
system.
// The qeshqa was the boss, the captain, so his ukilaqa gave him half of it. When they killed caribou, they gave him half of everything they caught,
meat and skin. That's the way they did it a long
time ago. Chief, they gave him half of everything
they caught. They dried the meat up real good and
he saved it. Maybe once a week that chief put up
lots of grub and he told his wives to cook for their
people ... He saved that, in the winter time, that
dry meat, he saved it, and they packed it all home
for winter when they needed it.
The following is another description of the redistributive
activities of the qeshqa:
Each family [i.e. household or group of households] had different places. When they came back
they just put the meat and stuff in with the chiefs
grub. The captain knew how much grub each man
had and he'd tell one man in the morning, "You
get this much grub and feed everybody. You get
bear meat and two bundles of fish and feed everybody in the house." The next day he'd tell another
man to do that. That chief was really smart. He'd
tell everybody what to do before they 9°-tup_~~~!'.
morning. He'd tell them what to eat..jlffood was
low, they'd put it all in one pile and rati~ll it_outJ
These testimonies illustrate several points. The qeshqa not
only stimulated the production of his household, but also
distributed the harvests, received a portion of all the products his followers produced, and directed the redistribution
of these food supplies. The qeshqa controlled the pool of
resources, returning portions during periodic communal
meals,; The remainder was stored in caches near the nichil'
or at harvest sites and held in reserve for late winter and
early spring. Consequently, the ghelchil'na produced beyond their immediate needs, a necessity in an environment
characterized by periods of scarcity and plenty. As the manager of this system, the qeshqa displayed skill and generosity, and in return received prestige.

The household stores of food were a source of remunerative power, a resource used by each qeshqa to create obligations of support and increase his following. The following
testimony about Goosmer, an early 20th century qeshqa at
Sustina Station, demonstrates this point.
Goosmer was a good man. He was a rich man .. .If
he had a chance to help someone, he did. That's
the way those rich people were. They let the poor
people stay with them; they worked hard for the
rich man. That's why they had lots of people staying with them. They helped each other, just like
one family.
Another example is Simeon Chickalusion the last village
chief at Tyonek, who died in 1957. He was an "old timer," a
leader who encouraged everyone to keep busy. If people
were "hard up," he provided for them, but in return they
were required to work. As one man summarized it, the
Tanaina selected their leaders because of "their behavior,
for what good they did for people."
The qeshqa also used the products of his household to
provide "room and board" for a group of young male kin.
These young men were the core of the qeshqa's ukilaqa,
contributing heavily to the pool of food and furs in exchange
for training.
Leadership in the Regional Exchange System
Household production stimulated by UIT leaders supplied
the goods upon which the re_g_i~alexchange J!X~~m was
based. Qeshqa played central roles in this trade with other
Tanaina groups, with other Athabaskans, and with Eskimos
(Townsend 1973:403-409). Trade encompassed a wider
sphere in which each qeshqa could further enhance his
wealth and prestige.
As the qeshqa managed his household's supplies of food,
he assessed their adequacy. If necessary, he then sent ukiliqa to other settlements to trade for food. The following
testimony stresses this planned activity.
That's what they used qeshqa for, to tell people
when to work and what to do. They knew everything ... He told his ukilaqa after they put up fish,
"Go down to Tyonek and get oil" ... He gave them
fur blankets and beads to pay for it, if he figured
they didn't put up enough oil. They bought dry
seal and belukha too. They paid for it, loaded it
up and went back to where they stayed. That
qeshqa looked after everything.
This testimony demonstrates that in addition to assessing
. needs and selecting groups with which to trade, the qeshqa
also chose the personnel to perform the bartering and provided goods for exchange. These might be excess food products, or prestige items, such as copper and dentalium.
Through participation in this trade a skilled individual increased his own supply of wealth items. These prestige
items were traded with other groups in order to "buy" food,
serving as a medium of exchange between villages in a
system of balanced reciprocity in which the qeshqa's accu-
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example, in response to the question "What would the Susitnuht 'ana do if they ran out of grease?" a Tanaina man
replied:
They'd start trading with other people. They had
lots of blankets [i.e. caribou skins] and qunsha
dghak [ground squirrel robes]. They'd trade with
Tyonek People, Knik People, Mountain People.
The chief had lots of beads and blankets and he'd
tell them where to go, with sleds. They'd buy
maybe ten sled loads and bring it back, all that
they needed. Maybe the chief sent them up the
Yentna River, where they had lots of caribou
meat. ... When they had a bad season, they'd buy
from other rich people, with qunsha dghak and
k'enq'ena ... Buy lots of grease and lots of dry
fish. They'd trade with the fur when they had a
tough year. That's when they'd haul fur and
clothes from village to village... They tried to help
each other... They'd drag that stuff around to buy
stuff with. Just like going to the store.
This man added that in subsequent years, resources might
again be plentiful, and then these people would themselves
receive wealth items for "helping out" another village.
Evidence suggests that the qeshqa of coastal villages,
with vast supplies of fish and oil, were the "richest"" of all
the UIT qeshqa. NughelduYTukda and BeniYaCh'ulyaYen
of Tyonek, and Washidi Tukda and Diqelas Tukda of Alexander Creek are examples. These qeshqa were also in the
most advantageous positions when Russian fur trade items
entered the exchange system.
In summary, the UIT "subsistence economy" and "prestige economy" were parts of a single system (cf. Sahlins
1960:410;Gould 1966). The desire to acquire prestige items
for display and redistribution motivated increased production and also served as a check against food shortages (cf.
Suttles 1960, 1968).
Each qeshqa often directed trade himself. He and his
ukilaqa traveled to other villages, where the visiting leader
dealt exclusively with the host qeshqa. Evidently, "rich
men" established formal partnerships. Trading partnerships
existed at Iliamna between Tanaina "rich men" and neighboring Eskimos (Townsend 1973:403, 1979:116; cf. Kari
1977a:86), and throughout Alaska such relationships served
as alliance mechanisms between distinct local groups (cf.
Burch and Correll 1972:18).
In the upper inlet area, qeshqa called their partners of the
opposite moiety living in another village shluchin (Kari
1977a:86). Osgood (1937: 138) noted that this relationship
involved the exchange of valuable presents, and only qeshqa
could afford to establish such a partnership. Osgood did not
indicate if these partnerships functioned in trade, but evidently they did. For example, Chapter Four included part of
a story about how the "chiefs" of Knik and Tyonek exchanged dry meat, dry fish, hides, and other important
subsistence products. This story continues:
The Tyonek chief and Knik made agreement that
they will always be friends, no matter what came

between them and called each other "Slew Chin"
(cf. shluchin) which means "Be friends always."
They were friends and traded for quite some time... (CIHSP 1975:106).
These partnerships between qeshqa of two different villages
thus created the channel through which trade took place. As
Sahlins (1972:302-303) has pointed out, generous giftgiving in trade creates obligations of return and extends
kinship relationships outside the community. Indeed, organizing trade along clan and moiety lines probably lessened
hostilities between different Tanaina groups (cf. McClellan
1964:11;Burch and Correll 1972:33), for evidence suggests
that occasionaly violence could erupt during intra-Tanaina
trade (e.g. Stafeev n.d.; Alexan 1981)
In addition to using wealth in direct exchange, each
qeshqa also used these goods produced by his followers for
potlatching. (The nature of the UIT potlatch will be discussed in Chapter Eight.) The potlatch involved the distribution of wealth to guests from other villages and provided
another occasion during which the qeshqa used his resources to create obligations of return and also to enhance
his prestige.

C. Leadership in Economic Activities in the ContactTraditional Stage
1. The Fonnal System of Leadership Introduced by the
Russians
With the advent of the European fur trade, leadership
among the Native people of northern North America acquired new dimensions. In western Canada, for example,
the Euro-Americans who traded with the Arctic Drainage
Athabaskans appointed prestigious individuals as "trading
chiefs." These "chiefs" were intermediaries between the
trading companies and Native trappers, and thereby controlled access to trade goods. Their influence, based on the
distribution of these goods, remained tenuous because the
leadership role lasted only as long as the trading sessions,
after which the large groups of Indians disbanded (MacNeish 1956:140-143;Slobodin 1962:72; Helml965:38-40).
In Alaska, the Russians introduced a more formal arrangement, often with apparent success. Native leaders
were appointed to the office of toion by representatives of
the RAC (Okun 1951:198-199).The toions were expected to
act as agents for the RAC; in return for gifts they were
required to persuade their followers to obtain furs for the
Russians.
Among the Aleuts, this system worked to the advantage of
the RAC (Okun 1951:198-200). Men of wealthy Native families supervised trapping and saw to it that all able-bodied
individuals performed their company duties. Toions became
essential in the RAC's relationship with the Aleuts (Lantis
1970b:285). For the Native groups most directly under Russian domination, rules governing the appointment and behavior of these "chiefs" and their immediate aids were
codified into a system of rights and duties (Gsovski
1950:49-52).
However, the effectiveness of Native leaders did not meet
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the Russians' expectations in all the places they traded. For
example, Davydov (1977: 190) in 1803 wrote of the Koniag
Eskimos of KodiakIsland:
... each [village] has its chief, called by the Russians a toen. Some of the chiefs rule over many
settlements ... The power of the chief of a village is
quite limited. The islanders frequently give more
respect and obedience to some rich person or
good hunter. Nowadays the company's administrators have taken the place of the native toen and
they nominate others for the post at will-but they
do not command the same respect as those that
have been ousted.
Consequently, Koniag hunters were employed directly by
the RAC. They received a wage for trapping and hunting
furbearers, and unlike less subject Native groups such as
Tlingit, did not barter with the Russians through Native
middlemen (Davydov 1977:193-197).
In dealings with more remote northern and interior peoples, the RAC was hampered by a shortage of personnel
(Townsend 1979:172). As their interests turned toward the
fur resources of the interior, the Russians therefore had to
depend heavily on Native leaders. Zagoskin (1967: 102) in
his travels along the Norton Sound in 1842 noted how important control of Indian and Eskimo leaders was for successful trade. He recommended that the Russians
themselves assume the role of middleman between coastal
and interior people in place of Native middlemen, and wrote
that "finally, we must strengthen the Russian influence over
the Natives by consolidating the position of the elders in the
village."
Correspondingly, the Russian explorer Kolmakov in 1832
traveled along the Kuskowkim River and appointed Native
men as toion, zakazhik, and desyatskiy, "village headmen
and assistants." All were responsible to the RAC (Zagoskin
1967:80). On his journey to Fort Kolmakov, Zagoskin
(1967:250) passed through territory where the Natives had
recognized Russian authority "by permitting a headman
[i.e. toion] to be chosen from among the elders."
VanStone (1967:54-64) in summarizing available information about RAC trade with the Eskimos of the Nushagak
River, describes how the Native leaders performed in the
fur trade. When the Russians contacted a new village, they
ascertained who the leaders were and appointed toions.
Each toion was awarded a silver medal bearing the tsar's
picture, a certificate designating him as "a person of authority recognized by the company," and other gifts. Toions
were then expected to by loyal to the RAC and to encourage
their people to hunt and bring furs to the posts. As a consequence, the Nushagak Natives became indebted to the company.
RAC agents were instructed to distribute medals withcare
and recover them on the death of the toion so that another
appropriate individual could be chosen. Effective toions
stimulated the trapping efforts of their fellow villagers, but
VanStone believes that the toions never had as much power
as the RAC officials assumed. Also, the Russians hired the

Eskimos directly, paying them wages for hunting and trapping.
In summary, during the Russian era in Alaska, the RAC
attempted to introduce or reinforce leadership in the economic activities of Natives to serve its own ends. This was
done by enhancing traditional leadership roles by creating
the office of toion.
2. UIT Qeshqa as Middlemen in the Euro-American Fur
Trade
As discussed in Chapter Five, the Russians appointed
toions (duyeq) and zakazhiks (yegashchik) for UIT villages,
but leadership roles among the UIT continued to be performed by qeshqa, regardless of their formal recognition as
duyeq by the Russians. Both kinds of leaders, qeshqa and
duyeq, acted as middlemen in the fur trade.
In fact, the introduction of European trade goods
strengthened the position of the UIT qeshqa by adding new
forms of wealth to the exchange system. Townsend
(l970b:96-97, 1973:403-404, 1979:162-164,172;cf. Osgood
1937:132) has shown how the operation of a trading post at
Iliamna brought new opportunities for the acquisition of
wealth to the inland Tanaina leaders of that region through
their control of trading partnerships and access to trade
goods. Because these men redistributed goods to their followers, they acquired more dependents in their multifamily
houses. Thus, the traditional leadership system was elaborated with the introduction of new forms of wealth. This
interpretation concurs with the UIT data.
In early papers, Townsend (1965:373ff., 1970b:95) suggested that wealth controlled by "rich men" weakened the
traditional clan organization of the Iliamna Tanaina because
residence patterns shifted from matrilocal to patrilocal.
However, in more recent publications, Townsend (1981:631632) stresses the role of matrilineal kinship in post-contact
Tanaina social organization, and sees avunculocal residence
as growing in importance with the introduction of new
sources of wealth. Likewise, considering the importance of
the clans in channeling wealth and structuring residential
units throughout most of the 19th century in the upper inlet
area, it is likely that the influx of new wealth reinforced the
matrilineal kinship ties through which trade goods and the
support of followers flowed.
UIT traditions contain several examples of qeshqa who
were important middlemen during the Russian era. One was
Diqelas Tukda (Chishyi clan) of Alexander Creek, who
acted as a middleman in the trade between the Upper
Kuskokwim Athabaskans (Gheltsana) and the Russians
(Pete 1977; cf. Hosley 1968:8). When he was young, Diqelas Tukda journeyed several times to the Upper Kuskokwim
country with his maternal uncle and their followers. They
took tobacco, tea, and matches, and exchanged them at
great profit for furs; evidently, as geographic and social
distances between Native trading groups increased, negative
reciprocity began to dominate these transactions (cf. Sahlins
1972: 195). Indeed, the Gheltsana learned that they were
being taken advantage of by the Tanaina (cf. Zagoskin
1967:254). They threatened the Tanaina traders with death
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while they were visiting an Upper Kuskokwim village. Diqelas Tukda and his uncle intimidated their hosts with their
muzzleloaders and managed to escape. Their arrogant behavior is remininscent of that of other strategically located
middlemen in northwest North America (e.g. McClellan
1975b:502-10).
Diqelas Tukda also traded with Benifa Ch'ulyafen of
Tyonek (Chishyl), receiving Euro-American goods in exchange for furs. Diqelas Tukda was known to the Tanaina as
lnyi Efnen Qeq 'eghitunen, "the man who introduced guns
into the country." He was evidently a very effective middleman and trader.
An excellent description of another UIT qeshqa 's participation in the Russian fur trade appears in the story of
Dusgeda Tukda (Chishyi) of Knik. This qeshqa acquired
wealth by organizing the trade between the RAC agents at
Kenai and the Knik Tanaina, the Susitna Tanaina, the Mountain People, and the Ahtna. He collected fur from all of
these groups and transported it to Kenai with the aid of his
helpers:
When Dusgeda Tukda was a rich man at Knik he
had eight caches ... all full of blankets, furs, guns,
sacks of gold. And he bought all the fur people
could trap, from Alexander Creek, Kroto, Susitna
Station, Knik.. .In spring time he took all the fur
to Kenai. He took two badi [skin boats]. Those
rich Russian people came aboard and packed him
up ... They gave him a bath and a nice suit of new
clothes and everything. The set him by the table
and put vodka on each side of him. When his glass
got empty, they filled his glass up and they all
took a drink. He told those Russian storekeepers,
"Take bunch of grub to my people. They're waiting down at the beach." They brought crackers,
tea. His people started cooking down the beach.
He stayed with the richest Russian people two
days. His people packed the fur. The Russians
graded them and stacked them on the floor and
every place else. Two of the richest Russians, one
on each side of him, held his arms. They walked
around the fur. The Russians left notes on top of
each pile [to indicate the value]. They told him
how much money he had coming. He said, "OK,
OK, OK, OK. Put it in canvas sacks and bring it
to the badi." He bought enough grub for two big
badis and took it back to Knik. Flour, sugar, lard,
tea, crackers, salt, rice, beans. During the winter
he traded with the grub for the fur. He made
millions of dollars on the fur the other poor people trapped. They came for tobacco too. He
bought tobacco from the Russians and bought fur
from the Indians with it. From Cantwell, Copper
Center, all the way from Northway, Valdez Creek
the fur came in. For all the fur they had, he gave
them grub. But he was a bad man [i.e. he took
advantage of his own people], that's why he was
so rich.
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The narrator added later that Dusgeda Tukda probably
made two trips each year to Kenai. In spring this qeshqa
himself traveled up the Susitna River by boat, but in winter
the Susitna Indians came to Knik with their furs. He also
directed his own followers' trapping.
Dusgeda Tukda's collecting of fur was, of course, consistent with the traditional management of production by
qeshqa, as was his distribution of food in return for the
support. His reputation as a "bad man" was apparently a
consequence of the large profit he reaped for himself at the
expense of his own followers. Reportedly, he had eight
caches full of wealth. This "take" was much too large, and
his prestige was consequently undermined. Indeed,
Dusgeda Tukda's misbehavior eventually became intolerable to his fellow Tanaina (Chapter 9).
UIT qeshqa continued to participate in the fur trade as
middlemen during the Early American period. For example, in 1896 Bortnovsky (DRHA 2:72) praised a Tanaina he
called the "acting chief' at Knik for conducting an extensive trade with the Ahtna. Tanaina today also speak of several qeshqa who were very active in the late 1800s, such as
Afanasi, a qeshqa at Knik. (It is uncertain if he was the
same "chief' referred to by Bortnovsky.) Afanasi exchanged
the fur procured by young ukilaqa for trade goods at the
ACC store. As one man explained:
He'd get his young relations to help him. He
didn't pay them much, just gave them them room
and board. Relations were supposed to help; that
was their custom and rule.
This man added that the young people who trapped for
Afanasi received training in return for their work.
Afanasi was a middleman, "a real business man," between the trading company stores at Knik and the Tyone
Lake Ahtna. The same informant continued,
When there was a store in Knik and Matanuska,
as soon as the Matanuska River froze up, he'd get
young people together and get his supply of stuff,
blankets, and other trade items those Tyone Lake
Indians didn't see much. He'd get his helpers to
haul it up river and he traded for skins and made a
big clean up.

At Knik, Afanasi was able to purchase new items unfamiliar
to the Tyone Lake people. This was important because by
this time (c. 1890) these Ahtna themselves traveled to Knik
in winter with their catches, and they knew the value of
more common goods. When Afanasi brought up something
new, however, he was able to obtain more fur than in an even
exchange; that is, he made a "big clean up."
Another successful Knik middleman was Stephan (Nu/china), who possibly was a brother of Afanasi. Stephan also
operated between the trading companies at Knik and the
Tyone Lake people. He bartered flour and sugar for furs,
and hired Indians from Knik to haul sled loads of goods up
the Matanuska Valley to meet the Ahtna for trade. The man
discussing Stephan viewed this as a generous act on the part
of the qeshqa, for the Ahtna themselves sometimes arrived
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too late at Knik to obtain trade goods. The narrator did not
equate this activity with "making a big clean up," but rather
as a thoughtful service that the qeshqa performed for people
living far from the store.
During the late 19th century, American traders who recognized the trading abilities of UIT qeshqa employed these
individuals as "storekeepers." Evidence suggests that the
Tanaina leaders performed well in this role, a response to
the threat to their position as middlemen brought by the
increasing accessibility of trade goods for interior Indians.
For example, a Tanaina man explained that at Susitna Station, a future duyeq became a "storekeeper," hired by the
trading agents to buy and sell imported goods. In the spring
when supplies were low, he "sold" subsistence goods directly from his caches. He received a salary from the trading company and after eight years he "got rich from it."
In 1896, two stores were operating at Susitna Station;
James Cleghorn and his wife managed the ACC store, and
"the Indian chief' ran the other (Barry 1973:65). Learnard
(1900:667) in 1898 made the following pertinent comment:
A few years ago the agent of the Alaska Trading
Company wanted to spend the winter in California
and having no one to leave in charge of the store
he chose in that capacity the chief of the [Susitna]
Indians. Upon his return the following summer he
found everything in proper shape, and a fine lot of
furs that the chief had secured in trade from other
natives.
This "chief' had earlier used some of his own savings to
rescue his people from famine. Learnard (1900:667) reported:
When the company a few years ago stopped all
credit for the natives and they were nearly in a
starving condition, the same chief ... bought a sufficient amount of provisions to carry the entire
Indian village through the winter.
Here, then, is a good example from the late 19th century of
how an UIT qeshqa used his accumulated wealth for the
material benefit of his followers.
Possibly, the reports from Learnard and Barry and the
Tanaina eider's testimony all refer to same individual, but it
was evidently not unusual for trading companies to hire
local Native leaders to dispense goods from stores in return
for furs. This occurred also at Kustatan, Tyonek, and Knik.
BeniYa Ch'ulyafen (Chishyi), a qeshqa at Tyonek in the
late 19th century, was another active trader, who became
yegashchik and duyeq at this village. Early in his life he was
an especially successful beaver trapper. Using the area
around Beluga Lake, he "went out to get rich."
The duyeq, BeniYa Ch'ulyaYen, went in spring
time and in fall time and got one hundred beaver.
He kept the biggest ones for himself and gave the
rest to his ukilaqa. He was a rich man.
BeniYaCh 'ulyafen was aided by a group of clan helpers, and
he redistributed some of the proceeds of hunts to them.
However, this qeshqa used most of the skins he and his

followers caught in furthering his trading ventures. Besides
using the mountains to the northwest of Tyonek, he also
traveled up the Susitna River and to Knik Arm.
Benila Ch'ulyafen excelled as a trader. Tanaina today
report that his earliest dealings were with the Russians of
Kenai. From them he obtained copper implements, clothing, and tea which he brought north to the Susitna Indians,
exchanging these goods for furs. He also traded food products from Tyonek, such as belukha oil and seal oil, for furs.
Thus he prolonged the traditional trade of local resources
between Tyonek and Susitna Valley.
One of the best records of this qeshqa's activities are the
journals of the ACC agents, by whom he was sometimes
outfitted in the 1880s and 1890s. While visitng Tyonek in
1896, the Russian Orthodox priest Bortnovsky (DRHA
2:70) commented on this man's close connection with the
traders:
The chief of the village, Peter Inyhliachuliahlan,
is a milk-livered man and is ready to dance to the
storekeepers pipes, especially when he sees some
profit to himself ...
A careful reading of the ACC logs reveals, however, the
BeniYaCh'ulyafen was not controlled by the ACC. In fact,
he skillfully shifted his allegiance to various competitors in
order to increase the prices he received for furs. Undoubtedly, the ACC agents recognized his trading abilties; because of his experience and relationships with other areas,
he was an ideal agent himself. A brief review of his career
as recorded in the ACC journals illustrates his skills quite
well.
In late 1885, George Holt, the ACC trader at Knik, was
killed by an Ahtna. Holts' Native interpreter was consequently afraid to remain at Knik alone, so he sent to Tyonek
for aid. The ACC agent responded by sending BeniYa
Ch'ulyafen to take charge [ACC/B15l/F1558]. When the
agent visited Knik himself he found the situation in excellent
order.
After a new agent, John Ballow, arrived in Knik, he hired
"Peter," (BeniYaCh'ulyaYen)as an interpreter. Peter refused
to stay, reportedly because he was "afraid." The agent regretted his departure, writing that he was the "right man"
and "a good honest man." Fright probably was not the
reason he left, however, for on December 30, 1886 Ballow
reported:
Susitna Indians report Peter, my former interpretor here, is trading with the Susitnas. He gets
goods from Bowen's man. They got 32 beavers
last week, and five marten and a few bear skins
[ACC/B24/F305].
"Bowen's man," was another Tanaina named "Affanassia"
(see below) who ran a store at Knik for an independent
trader named Bowen. BeniYaCh'ulyaYen was evidently continuing his trading activities along the Susitna River and
accepting goods from the most profitable source. He also
enterd into a similar arrangement with another ACC competitor, the Kasilof cannery, in December 1888, and conse-
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quently "demanded higher prices" from the ACC store
[ACC/B 151/F 1560].
In 1888, the ACC agent Ballow was reassigned to Tyonek.
He evidently had followed the activities of "Second Chief
Peter" with interest, for in 1889he capitalized on this man's
abilities. On January 18, 1889, Ballow reported [ACC/
B 15l/ 1560]:
I am sick with diptheria. Cannot go out of the
house. In consequence have hired the Second
Chief as storekeeper to represent me until better.
Again, BeniYa Ch'ulyafen did an acceptable job, and the
following April the agent recorded:
I have offered Second Chief Peter goods and grocieries to go and trade at the [Susitna River] but
he refused to go now [ACC/B151/Fl560].
Peter told the agent that the inlet was full of ice and the trip
to Susitna was dangerous if not impossible. The ACC in
1889 had no permanent store along the Susitna River, and
was having difficulty obtaining the catch of the Susitna Tanaina due to competition from other companies. This was a
serious problem, for Sustina region was the major source of
fur in the upper inlet. Perhaps BeniYaCh'ulyafen did not
accept Ballow's offer because he received a better one from
another firm; in May 1889 he sold goods to Natives as a
representative of the Arctic Fishing Company, an ACC rival
[ACC/B 151/F 1560].
In September 1889 Ballow finally obtained the services of
"Chief Peter" for himself. In this month, Benif Ch'ulyafen traveled six times up the Susitna River with trade goods,
presumably to the vicinity of Susitna Station. He built a
store there and began employment as the Tyonek agent's
manager at this new outpost. Ballow reported:
September 26, 1889. Chief Peter came back last
night from the Susitna. Store finished and all the
goods at the store. He will take his family up now
for good.
October 9, 1889. Peter the Storekeeper left here
for the Susitna this morning with his family for
the winter [ACC/B 152/F1561).
During this qeshqa 's tenure as "storekeeper," the Tyonek
agent visited several times and found "everything OK"
(ACC/Bl51/Fl56l). The agent himself also traveled in this
area, trading and collecting fur. Evidently, the Native storekeeper's job was primarily to dispense supplies on credit
and outfit hunting parties, with the understanding that those
parties were obligated to bring their fur to the ACC post to
repay their debts. Benila Ch'ulyafen was in charge of this
post until July 1890, when the store closed.
There is no record of BeniYaCh'ulyafen again running a
store for the ACC, but in 1894 he received $300 worth of
goods from the owner of a saltery and trading post at the
mouth of the Chuitna River to trade at Tyonek (ACC/B 151/
Fl562). As a "free agent," Benifa Ch'ulyafen throughout
his career took advantage of commerical rivalries, and his
talent in trading enabled him to remain a "rich man."
BeniYa Ch'ulyafen used the wealth he obtained in his
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trading ventures to enhance his prestige. A Tanaina elder
(cf. DRHA 2:60; Alexan 1981:13) described a "store"
which this qeshqa operated at Tyonek:
When his favorite wife died, he built a 20' by 20'
store on top of his wife's grave. He put lots of
grub and clothes in there ... When the poor people
ran out of something, they took a pack and went
over there and helped themselves to whatever they
needed. They never had to steal. Whatever they
needed was in that store on top of his wife's
grave ... Rich guys went to his store and bought
stuff. But poor people went over there and just
took stuff. Just like a regular store there ... And
when it got half empty, not much left, he told his
people to fill it up again.
This innovation was based upon the generosity traditionally
expected of a qeshqa.
The log books of the ACC agents of Tyonek and Knik in
the 1880s and 1890s also contain numerous references to a
Knik Native called ''Affanassia" or "Bowen Affanassia,"
who played a prominent role in the upper inlet fur trade of
this era. He was the agent for a trader named Bowen, who
was the ACC's competitor on Knik Arm. Accounts of Affanassia 's activities were of course written from the point of
view of the ACC agents, for whom he was worthy, although
sometimes despised rival-until he later worked for the
ACC himself. Evidently, the ACC agents recognized his
talents.
In addition to operating the store, Affanassia journeyed
up the Susitna River and the Matanuska Valley to trade
(ACC/B24/F305). He supplied goods to BeniYaCh'ulyafen
of Tyonek to trade in the Susitna region. Affanassia also had
a number of assistants called "brothers" in the log books.
These men aided him in collecting furs and also traded for
him. They were perhaps his clan helpers (ukilaqa). Withso
many assistants, "Bowen's man" was a formidable opponent of the ACC agents. For example, Ballow wrote in his
Knik log on January 31, 1887:
Bowen's man's brothers back from [Susitna] yesterday. He bought a lot of beaver and six black
foxes... The [Susitna] Indians believe that Bowen
is to put up a store on the Susitna River and they
favorize him and keep back some of their fur for
him in the spring. He has promised them to be
there as soon as the river is opened [ACC/B24/
F305].
After a particularly difficult trading session with
the Copper River Indians on March 21, 1887,
Ballow wrote:
Copper Rivers gone home. They have my blessing. They were a very hard crowd to deal with. It
took hard work and lots of presents and a big price
to get their fur. Bowen's storekeeper is a hard man
to fight against. He is very smart and shrewd and
is acquainted with the Copper Rivers and has a
dozen or so brothers that are helping him so a
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single white man has a poor show against so many
odds. Nevertheless we have all the fur .. [ACC/
B24/F305].
On another occasion (4/18/87), "Bowen Affanassia" sent
his "emmissaries" to the ACC post to try to persuade the
Copper River Indians to bring their fur to Bowen's store.
The ACC agent locked the visitors in his own establishment
while they completed their trade.
Acccording to his own reports, the ACC agent was usually
successful in this competition with Affanassia. It appears
that the rival store was not as well stocked as the ACC's and
that this hindered Affanassia's efforts in trade. For example,
the ACC log entry for 12/15/86 reads:
15 Copper Indians here this morning. Big trade
on ... 6p.m.: Took in 13 black fox today. We got
them in spite of the other store doing their hardest. They want to buy but a few, but the very best
furs. They offered 12 dollars for black foxes. I
paid $12. Could not help myself and I would have
lost them [ACC/B24/F305].
The ACC agent could purchase a trapper's entire catch and
therefore he acquired most of the trade. Although Bowen's
store on Knik Arm closed on April 26, 1887, it is clear that
"Bowen Afanassia" was a very influential Tunaina in the
late 19th century who used this trading skills in a new capacity as an agent of a commercial trading outfit.
3. The Declining Fur Trade and UIT Leadership

Although individual qeshqa continued to perform leadership roles during the Contact-Traditional Stage, the power
of these leaders began to erode in the late 19th century.
Townsend (1970b:94) attributes this loss of authority to a
decline in the fur trade and, hence, available wealth. Also,
shrinking supplies of fish and game, population loss, and
changing community patterns all played a part in weakening
the status of "rich man" among the UIT.
In short, during much of the Contact-Traditional Stage,
conflicting trends operated upon the UIT system of rank.
New wealth in the form of trade goods enhanced individuals' opportunities to build prestige, but population loss
weakened the traditional social groups which formed the
base of support for the qeshqa.
By the beginning of the Government-Commercial Stage,
the leadership role of the qeshqa deteriorated further as
sources of wealth dried up, corporate kin groups dispersed,
and matrilineal kinship as an organizing principle in cooperative activities declined in significance. Some Tanaina
found new opportunities in the wage economy. A few, such
as Ezi, Goosmer, and Afanasi, owned sloops and transported goods for local traders (Heming n.d.). The relative
success of these individuals in a new socioeconomic system
attests to their skills, but certainly the more traditional economic and social bases of the power and authority of the
UIT qeshqa had been badly weakened; by the 1920s, few
"rich" Tunaina remained.

CHAPTER SEVEN: BECOMING A

QESHQA: ACQUIRING SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE
A. Introduction
Chapter Six demonstrated that the power and prestige of
UIT qeshqa were products of the control and use of material
resources. UIT traditions offer another explanation of how
individuals rose to qeshqa status, which stresses "getting
smart" and "picking up something good." In other words,
knowledge conveyed in stories was, like food, furs, and
dentalium, a form of wealth and a resource that could be
used to gain power and validate rank.
The next three chapters trace the life cycle of the "typical" UIT young man during his quest to become a qeshqa
or, as the Tanaina often say, "to get rich." It will be shown
that in the Tanaina view, the empirical and the the nonempirical intertwined throughout each person's life, bringing
skill, wealth, and prestige, or ineptitude and misfortune.
But the individual was far from helpless within this environment. A proper upbringing, which imparted abilities,
knowledge, and values, might lead to what the Tanaina view
as success, the achievement of qeshqa status.
The present chapter examines Tanaina traditions about
how young men acquired what a Western world view might
regard as the "practical" skills and knowledge necessary to
gain material wealth and the high regard of others. These
traditions relate for the most part to Incipient-Early Contact
and Contact-Traditional times (mid-18th century to 1890s).
Subsequent chapters explore Tanaina ideas about acquiring
spiritual power, describe how Tanaina young men used
skills and knowledge to obtain material possessions, and
show how the achievement of high rank was validated
through marriage and potlatching. Also discussed are succession to qeshqa status and the possible loss of high rank
through the misuse of power.
B. Training of the Young
1. "Toughening" of Young Boys

Early physical training was essential for Tanaina boys.
Young males were raised to be "tough," so as to withstand
the rigors of survival and support themselves and their dependents. This toughening process began when each boy
was about two years old. Elders forced him to swim in icy
water and in time to run four or five miles every morning.
The boy learned to jump high in the air, thus enabling him to
avoid the swinging forelegs of bears and other dangerous
animals. Men continued this "practicing" until they were
quite old.
One form of training was "wrestling with trees." Every
morning each boy grabbed a small tree and tried to pull it
from the ground. When he finally succeeded, he moved on
to a larger tree. Such exercise developed strong arms and
shoulders (cf. Sheldon 1908:272; Alexan 1965b:13). Also,
boys practiced hunting and fishing with miniature versions
of adult gear. For example, groups of boys tied lines to
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bundles of grass. The fastest boy in each group began running, dragging the bundle behind him while the others tried
to hit it with small spears (cf. Kari 1977a:241-247).
The earliest training of boys was probably directed by
their fathers (Wrangell 1970:10), but when each boy was old
enough to begin to learn seriously, he was supervised by a
maternal uncle. The Tanaina believed that unlike a father, an
uncle could toughen a boy (Sheldon 1908:272-273; Osgood
1937: 143; Wassillie 1980:9). At Tyonek, Osgood's
(1937: 144) informants asserted that each boy was always
trained by his mother's brother, for it would be shameful for
a member of one clan to be ordered by a member of another.
Often boys resided with their maternal uncle, although there
were other options, such as accompanying the uncle on
hunting trips or visiting him each day for instructions. Also,
the qeshqa assumed some of the responsibility for raising
his younger kinsmen (Chapter 5). He was especially interested in those youths who demonstrated potential for attaining wealth through their exceptional energy and eagerness
to learn.
Nickafor Alexan, a late Tyonek elder, wrote a series of
descriptions of traditional Tanaina life. One of these, Stories
About How to Raise Children (Alexan 1965b, 1981:33-38),
is an invaluable account of Tanaina notions of child rearing
and wealth acquisition. One episode (Alexan 1965b:13) tells
of an orphaned young man who visited the house of his
wealthy uncle in order to learn "how to make a living." The
story continues:
Just as soon as [the boy] came in [the house] this
uncle said, "Nephew you visit me?" He answer
Yes. And just as soon as he sit one of log from fire
roll down. "Nephew fix that." He jump up and
put the log back on the fire. And uncle ask if he
could pack fresh water for him? He pack water.
Every little thing nephew do that.
In the evening, the uncle fed the boy, carefully regulating his
consumption of food and water. Then:
When bed time come the young man still there, so
uncle ask if he want to sleep with them. He said
Yes. Well he gave him caribou hide and blanket
and told him to sleep close to him. Well he did. I
think he know what's going to happen. He put his
mukluk and mitten for his pillow. He went to sleep
and then morning about 5 o'clock his uncle kick
for him and said, "Nephew wake up." But
nephew wasn't there. He already ran out and
bring dried wood and build a fire ... So from that
[time] on he was first to be call from his uncle to
do something. And this young man was very glad
to do it for his uncle.
Consequently, the young man learned while receiving
"room and board" as one of uncle's ukilaqa. As will be
explained shortly, he also received other rewards for his
diligent, eager support.
As explained in Chapter Five, offspring of qeshqa called
jiggi received special treatment. According to Tanaina oral
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traditions, these children, especially boys, often became
"spoiled" and unambitious. Conversely, the energetic orphan is often the hero of Tanaina stories about becoming
"rich" (e.g. Wassillie 1980:23-24).

2. Puberty
Young Tanaina women and men observed vigorous puberty rites, an essential step in the process of learning to
become an adult. An individual undergoing puberty seclusion was called hultsanan, which an elder translated as "in
training". This term also refers to anyone who is fasting or
"taking care of oneself' (cf. Kari 1977a:90).
According to a woman who had observed these rites,
puberty seclusion for girls involved isolation for 30 days in
a special shelter outside the village. Each wore a hood or
"cap" of moosehide, and used a bone tube for drinking and
a stick to scratch her body. The bone tube and stick were
worn around her neck on a moosehide string. Each morning
the girl put a knot in the string, and her seclusion ended
when the string had 30 knots (cf. Ahtna yuuf, "calendar
string"; Kari and Buck 1975:137).
While isolated, the girl received training in sewing from
older female kin. More importantly, she was taught to deal
with spiritual power, about those actions that were enge;
that is, forbidden or "taboo" (Kari 1977a:251). These included crossing beaver dams, stepping over berries, or
looking at male hunters while she was menstruating. Such
actions could ruin a hunter's luck or harm game supplies
(cf. Guedon 1974:179; McClellan 1975b:359-366; Townsend 1965:223-224). Following her seclusion, the young
woman was ready for marriage (Osgood 1937:162).
According to Osgood ( 1937:162-163), UIT boys observed
puberty rituals at about age 15 in order to become "rich"
and "lucky" men. Young men remained secluded in the
forest for five days. They observed dietary restrictions and
used scratchers like those for girls. Osgood's informants at
Tyonek said that this ritual took place after the boy made his
first potlatch. Upper Inlet elders today concur. One suggested that selcusion only occurred after a man passed age
20, for only by then could he have amassed enough wealth
to finance a potlatch. But another pointed out that boys did
not actually make this first potlatch alone; rather, they "put
up" a small amount of wealth at a potlatch sponsored by a
relative:
Sometimes [the boy] put up $1, $2 and let [a male
relative] give it away. That's how young boys
made potlatch. They gave away their money when
it's going on. That's how they put up the money.
They donated the money and then called that
"potlatch" and then took care of themselves for
30 days.
This could happen when the boy was quite young, perhaps
after the boy killed his first game (cf. Osgood 1937:163).
Potlatching was also extremely significant later in life
(Chapter 9).
Further details about boy's puberty rites among the Tanaina are lacking (cf. Guedon 1974:185; de Laguna and
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McClellan 1981:657-658). It is likely that at about this time
young men began to learn about the esoteric traditions surrounding proper behavior towards game and other animals,
and the rituals associated with wealth-bringing beings
(Chapter 8).
Certainly, puberty seclusions marked the beginning of
very intensive training for each young man. As one informant put it, "They truly jammed knowledge into them." Although the kinds of training begun much earlier continued,
puberty was evidently a turning point in each youth's life.
Until then, he had not been judged skillful and knowledgeable enough to survive on his own; but following this transitional period, his elders decided if he had acquired the
minimal skills to suport himself and be useful to others. But
his education was far from complete.

3. "Getting Educated": Visiting Wealthy Kin
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The period that followed each young man's puberty seclusion, from about age 15 until about 30 when marriage occurred, was the most critical in the process of acquiring
wealth and prestige. During this time, men could "get
strong" and establish a "good name." Accordingly, young
men traveled extensively (cf. de Laguna and McClellan
n.d. :46, 60; de Laguna 1972:466). After helping with the
summer fishing at their home villages, they journeyed "in a
circle" to the residences of various qeshqa of their own clan
or moiety. Since all the members of the same clan were
"relations" (shyidalqenen) the kinship system provided a
means of support for these young men. Each was placed into
the local social groups through his clan or clan equivalents.
From the qeshqa he visited, each young Tanaina hoped to
gain additional knowledge and skills to augment and to evaluate what he had learned at home. This pattern of education
lasted well into the 20th century. One man described the
instructions he received from his father:
My Old Man told me to go around with the older
people. He said, "You can get something in your
mind. Go around with different ones and there's
always something there." I ran into stories from
my Old Man. And I found out that he knew what
he was saying [i.e. he heard stories told in the
same way his father had told them, verifying their
accuracy]. He told me, "Go around and see if you
can hear the story again."
Another man discussed his older brothers, the last qeshqa at
Susitna Station. They matured at Q'eyses Kaq' and then
traveled to other upper inlet settlements to complete their
training. This man himself visited Tyonek several times as a
young man in order to learn from the old people living there
before the influenza epidemic of 1918.
Young men who visited their wealthy relatives demonstrated their industriousness by chopping wood, hauling water, and being helpful in many ways. Such a young man was
welcomed by the qeshqa as an addition to his group of
followers; he became one of the qeshqa's ukilaqa. The
qeshqa rewarded the young man with generous hospitality:
choice food, warm blankets, and a place of honor in the

house. The wives of the qeshqa repaired the young man's
clothing and gave him new mocassins.
Also, the young man accompanied the qeshqa and his
followers on hunting trips, during which he learned about
the surrounding countryside and enhanced his survival
skills. Each young man might visit several new locations
each winter, before returning home in the spring to help
with fishing. If a qeshqa was impressed with a young man,
he urged him to return in the fall to accompany the qeshqa
on hunting trips to the mountains, and thereby learn about
additional hunting areas. As one man explained it:
In September a rich man would take the hardworking young man to the mountains. The rich
man showed him the country. "Come back in
September month and I'll show you my country,"
he said. The qeshqa was looking for another man
in case he died, to take his place. He didn't want
his knowledge to go to waste.
Eventually, the young man became an especially skilled and
knowledgeable provider, a candidate for leadership positions. He became the kind of person each qeshqa was recruiting to be permanent members of his household and
perhaps to "take over" for him.

C. The Oral Tradition as a Source of Knowledge: "Picking Up Something Good"
1. Tsukdu, Wealth, and Values
One reward qeshqa offered to young helpers was stories
(tsukdu) (Alexan 1965b: 13). As Tanaina elders explain, it
was by listening to stories that young men "got educated"
by the qeshqa. Each learned "how to get by" by listening
intently each night as qeshqa and other elders narrated their
tales. Two Tanaina men clearly emphasized the importance
of learning tsukdu during one's youth. They said:
You have to hustle for everything when you are
strong and young. You must go around and get
rich from stories; go around from nichil' to nichil'
and pretty soon you'll know everything. You'll
become head man. But you can't learn by yourself. You can't get anyplace by just sitting at
home.
As young men traveled they "picked up" new stories along
with hunting skills. Again, the same two men explained:
Young men got educated by listening to stories.
They made a circle to Tyonek, Kroto, Whiskey
Lake, Tanl'tunt, Kenai, Kustatan, Alexander
Creek. For the stories, in winter they made a
circle. In summer they helped put up fish. When
they learned all the stories, they ran to the next
place and listened until late at night. That's the
way they got rich; gathered up all the stories in
their heads. Going around year after year for five
or six years and then they got really smart.
Tanaina elders today often equate knowledge of stories
with wealth. One man told me that soon I would be rich
because I was traveling around learning stories, just like
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young Tanaina men long ago. It was important, he said, "to
go after the good stories" as did traditional Tanaina youths
to know "what to do before they got rich." They had to learn
the stories because "they couldn't pick it (i.e. knowledge)
up themselves."
It is evident that for the UIT knowledge of tsukdu was
closely linked to obtaining wealth and becoming a qeshqa
because of the range of cultural information that these tales
transmitted. Stories contained pragmatic instructions about
survival, but they also explained the way a person should
behave toward other humans, animals, and powerful wealthbringing beings. Hence, they had immense value. No Ta- ,
naina could become a prestigous, wealthy man until he first
mastered the knowledge and skills that the stories described
(cf. Kalifomsky 1977:82-83).
In their descriptions of how a young Tanaina man acquired wealth, elders today usually separate out the contents
of oral traditions and emphasize the "practical" knowledge
they contain, while not explicitly discussing the means for
channeling and responding to spiritual power, such as
songs, spells, and rituals, which the stories also describe.
The first aspect of the content of oral traditions, the "practical," will be discussed presently and the second will be
described in the next chapter.
The qeshqa told illustrative tales about "how to get by" to
his young helpers. These stories describe techniques for
survival in times of scarcity; for example, how uh (fems)
could be prepared to stretch supplies of fish and oil over
difficult winters. Another example is the "Hunting Dog
Story," which underscores the importance of well-trained
dogs in times of immanent starvation. An old dog, neglected
and disparaged by one man, receives care from the man's
younger brother. The dog locates a bear den in winter, thus
saving the brothers and their people from starvation.
Instructive tales such as this one were usually presented
as historical occurrences, sometimes associated with the
narrator's ancestors. Tsukdu thus extended each person's
knowledge beyond their own experiences. They contained a
pool of essential information passed down over time; and,
according to the Tanaina, the young men who worked the
hardest and demonstrated the greatest promise were rewarded with the most stories of this sort.
Furthermore, key Tanaina values were also imparted to
the young through oral traditions. The Story of Two Sisters
(Alexan 1965b:14) illustrates clearly how the Tanaina associated the value of hard work with success and wealth.
This is story of two sister. Older sister don't like
to listen to her father when her father tell them
parable, or tell them what to do to make Jiving
when they get married. How to work for their
husband to make their husband to like them and
Jove them ... [but] Younger sister would sit good
and face her father and put her hair on her ear and
listen to all what he said ...
Soon this older sister got married with a guy
like her, lazy just like her. Maybe he didn't listen
to good words too. They never got ahead. They

getting poorer and poorer.
When younger sister was old enough to get married she got herself a good healthy man. Together
they work hard and make house of their own.
They dried lots of fish and they go out hunting and
get lots of meat dried. They get lots of mountain
squirrels and she make parky. Come home mid
winter they sell that parky, they sell dried fish.
They getting rich and start making potlatch. All
the people visit them often. And they have very
good time ...
While this younger sister have lots of fun with
her husband because she listen to her father what
he told her, this older sister hungry next door
listening to her sister house and lots of fun. She
cry and with her tears soaking her mocassins she
say "I see now why my younger sister want to
listen to our father when he tell us good stories
My own introduction to Tanaina values was accomplished
in part through listening to stories. After hearing tales of
hard-working young men and the rewards they received, I
understood what a Tanaina elder expected of me in return
for his knowledge. I performed more tasks around the man's
cabin-splitting wood, shoveling snow-and discovered that
the best ethnographic sessions usually occurred on mornings when I did these chores. My work was a traditional
form of payment: service to a knowledgeable man by his
ukilaqa.

The practical and moral advice contained in tsukdu thus
served as guides for the wise young person. It is no coincidence that wealthy men among the Tanaina were so often the
best storytellers as well. Examples include Red Shirt of
Tanftunt, Benif Ch'ulyafen of Tyonek, and the last several
qeshqa at Susitna Station.
2. Private Knowledge, Kinship, and Wealth
The matrilineal kin groups of the Tanaina played a central
role in the transmission of stories and the knowledge and
potential for wealth they contained. Some stories could be
told to anyone. These were tsukdu with instructional as well
as entertainment value, such as tales about Delgga (Crow),
the culture hero-trickster (Tenenbaum 1976b:ii). Biographical tales, however, were passed down almost exclusively
through family lines. Even today, when Tanaina tell stories
about the acquisition of wealth and prestige by individuals
not belonging to their own clan they express guilt, fearing
that others will say that they are "getting rich off other
people's relations." Evidently, individuals have the right to
"get rich" only from stories about the experiences of their
own kin.
Several Tanaina maintained also that, besides biographies, other kinds of tales were only told to one's kin. They
gave as examples historical accounts of wars and stories
which describe how to become wealthy. Alexan (1965b:14)
made this point quite explicity:
[In] those days people were selfish with their
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story. They wouldn't tell good story when someone who is not relative is around. They only tell
good parables to their relations and close relation
and their own family so other people would't get
smart from it.
A person with few "relations" (clansmen) was therefore at a
disadvantage. As the following tale by a 'Iyonek woman
illustrates (cf. Alexan 1965b:l4), the Tanaina believed that
this handicap could at times be overcome:
One boy was probably an orphan. He had no relatives, and at night he went from nichif to nichif
and secretly listened when the people told stories.
He learned them all and when he grew up he
became rich and the qeshqa and then he told people how he had done it.
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The narrator maintained that when a person wished to tell
his relatives an important tsukdu and unrelated people were
present, he covered himself and the relatives with a blanket
so that no one else could hear.
Considering the utility of the knowledge contained in stories, it is clear why kinship was central in the transmission
of tales. People with knowledgeable, wealthy kin had an
advantage in the acquisition of wealth and power (cf. de
Laguna 1972:465); the privileges enjoyed by these families
were protected by the private nature of the tales.
Also, the Tanaina regard information received from kin as
more reliable than that from non-relatives (Osgood
1937: 138). Stories must always be transmitted accurately,
and there is a great deal of concern among Tanaina today
regarding the "correct" telling of a tale. If a person errs in
his version-that is, if he renders the story differently than
another person tells it-he is accused of "lying." This is
perhaps not always meant to imply a deliberate falsification,
but many people will not tell stories because the do not want
to be accussed of "lying."
Tanaina attitudes about storytelling contrast with the style
of narrative found among some other northern Athabaskan
groups, such as the Southern Tutchone, who allow a great
deal of individual variation in their tales. Some Tanaina
stories may more closely resemble those of the Tlingit,
which are far more structured than Tutchone stories, as may
be some of those of the Ahtna, the Athabaskan neighbors of
the UIT (McClellan 1970b:119; de Laguna and McClellan
n.d.).
As mentioned above, in modified form, these traditional
ideas about stories, knowledge, and wealth are still current
in Tanaina society today. Some people consider their knowledge of stories to be potentially lucrative for themselves or
their families, and view these stories as their family's property. Some stories have in fact become material property in
the form of published booklets. These contain the storyteller's name, thus reinforcing the idea of "ownership."
Thus, the Tanaina still recognize the potential that stories
have for bringing wealth, for current conditions support this
tradition.

CHAPTER EIGHT: BECOMING A
QESHQA: OBTAINING SPIRITUAL
POWER
A. The Nature of Spiritual Power
For the Tanaina, as for all northern Athabaskans and Algonkians (MacNeish 1956: 146; McClellan 1975b:529ff.;
Dunning 1960:30; Tanner 1979: 134ft), success in subsistence pursuits, and the wealth and prestige that it often
brought, was not attributed solely to "practical" skills. Individuals also needed the aid, or at least the good will, of
powerful "persons," manifestations of spiritual power
which animated the natural environment (Osgood 1937: 169;
cf. Colson 1977:383). Learning about the proper means to
deal with spiritual power was therefore an essential component of the training of each Tanaina youth as he attempted to
become "rich."
Unfortunately, information about this aspect of UIT culture is, at best, only fragmentary. Since such knowledge
was, and still is, very private in nature, Tanaina elders will
discuss this topic only with reluctance. The ridicule many
have suffered for expressing these beliefs also inhibits an
open discussion of them. Furthermore, much of the Tanaina
esoteric knowledge surrounding spiritual power was evidently lost when many elders died in the influenza epidemic
of 1918.
Traditionally, the Tanaina believed that all objects and
creatures are infused with spiritual power (Osgood
1937:169), from which humans were protected by an elaborate system of regulations and taboos. Perhaps most significant for the Tanaina were the animals with which they
shared their territory and upon which they depended for
food and other products. Traditional Tanaina beliefs were
probably quite similar to those of the Ahtna (de Laguna
1969-70), for whom animals were beings of social, moral,
and religious importance (cf. Spencer 1977:356). Each species was controlled by six "owners," "bosses," or "chiefs"
(cf. Nicolie 1976:15). Each animal itself had an in-dwelling
spirit, a representative of the "boss." The "bosses" enforced the taboos regulating the proper behavior of humans
towards animals. To disregard these taboos was to court
disaster.
The Tanaina believed that "mountain animals;' such as
marmots, ground squirrels, and pikas were especially powerful, and Tanaiha oral traditions contain many tales which
describe the dangers of offending them (e.g. Tenenbaum
1976c:10). For example, the K'eq'a Tsukdu (Pika Story)
relates how a man, the oldest of ten brothers, foolishly shot
a k'eq'a with an arrow; the consequence was constant rain,
which prevented hunting in the mountains and almost
caused the starvation of the man's relatives. The Shq'ufa
Tsukdu (Marmot Story) contains instructions about the
proper treatment of carcasses of this mountain animal. Individuals who listened carefully to these stores learned these
rules and thereby could avoid danger (Radloff n.d.; Ackerman 1975:42-43; cf. Guedon 1974:201; McClellan
1975b:122-125; McKennan 1959:52, 117).
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Besides the "bosses" of the animal species, there was
another class of inhabitants of the "non-empirical environment" (Burch 1971) of the Tanaina which also brought human beings into contact with spiritual power. These were
k'enu, wealth-bringing beings or "omens" (Kari 1977a:237238; Pete 1977:7). The person who encountered a k'enu and
performed the proper rituals became "lucky"; that is to say,
"rich".
B. The Channeling of Spiritual Power
1. Shamans: The Public Use of Power
It was possible for humans to gain the favor of nonempirical beings and use spiritual power for their own ends
(Osgood 1937:169). Of special importance was the establishment of a personal relationship with a powerful being
such as a k'enu, accompanied by knowledge of a means to
channel the power towards material gain.
Shamans (el'egen) were men and women who obtained
power and displayed their control of it in public performances. Shamanistic ability was acquired through dreaming
(Osgood 1937:191). Among the Ahtna (de Laguna 196970: 19; cf. McKennan 1959:149), some individuals report
that dreamers acquired power from the "owners" of an
animal species, while others claim that the shaman dreamed
of the animals themselves. Ahtna shamans received songs
from their animal "helpers."
Among the Tanaina, young people who were becoming
shamans became very ill. They were "taken care of' by
their elders, and did no physical labor until they recovered,
at which time they were shamans (Nicolie 1976:17).
Like the Ahtna, Tanaina shamans had animal "helpers."
For example, an Inland Tanaina shaman had a pika "partner" (Tenenbaum 1976c:48), while a Tyonek shaman had an
eagle. The latter individual was able to transform himself
into an eagle to "visit" friends in other villages (cf. Vaudrin
1969:61).
Tanaina shamans cured the sick with the aid of their
"helpers." Through the use of songs and masks the shaman
obtained a vision of his spiritual helper, then reached a
diagnosis and effected a cure (Osgood 1937:138). Also,
shamans aided in locating game (Tenenbaum 1976c:47-50).
They were paid for their services and some, but not all,
achieved great wealth and became qeshqa (Osgood
1937:177).

2. Private Uses of Spiritual Power
While shamans were public specialists in dealing with
power, other individuals acquired means to channel power
privately and thereby improved their chances of success in
hunting and trapping (cf. McClellan 1975b:530). Parents
could enhance the likelihood of their child's becoming rich
by giving them amulets soon after birth (cf. Kari
1977a:240). These were often parts of animals, which were
hung around the child's neck. Contact with the amulet reputedly gave the desired characteristics of the animal to the
child later in life. For example, weasel claws made a child a
fast runner. Beaver teeth produced a good wood choppers,
while dried beaver paws insured that infants would grow up

to be hard workers.
Secondly, some Tanaina men knew janja k'eliga, "medicine songs," which reputedly brought them hunting success
and a long life (cf. McKennan 1959:165). According to
Osgood (1937:132-133), "lucky songs" were acquired in
two ways. A man might wander in the woods and hear the
song of a bird, an animal, or an apparently inanimate object. He listened, and when the song ended, he turned counterclockwise three times and killed whatever was singing. If
it was an animal, he saved the skin. The song was then his,
and he sang it every morning for luck. Osgood's account
implies that acquiring songs in this manner was fortuitous;
that is, men did not intentionally enter the forest to hear
songs. But it should not be assumed that preparation for
such an occurrence did not take place, for one needed to
know in advance the proper ritual for acquiring these songs.
Lucky songs were, and still are, private property. If
knowledge of the song diffused too widely, its effectiveness
was lost. Nevertheless, if a person were not fortunate
enough to hear a song of his own, a second way to obtain
one was through purchase. The song had to be bought from
a person of one's own moiety. Otherwise, the buyer might
be cheated, for the seller might "mix the words" and
thereby destroy the song's lucky qualitites (Osgood
1937:138). Songs were never freely inherited; even a son or
nephew always paid for the privilege of learning a lucky
song. For example, Osgood's Kachemak Bay informant paid
his grandmother to teach him two songs and the accompanying ritual. Before she sang them, the man had to dive three
times into cold water. Thereafter, he could only use the
songs after he had bathed in cold water, and fasted all day
following their use.
A Tyonek man described his purchase of a song and an
associated story from an old woman who felt that her own
children were unworthy to receive them. He paid this
woman more than she had asked; she then repeated the story
twice to him. He now uses both whenever game is scarce,
for they bring him success when other hunters fail. This
man attributes this luck to the use of the story and song in
combination. He has never told them to anyone, for he
believes that if he did, they would be useless to him.
Clearly, the acquisition of such songs was very important
for any UIT having aspirations of becoming a qeshqa. As a
Tyonek man maintained, stories and songs "were told for a
reason;" that is, thay had instrumental as well as entertainment and instructional functions. For example, "mountain
stories," which often provide an explanatory context for
songs, were used to control the weather.
Spells (k'iyi), powerful words which must be repeated
properly to be effective (cf. McClellan 1975b:569), were
another means of enhancing one's hunting success, and
hence one's reputation, through the channeling of power.
K'iyi also brought protection from disease. For example, a
qeshqa at Susitna Station had seven children, all of whom
survived the influenza epidemic of 1918. Reputedly, his
knowledge of "magic words" saved his family. Other uses
of k 'iyi include weather prediction and killing enemies and
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rivals (e.g. Pete 1977:11, 19-20). Witherspoon (1980:8) has
shown that for the Athabaskan-speaking Navajo Indians of
the southwestern United States, speech, the "outer form of
thought," is the means by which humans can influence other
beings and things. Tanaina practices concerning spells and
songs suggest parallel beliefs among northern and southern
Athabaskans.
K'iyi, like songs, were purchased, usually from older
relatives.
The following is a Tanaina woman's account of how to
obtain k 'iyi.
They said they can fix it up so you can know how
to predict the weather [etc.]. There's a kind of
medicine you have to know. An old man takes you
to the woods, and he names everything and he
spits in his hand and then you drink it, for every
word. These names are k 'iyi. [Or] he made a little
birch bark basket and spit in it for every word and
name it for you and all at once he made you swallow the whole thing and you have to take care of
yourself for 30 days ... and [then] you never forget
it, [for] you already swallow it.
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Here is a second testimony from the same person.
You use k'iyi for getting animals ... They make a
birch bark cup and an old man ask you if you want
to know k'iyi. He spits for every word. You hold
the spit until he tells you to swallow. You can trap
with it and kill [people] with k'iyi. Whatever kind
of animal you 're trapping you put k 'iyi on the bait
and you will catch it.
Evidence indicates that boys who visited qeshqa learned
k 'iyi in addition to manual skills and pragmatic knowledge
about the environment. As one Tanaina put it:
A long time ago people could get rich from two or
three words. That's why boys came over to the
qeshqa when he told his ukilaqa stories. The boys
would put that in their heads, after they worked
for him ... That's why the old chief told them to go
around-to learn a good word.
This account suggests that knowledge of k 'iyi was at times
transmitted in tsukdu. It underscores the fact that one of the
most important messages contained in the Tanaina oral tradition was how to deal with power and the super-human
world.

C. K'enu: Wealth-Bringing Beings.
1. Ritual Regulations and K'enu
"Good words" also were the names of k'enu, "lucky
signs" and wealth-bringing beings (cf. Kari 1977a:237).
Encounters with k 'enu were another important means by
which individuals acquired "luck" and "power."
A wide variety of k'enu existed (Kari 1977a:237-238).
Some were unusual animals, such as a tuyushi, a hairless
muskrat-like creature that produces a buzzing noise, its
song, as it swims; or a yuch 'qafch 'ema, a large butterfly

that descends from the sky. Ordinary animals in unusual
circumstances might also be k 'enu, such as a tsenef (flicker)
appearing in winter or an eagle perched on a belukha
(Chickalusion 1980:81).
Some unusual or rare animals were also lucky, such as the
frog (nughay) (cf. McClellan 1963) and least weasel (kina)
(cf. de Laguna and McClellan n.d.: 147). The naturalist W.
Osgood (1901:70) caught a least weasel when he visited
Tyonek in 1900. He wrote:
The natives regard the capture of one of these rare
animals as a piece of great good fortune. One old
Indian who frequently visited our cabin told us
that his brother who had caught one when a small
boy had in consequence become a "big chief' and
he assured me that since I had caught one I must
surely be destined to become a man of great
wealth and power.
Finally, there is a group of non-animal k'enu, which are
no less animated, including but not limited to, nadabefi, a
whirling ball of feathers that has its own song, a humming
noise; qenq 'a skina, also called "housekeepers," elf-like
creatures that inhabit old abandoned houses; lucky stones,
which also make a noise (Osgood 1937:175-176);animated
pieces of copper; an incredibly large porcupine quill; and
"Noah's Ark," a large boat which appears on mountain tops
in the inlet region.
An individual lucky enough to encounter a k 'enu was
presented with the chance for acquiring luck or power, but
not spontaneous acquisition. He or she had to observe special rituals from the moment of the encounter, or lose the
opportunity. For a prescribed period the person could drink
no water and had to fast for one month. If the k 'enu was an
animal, it was killed and the skin (or the entire body) was
dried. Then it was carried or worn "like a cross" around the
neck on a string. For example, a beetle (naqedalyashi) was
dried and worn in this manner. One UIT woman owns a
dried tsenef, stored in a sewing bag, which she "feeds" with
small pieces of cloth. Osgood (1937: 176) described "feeding" lucky stones with feathers or red ocre. Another Tanaina explained that if an individual failed to follow these
regulations, the person lost his chance to become wealthy
(cf. Kalifornsky 1977:14).
An encounter with a k 'enu often transpired as follows (cf.
Pete 1977:7-9). First, the person heard the k'enu; the
nadabefi hums, the tuyushi buzzes. The sound is often
equated with a song. (It appears, therefore, that Osgood's
accounts of lucky songs also describe meetings with k'enu.)
Alerted by the sound, the individual then prepared himself.
He washed, unbumoned his shirt, and sat quietly to wait for
the lucky being's approach. Apparently the k'enu voluntarily offered the opportunity to acquire power to the individual, who "killed" and preserved it. The person then
returned home and fasted. Such a person was referred to as
hultsanen, "taking care of oneself."
Encounters with k'enu were reportedly extremely rare.
But some lucky people, such as Diqelas Tukda and Dusgada
Tukda, had many encounters with these wealth-bringing
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beings.
K'enu usually appeared to people while they were still
young, but there were unusual cases when old men, especially prestgious and wealthy ones like Diqelas Tukda (Pete
1977:27), acquired k'enu late in life. Others were lucky
thoughout their lives, such as Nughelduf Tukda of Tyonek.
It is said that he was so wealthy that when a tuyushi approached him on Cook Inlet he drove it away instead of
killing it, saying he was already "too rich" and needed no
more luck.
Evidently, then, it was possible to become too "rich" and
dangerous to do so. For example, two "beads" may be
found in a frog's nest. To become wealthy, a person should
take the "left" bead only, and then fast. A foolish man once
removed both beads, and as a result of his greed he remained poor. This is in keeping with the value of "nothing
in excess" which runs throughout Tanaina stories about acquiring wealth (cf. de Laguna and McClellan n.d.).
The majority of qeshqa remembered today are said to
have encountered k'enu when they were young; accounts of
their experiences are important episodes in their biographies. For example, the first story a Tanaina elder chose to
tell about Benifa Ch'ulyafen, a Tyonek qeshqa, recounts an
incident which occurred around Beluga Lake in the mid19th century, when the qeshqa was young.
Benifa Ch'ulyafen was a rich man at Tyonek. He
was duyeq; the Russians made him a chief and put
a big star on him. He was the one that saw a
"lucky charm," a k 'enu. He saw a big porcupine
quill about 500 feet long and about seven or eight
feet in diameter. He chopped a hole in the side of
it and walked around inside ... The big porcupine
quill drifted out from underneath the glacier. And
maybe that was the last lucky charm he found. He
was the only one that ever saw the big porcupine
quill ... And they used to call him "the man who
walked around inside a porcupine quill." He was
the only one that did that.
This event is associated with Benifa Ch'ulyafen's subsequent success as a beaver trapper and his acquisition of
wealth.
Kinship also figured in the process of obtaining power
from k'enu, as it did in the case of amulets, songs, and
spells. For example. parents could acquire a k'enu for a
child by performing the ritual requirements for it. As a
result, when the child matured, he or she became rich, as
the following two stories illustrate.
Some people got rich from seeing things and others got rich from others doing it [performing ritual observances] for them. One little boy was
sitting on the beach with his mother. They were
poor. A beetle, naqedalyshi, crawled up from the
water and crawled on the baby. She killed it on his
chest, dried it, put it in a sack, and put it away for
him. When he gew up it was like wearing a cross.
After his mother died he got rich and made a
potlatch. He then showed it to the people and he
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said, "This is what made me rich. My mother did
this for me when I was a child."
Somewhere along Turnagain Arm, a middle-aged
woman with a baby boy was walking on the beach.
She heard a tuyushi humming. It was getting
close. She knew she couldn't take it for herself,
for she was too old. So she took it for her baby.
There were pools of water left along the beach
after the tide went out. She put some water on the
baby and lay it there and got a strong stick. The
tuyushi made a noise and came out of the water,
ran around the baby from the head to the other
end, and peed on the baby. It ran back towards the
water but she clubbed it and skinned it. She put
the guts on a rock and dried the meat and skin real
nice. She took care of herself [fasted] for 30 days
and the little baby grew up to be really qeshqa.
She fixed the skin and put bead work on it and
when he made a potlatch for his dad, he wore that
skin.
Notably, in both cases an older woman acquired power for
her young son. Perhaps the power derived from meeting
with k'enu could be used best by young people. While both
examples involve boys, it was possible for young women to
also acquire power in this manner.
Encounters with k'enu and the proper performance of
rituals led to wealth, but rejecting the opportunity offered by
the appearance of a lucky being often resulted in poverty.
For example, in the early 20th century, a young man was
hunting with his brother-in-law. They saw a yuch 'qafch 'ema, a large butterfly with attractive markings which
descends from the sky. Instead of capturing it, the man
chased the butterfly to his wife's brother, saying, "I give it
to you." But his companion said, "I don't want it." The two
young men repeated this several times. They failed to kill
the butterfly and went on their way. That same day the
young men killed a black bear. They immediately returned
to the place where they had found the yuch 'qafch 'ema, but
it had returned to the sky. The two young men should have
attempted to acquire power from the k'enu; but unfortunately, the man explaind, at the time he" didn't believe in
anything." Thus, despite this encounter with the wealthbringing being, he said he has been poor all his life and,
perhaps not coincidently, his brother-in-law died quite
young.
Evidently, meetings with k'enu were sometimes entirely
fortuitous. For example, a girl and her sister discovered an
unusually large frog. The frog urinated, just missing the
sister's hand. Her mother was angry, for if the urine had
touched the girl, and had she fasted for 30 days, she would
have become "really lucky." Defecation and urination are
elements in other Athabaskan and Tlingit stories about the
acquisition of wealth and power (cf. McClellan 1963,
l975b:572-573; de Laguna 1972:821).
Some young people consciously prepared themselves for
encounters with k'enu. It is said that youths who behaved
properly towards kin and worked hard were most likely to
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meet these beings. Here is one Tanaina man's explanation.
Olden days, they didn't know anything about
God. But they know some body in the sky who
watch all the good boys and girls and bad boys
and girls. If he see any boys or girls ran out of the
house very early in the morning he throw them
some good thing they are going to use in their
future. That mean if boys and girls working all the
time and early bird they have good future a head
of them. And if he see some boys and girls come
out late and slow, he throw them some raggedy
clothes. These children has always bad luck in the
future (Alexan 1965b: 13).
In summary, young people had to know and adhere to cultural norms or "rules" in order to obtain power (cf. McClellan 1963: 125; Bean 1972). These rules were transmitted
in Tunaina oral traditions.
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2. The Oral Tradition: Knowledge as a Resource
For the Tanaina, the young person who was informed
about the procedures regarding the acquisition of luck and
power was the most likely candidate for acquiring spiritual
power from k'enu. For example, the young had to learn the
identity of k'enu. According to Tanaina elders, many people
have seen qenq 'a skina, but did not recognize them as lucky
and consequently received no luck from them. In short,
young people had to be told "what to watch for," as one man
put it. He said that stories were told "about what people
see," and that such stories instructed young people about
types of "lucky charms" and what to do if they were fortunate enought to meet one.
These instructional tales are of two types. Some describe
events which took place in the unspecified past, and explain
the nature of specific k'enu. For example, the Chinook Wind
Story (Chickalusion 1980) describes the lucky sign of an
eagle perched on a belukha. People who hear the story will
recognize this sign and know what to do. Secondly, there
are biographical tales which relate specific incidents in the
lives of people who encountered k 'enu, as in the episode in
the life of Benifa Ch'ulyal'en related above.
People with knowledgeable, wealthy kin had an advantage
in the acquisition of wealth and power, for they were the
recipients of this knowlege. The following story by Nickafor
Alexan (1965b: 14) illustrates this point. In it, a young man
who has demonstrated to his uncle that he is a hard worker
is directed by this rich relative to a k'enu and shown how to
respond to the experience.
This uncle see that his nephew have good fortune
ahead of him. So he told his nephew to look on
top of the house when he go or ran out in the
morning. Well this young man want to know why
his uncle told him to look on top of the house. So
he always wake up more early, ran out always look
on top. One morning early he ran out and look on
top of house, he saw something like snow man.
Then he know what this uncle mean. He sneak up
and grab it. And this thing try to get away but he

held it tight. His uncle heard the commotion and
said to him, "Nephew hold him, hold him." Well
his holding it. Pretty soon this object just disappear into him. Then his uncle come out and took
him in the woods just short distance and told him
to take a bath with snow. Which he did. And put
him away for one hundred days, first five days
without water, ten days without eat. He didn't let
him work or walk around for hundred days.
I learned this young man became richest man
when growing old.
Likewise, each young man who traveled about "getting
educated" learned about lucky signs and the associated ritual procedures from the stories told by the qeshqa with
whom he wintered. Such stories enhanced the individual's
chance to become qeshqa, since biographies of "rich men"
indicate that knowledge of k'enu along with spells and
songs, was a prerequisite for wealth.
Several points help to explain the central place that k'enu
occupy in Tanaina stories about becoming qeshqa. First,
knowledge about these manifestations of power was probably incorporated into personal narratives in order to validate
an individual's wealth and rank, both to himself and to those
who became his followers. Significantly, data suggest that a
person spoke about his experiences with k 'enu only after he
had potlatched; that is, following his acquisition of material
wealth and the establishment of his prestige through the
distribution of that wealth. The possession of wealth and its
distribution verified claims of having power, while simultaneously, the use of the symbols of spiritual power in insignia
or in stories validated the control of material wealth (cf.
Colson 1977:382; Bean 1977).
In summary, knowledge, especially that transmitted
orally though lines of kin, was an essential resource in the
quest for wealth and prestige. The secret nature of this
knowledge helped maintain the high rank of qeshqa and
their kin. Indeed, this emphasis on private knowledge, kinship, and wealth belies the popular Tanaina tradition of the
poor orphan who marries the rich man's daughter and becomes the "chief' (e.g. Vaudrin 1969:89-95, 108-13,1214).
In many ways, the situation among the UIT closely paralleled that of the Omaha as described by Fortune (1932).
Among these Plains Indians, a "democratic dogma" of
open access to political positions and supernatural helpers
disguised the hereditary principles upon which membership
in secret societies and succession to chieftanships were actually based. Although all boys were sent on vision quests,
only those who had learned, through purchase from their
fathers, the secrets of the vision appropriate to a particular
society were admitted to these groups. Each person always
repeated the standard vision of his society as if it were his
own personal experience, as did his son. Thus, a shared
tradition was transformed into a personal narrative, and
used to validate membership in an exclusive, prestigious
secret society.
The Coast Salish (Amoss 1977), too, masked the privi-
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leged access to knowledge about "power" and spirit questing with stories about orphans who acquired "great wealth
powers." While "power" was supposedly available to any
person who dedicated himself to the quest, in fact:
Inheritance of predispositions to certain powers
and the instruction provided by elders in the techniques of spirit questing seem to have made it
easier for the children of "good" families to acquire power (Amoss 1977:134).
Similarly, the "good" families among the UIT were the
close kin of qeshqa. Children of wealthy parents, jiggi,
were "raised rich" and received special training which
pr9bably included instruction in techniques for dealing with
the superhuman world, as well as more mundane skills.
Maternal nephews of qeshqa, also, learned the oral traditions about wealth-bringing beings and power, while "orphans" and the poor were excluded. Thus, position within
the kinship networks, as well as skill and character, was
central to the Upper Inlet Tanaina system of wealth and
rank.

CHAPTER NINE: BECOMING A QESHQA:
VALIDATION OF RANK
A. Demonstrating Skills and Acquiring Material Wealth

1. Hunting, Trapping, Trading
As a result of training and instruction, each young Upper
Inlet Tanaina man ideally developed the skills and knowledge needed to be a successful hunter and trapper. Such a
person was highly regarded, as in all northern Athabaskan
societies (VanStone 1974:48-49). In addition, in order to
enhance his reputation, the young man needed to accumulate visible wealth in the form of food, furs, tanned skins,
and prestige items (e.g. Alexan 1965b:14; cf. Townsend
1981:631-632). After contact with Europeans and Americans, imported trade items were added to these traditional
forms of wealth.
According to Tanaina oral traditions, fur trapping was a
means to acquire wealth before the advent of the EuroAmerican fur trade. An especially important catch was marten, as the following testimony indicates.
They used marten skins for blankets. They were
pretty expensive. After freeze up young people
went where there were lots of marten, to places
like Beluga Mountain, Susitna Mountain, and the
connecting ridge. They'd stay until March and
then come back to their women relatives with
their skins ... on their sleds, to make coats. That
was before they started trapping for profit, before
the Russians came.
As this account reveals, young men returned to their villages
in spring where their female relatives processed the furs (cf.
Zagoskin 1967:234). Ground squirrel and marmot were
other important furs that were accumulated, as were caribou
skins.

Chapter Six described how before the arrival of the Russians, Tanaina men accumulated wealth items through trade.
For example, the events in a story called "The Rich Man's
Nephew" reportedly took place so long ago that no one now
remembers the names of the people involved. In this tsukdu,
a rich man's nephew lived at Tuqen Kaq' and hunted on
Susitna Mountain. There he encountered a piece of copper
"running around like a porcupine." He urinated on it "to
kill it" and brought the copper home. Then he began trading copper with the Tubughna. Consequently, the rich man's
nephew became a qeshqa. Probably, young men learned
these trading skills as they aided qeshqa in their trading
ventures.
If a young man was especially successful in accumulating
wealth, he began his potlatching career and displayed his
generosity through feasting; his prestige and reputation
grew. He could then marry well, establish his own nichil',
attract followers, and become a qeshqa.

2. TanainaWarfare
Another path to wealth for young Tanaina was participation in the warfare which was endemic in the Cook Inlet
region until the mid-19th century. According to Osgood
(1937: 109), conflicts between the Tanaina and the Koniag
took place until about 1850; but such disputes probably became uncommon after the Russians established themselves
along the inlet in the 1790s. Epidemics and the consequent
decline in population also led to the demise of warfare between the Native peoples of the Cook Inlet region (Townsend 1979:173-175).
Early sources (e.g. Wrangell 1970:11; cf. Townsend
1979:166-167) remarked on the bellicose reputation of the
Tanaina; certainly, the Russains regarded the Tanaina ability
in war highly (Townsend 1965:264). The Tanaina themselves stress their former war-like character (Osgood
1933:704), and also link skill in armed conflict with the
acquisition of wealth and prestige.
lntra-Tanaina Agression
The Tanaina were involved in two kinds of conflicts, those
between groups of Tanaina, and those between Tanaina and
non-Tanaina, especially the Pacific Eskimos. Although
there is some disagreement between written sources regarding the extent of intra-Tanaina warfare (Sheldon 1908:269270; Osgood 1937:109), data generally indicate that battles
between various groups of Tanaina occurred in pre-contact
and post-contact times and were not rare between villages or
descent groups of different areas (cf. Townsend 1965:109,
1979). One motive for such hostilities was to avenge the
death of a member of one's clan (Chapter 5).
Examples of intra-Tanaina conflicts include the tradition
that the Indians of Tyonek regularly raided the Tanaina of
Chickaloon Bay on Turnagain Arm to capture their women.
After a storm destroyed a fleet of 100 Tyonek baidarkas, the
raids ceased (Barry 1973:40). There are many stories about
"the last civil war in Cook Inlet" (e.g. Alexan 1981;Stafeev
n.d.; CIHSP 1975: 106-107).This dispute probably occurred
in the 1790s and involved villages in the Tyonek, Susitna,
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Knik, Kustatan, Iliamna, and Yentna River areas.
In all intra-Tanaina disputes, the honor and prestige of
each antagonistic clan or village were at stake. Also, since
each qeshqa was strongly indentified with his community,
his personal reputation and rank were involved as well. Not
surpisingly, qeshqa play prominent roles in stories about
intra-Tanaina war. Material gain does not appear to have
been a primary cause of this kind of fighting. This is in
sharp contrast to the warfare between the Tanaina and their
Eskimo neighbors.
Conflicts with Ufchena
Although armed conflicts between Tanaina communities
were apparently not uncommon, they were probably of secondary importance to the battles between the Tanaina and
nearby Eskimo groups (Osgood 1937:109). The major enemies of the Lower Inlet Tanaina were the Koniag (Wrangell
1970:11), who traveled up the inlet in baidarkas to raid Indian villages. UIT report battles with the Chugach, who
crossed mountain passes from Prince William Sound with
their watercraft (de Laguna 1956:3,66). These invaders
raided Kenai Peninsula, Knik Arm, Susitna River, and
Yentna River villages. Modem Tanaina call these enemies
"Aleuts" or Ufchena. They agree that the raiders attacked
the Tanaina in order to capture Indian possessions, especially caribou and ground squirrel skins (cf. McClellan
1975a:227). Also, the Eskimos captured women for use as
slaves (Osgood 1937:109; Townsend 1979:168).
According to Osgood (1937: 109-110),Tanaina raids on the
Eskimos were retalitory. He suggests also that Tanaina
viewed war as a sport, taking great pleasure in destroying
the enemy. A few were always permitted to return to bring
news of the slaughter to their people (Tenenbaum 1976d:11).
The UIT maintain that they were (almost) always victorious
in their battles with the Ufchena.
Although defense, revenge, and "sport" were certainly
incentives in the conflicts between the Tanaina and the Pacific Eskimos, during successful attacks the Tanaina captured trade beads, dentalium, and slaves (Townsend
1965:265, 1979:168). Tanaina explain that the motivation
for war parties was "to get rich" (cf. Osgood 1937:112).
These material items added to individuals' wealth and were
distributed at potlatches in order to enhance prestige. Captives were held for ransom (Townsend 1979:168; Osgood
1973:112),and the ownership of captives held as slaves was
itself prestigious.
"Getting rich" also entailed establishing a reputation in
part based on one's skill as a warrior, but this skill alone did
not lead to qeshqa status (Townsend 1979:167). Especially
skillful Tanaina warriors were known as ezhge 'a, "heroes"
(Tenenbaum 1976d:1; cf. McClellan 1975a:220-211). UIT
refer to these men as "champions." They were "trained for
the wars," had huge hands and great strength, but were
usually not qeshqa.
3. The Inheritance of Material Goods
Young men also acquired material wealth through inheritance from older relatives. Most important were prestige

items such as shell necklaces and beaded clothing, which
were displayed as insignia of rank. It is unlikely that inher"
ited goods added considerably to young men's stores of
wealth, however, since a person's property was usually divided among many heirs following the funeral (Pete
1977:31).
Changes in the historical period have undoubtedly confused Tanaina traditions about rules of inheritance. According to Osgood (1937: 143), inheritance at Kachemak Bay was
from father to son and mother to daughter. Along Knik
Arm, women left their possessions to daughters, while men
left one half of their property to sons and one half to "clan
relatives." Osgood's Tyonek informants maintained that all
Tanaina men traditionally left a few items to their wives and
children, but the bulk of their property was passed on to
clan-mates. Wrangell (1970:10) perhaps came closest to describing the traditional Tanaina pattern of inheritance which
emphasized the matrilineal clans:
The nearest heirs [of a man] are reckoned to be
the children of a sister, but a son inherits only a
small amount from his father because while the
latter was alive he [the son] took his share of food
and clothing.
B. Marriage
Each young man who began to accumulate wealth, and
who demonstrated survival skills, admirable moral character, and bravery, was eligible for marriage. This first marriage was an important step towards qeshqa status, for
industrious wives aided their husbands by performing tasks
which enhanced their husbands' wealth. Examples include
preparing dry meat and fish, and tanning hides and furs.
The "Story of Two Sisters" (Chapter 7) illustrates this
point, as does the tale about the orphaned boy who became
qeshqa by secretly listening to stories in various nichif
(Chapter 7; Alexan 1965b:14). Afterwards, this orphan
sharpened his skills as a hunter and trapper and,
He working hard and do what he hear and make
living. And then he got married to good girl. Go
out hunting and get all kind of animal and fur.
And making potlatch. That's what people like in
those days.
Unfortunately, except for the rules of clan and moiety
exogamy, it is nearly impossible to reconstruct Tanaina marriage patterns of Incipient-Early Contact times. Changes in
these patterns evidently occurred following the arrival of
Europeans to the Cook Inlet region. Osgood (1933:713,
1937:163-165), whose data on marriage pertain to ContactTraditional times (Townsend 1970b:78), emphasized the importance of wealth as a prerequisite for marriage. Also, a
man needed to finance a potlatch before he could marry
(Osgood 1937:165). "Poor" people, therefore, had little
hope of ever marrying, while marriage was "a privilege
especially indulged in by the wealthy" (Osgood 1933:713),
who might have as many as ten wives. Townsend (1965:237249,354-555,372-374), suggests that the substitution of
bride wealth for bride service occurred as a result of the
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influx of moveable goods during the fur trade era.
Possibly, two types of marriages occurred in IncipientEarly Contact times. The scenario Thnaina elders today relate about young men's rise to prestige supports the
conclusion that for an initial marriage at least, bride service, plus demonstration of a promising future, were requirements for obtaining a wife (cf. Sheldon 1908:273; Osgood
1937: 163; McClellan 1964:9). However, an established
qeshqa might forego bride service through the payment of
bride wealth when obtaining additional wives (cf. Townsend
1965:372). During the 19th century, old, wealthy men evidently monopolized the available marriageable women,
making it difficult for the young men to find wives (Sheldon
1908:274; DRHA 2:53-65). Epidemic disease and the rules
of clan exogamy also limited the availability of marriageable
women (cf. McClellan 1975a:241-249).
The following generalized account describes the practices
surrounding the first marriage of young Tanaina men in
Incipient-Early Contact times. Each youth who wished to
marry needed the permission of the girl's parents, especially her mother (Osgood 1937: 164). The parents always
insisted that the young man prove his ability to support their
daughter by demonstrating his hunting skills. Acummulated
wealth was also necessary as proof of a man's competence,
as one Tanaina man explained,
Young men had to collect fur blankets, fur
dresses, and beads. Enough to support themselves
and when they could get married. This was when
they were maybe 30 years old.
Also, if he was accepted, a period of bride service at his
parents-in-law's residence was mandatory (e.g. Nicolie
1976:9, 17):
Long ago if a man wanted to be married to a
family he had to move in with them and work for
them. To see if he was dumb or lazy; that's why
they move in with them.
Townsend (1980: 133) suggests that Tanaina post-marital
residence in in pre-contact times was flexible, but certainly
shaped by kinship. Further, she posits that there was a
strong avunculocal tendency because of the role of the matrilineal clans in ranking and the acquisition of wealth and
prestige. Data for the UIT support this conclusion, suggesting that avunvulocal residence was common in traditional
times and was, in fact, advantageous for skillful UIT young
men.
For example, the preferred marriage rules of the UIT
provide evidence about post-marital residence patterns. Osgood (1937: 164; cf. Sheldon 1908:270) obtained no conclusive data on cross cousin marriage, but Townsend
(1965:213,238) states that this was the preferred form at
Iliamna. Significantly, UIT itinerant young men visited
qeshqa of their own or a related clan. These young visitors
were suitors for the qeshqa's daughters. Oral traditions suggest that the most promising young man received ajiggi, his
classificatory cross cousin, as his wife and became the
qeshqa's heir. Bride service at his father-in-law's house fol-

lowed, as the young man continued his education with the
qeshqa and with his new wife. Even today, Tanaina elders
suggest marrying a "smart" or "rich" woman "for the
stories"; that is, for the material and non-material wealth to
which she gives access.
Eventually, the young man and his wife built a new house
for themselves, often near the wife's parents' nichif. In
time, if he continued to be "lucky" and generous, the sonin-law/maternal nephew succeeded his father-in-law/
maternal uncle as the leading qeshqa of the village.
In addition, in order to become qeshqa each young man
needed a group of followers. He had to acquire the prestige
that a reputation as a skillful, generous man brought, and
validate his claim to qeshqa status. This was accomplished
through potlatching.

C. Potlatching: Distributing Wealth and Validating
Rank
1. Potlatch Procedures
The potlatch (qetitl) was the most important ceremony
among the Thnaina and a primary means of gaining prestige
and validating rank. The presence of spectacular potlatches
among such Northwest Coast groups as the Tlingit and
Tsimshian has led some authorities (e.g. Steward 1955: 175176) to posit that this activity, along with matrilineal organization and an emphasis on wealth and ranking, diffused
from the coast to the interior Athabaskans. Certainly, elements of Northwest Coast-style potlatching spread to neighboring Athabaskans during fur trade era; for example, from
the Tlingit to the Tutchone of the southern Yukon Territory
(McClellan 1975b:490). However, feasting and the distribution of wealth at special occassions, often associated with
memorials for the dead, are widespread among northwestern Athabaskans; the practice seeems ancient both in the
interior and on the Northwest Coast (McClellan 1954).
Moreover, these events probably served to enhance the prestige of their sponsors even in pre-contact times (McClellan
1970a:x). It is therefore likely that potlatches were part of
aboriginal Tanaina culture; but this is not to say that change
did not occur in post-contact times, for it appears that the
new wealth of this era led to an elaboration of potlatching as
a means of enhancing rank and prestige (Townsend
1974:24). (The reader should consult Osgood [1937: 149160) for several generalized accounts ofThnaina potlatches.)
Few UIT today can give detailed accounts of potlatch
procedures, for potlatches have been extremely rare in the
upper inlet area since the early 1930s. Some elders maintain
that the last "real" potlatches occurred in the first decades
of the 20th century, because subsequently Russian Orthodox
priests discouraged the practice. The declining fur trade and
the changing regional economy and population structure
were undoubtedly other reasons for the rarity of potlatches
after 1900. Nevertheless, references to potlatching are
prominent in oral traditions about the culture of the
Incipient-Early Contact stage of UIT history.
UIT elders report that potlatches were held on various
occasions. All potlatches involved the distribution of gifts
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and "having a good time." Most occurred in early winter,
when people had leisure time and travel was easiest (e.g.
ACC/Bl5l/Fl557).
Evidently, distribution of goods occurred throughout the
winter, but this must be distinguished from formal potlatches. One Tanaina man reported that people gave potlatches "all the time, to become well known." Another said
that rich people called their "friends" for a potlatch "when
they had too much stuff." They distributed their food supplies, and then "started all over again," accumulating more.
A third man felt that qeshqa potlatched "for fun" all winter:
Just for fun all winter they made potlatch. Made
everyone happy. Everyone ate good.
These testimonies probably refer to the periodic feasts given
by the qeshqa rather than formal potlatching, during which
other gifts were distributed as well.
It appears that most Tanaina potlatches, especially the
most elaborate ones involving guests from several villages,
marked special events. Most important perhaps were potlatches honoring deceased relatives, during which funeral
workers were paid. A Tyonek man who attended potlatches
there and at Susitna Station and Kroto explained:
At potlatches they paid people for working on the
grave. To pay them is what the made potlatch for.
They felt bad and they paid the workers off and
then they felt better. They didn't cry any more.
Informants gave many examples of deceased kin for
whom individuals sponsered memorial potlatches. Moiety
affiliation evidently was not a factor in the choice of a
relative to honor with a potlatch, at least within the memories of informants. Since funeral duties were always performed by the opposite moiety of the deceased, however,
this "opposite" relationship was central to the proceedings;
and since the host's moiety affiliation vis-a-vis that of the
deceased varied, so too did his moiety affiliation vis-a-vis
his guests. An Ahtna man who grew up at Knik and has
observed Tanaina and Ahtna potlatches explained this point.
He said that a person could make a potlatch for a person of
the same "side" or the other "side," but he had to give gifts
mostly to those people of the moiety opposite to that of the
deceased. An UIT woman agreed, saying that in a "classy"
potlatch these rules were strictly observed.
Besides honoring the dead, UIT potlatches were also held
to honor living persons. Especially important was a potlatch
for a young man who had killed his first game.
Accounts of past potlatches emphasize singing, dancing,
and the speeches or "high words" of the potlatch host. Most
central to every UIT potlatch was the distribution of wealth
(ghuliy), which included k'enq'ena (dentalium shells), fur
blankets, parkas, and caribou skins. Such items continued
to be important after contact with Europeans, but new materials such as woolen blankets and rifles were distributed as
well.
Most knowledgeable Tanaina agree that all people in attendance at potlatches received gifts, with the exception of
the aids of the host, who were members of his immediate

family. It was highly demeaning for a guest from another
village not to receive a gift. Nevertheless, certain people
received more than others. One man explained that the rich
got the most "presents," while others maintained that the
funeral workers were the most honored guests.
At the conclusion of a potlatch, a rich guest sometimes
announced that he would immediately sponser a return potlatch at his own village. This person was usually of the
opposite moiety to that of the first host. For example, early
in this century, Ezi of Niteh (Chishyi) gave a potlatch after
attending one at Dashq'e, K'eghudu's (Nulchina) village.
Young men who had not acquired enough wealth to sponsor a potlatch on their own contributed to the materials
distributed by an older potlatch host as a "loan" (Chapter
7). They received prestige in return. Others contributed
small coins to the display of ghuliy. The host returned the
coins to boys following the potlatch, for these items were
then believed to be extremely "lucky."
Each young man who sponsored a potlatch on his own
was required to fast following the event (cf. de Laguna and
McClellan 1981:660). Older men were exempt from the requirement. The Upper Tanana Athabaskans (Guedon
1974:225) believe that the host's observance of taboos following a potlatch brings luck and the eventual return of his
wealth.

2. The Potlatch, Prestige, and Rank
The potlatch served several purposes among the UIT.
First, the potlatch was a means of redistributing food and
wealth items to "correct an unbalanced economic condition" (Osgood 1937:135; cf. Wrangell 1970:10; Suttles
1960; Drucker and Heiser 1967). As shown in Chapter Six,
redistribution was characteristic of the daily economy of
UIT communities. The potlatch operated in a wider geographical and social sphere, but this distribution of local
products also occurred through trade. Accordingly, it is
likely that distribution of food and raw materials was not the
major function of Tanaina potlatches. Instead, the most important functions of the UIT potlatch were the distribution
of wealth items to create an obligiation of return or support,
and the enhancement of prestige and the validation of rank
through displays of generosity (cf. Osgood 1937:135; Townsend 1965:267).
UIT elders today agree that all men who wished to be
recongized as qeshqa had to sponsor potlatches. Wrangell
(1970:11) noted this prerequisite to leadership positions
among the Tanaina of the 1830s. He wrote,
A person who distributes his fortune to his countrymen most extravagantly during a festival receives the greatest esteem in his village and in the
entire moiety; others take his advice, and never
contradict him. Thus originates a toyen [i.e.
qeshqa: Wrangell wrote after the Russians had
designated native leaders by this term]; or better
to say, the esteem of him. The authority of the
elders (kyshka) [i.e. qeshqa] is not based on genealogy, although in large part they pass it on to
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their heirs; at the same time it is conditional and
anyone can either recognize the elders or move to
another village where he can do what he likes or
even live away from everyone.
It was such an individual whose authority was recognized by
others; that is, lower ranking kin chose to reside in his
community and follow his lead.
For these reasons, even young men most closely related to
a qeshqa as a jiggi or maternal nephew had to begin their
potlatching careers as early as possible, perhaps even before
marrarige. The result of each effort was increased support
from his matri-kin.
In summary, potlatching provided a social context in
which each man could validate his achievement of qeshqa
status; note, for example, how the testimonies about the
acquisition of spiritual power and subsequent wealth quoted
in Chapter Eight end with potlatches. Another example is
an episode which caps Alexan's (1965b: 14) description of
the rise to prominence of a orphaned boy. This boy worked
hard, accumulated weath, and married. Then,
One time he gather lots of people for potlatch and
keep them for week and all had dancing fun.
When he start that potlatch he gave everyone all
equal. Then he sat down and told the people, If I
am short or didn't give any body enough, don't
blame me [too] much. No body trust me to tell me
what is good. No body train me for it. No body
tell me a parable. What I gave you people now I
got it freezing my feet behind the house. And was
telling to some body else. Not to me.
The potlatch was thus the time to reveal, at least in part, the
reputed source of one's luck and wealth. Potlatches were
thus necessary activities for all qeshqa and potential
qeshqa, for they established prestige, validated rank, and
enabled a qeshqa to maintain his corps of followers in his
household.

D. Succession to Leadership Positions
The combination of activities just described as contributing to the achievement of qeshqa status took place throughout the life of all Tanaina leaders. Several Tanaina elders
explained that formal recognition that young men had become qeshqa came at marriage to jiggi and, following bride
service, establishment of separate households near their
fathers-in-law. For example, a tsukdu about an orphaned
boy who married a rich man's daughter concludes as follows:
That boy went to work and started trapping and
everything ... He got rich and he made potlatch
year after year. They put up lots of fish. He took
the place of that qeshqa after he got old enough.
And they had lots of kids. And they just kept
carrying on and carrying on ...
Another version of how a new qeshqa "got started" relates
that:

Qeshqa

liked

people

who worked

really

hard ... When that young man was thirty, it was
time to get married. He married qeshqa s daughter and the ukilaqa [of his wife's father] made
nichif for him and he was on his way to be a
millionaire. The qeshqa wanted another good
man to be qeshqa to carry out the tribe [clan]
along for betterment, to watch out for his people.
The mode of succession to leadership at specific places
from father-in-law (maternal uncle) to son-in-law (sororal
nephew) appears to have been the aboriginal and early postcontact ideal. Accordingly, young men sponsored potlatches
following the death of their maternal uncles; perhaps this
ceremony served as a formal recognition of the nephew as
his uncle's heir. There are also examples of succession from
older brother to younger brother in Tanaina tsukdu about
Incipient-Early Contact times (e.g. Alexan 1981).
These forms of inheritance emphasize the matrilineal descent groups. This is consistent with the pattern of clan
"ownership" of village sites, fish camps, and hunting
grounds. Furthermore, it reflects UIT traditions concerning
the transmission of knowledge about control of spiritual
power. Just as esoteric knowledge was the property of local
descent groups, so too was leadership at specific places the
prerogative of certain matrilines. Additional evidence of the
succession to leadership positions are ijinen ("those that are
named"), inherited leaders' titles. Examples include Bentehen ("the one at Benteh"), Nitehen ("the one at Niteh"),
and Tsuk Qayeh Iden ("the one at Tsuk Qayeh"). Such titles
also occur among the Ahtna (Kari, personal communication, 1985).
At this point, some informatiion about succession to the
position of "chief' in Tanaina villages in post-contact times
should be noted. In the late 19th century, at least, sons of
duyeq often succeeded their fathers to this position that was
introduced by the Russians (Osgood 1937: 132). Evidently,
clan and moiety organization had weakened under pressure
from Russian missionaries and traders, and inheritance of
leadership positions began to follow Western models. This
was especially true in the composite communities of
Contact-Tradtitonal times, which sometimes contained
duyeq and qeshqa from several clans. For example, a Nu/china man succeeded his older brother as duyeq at Susitna
Station, but Chishyi qeshqa were resident there also. In fact,
the father of these two brothers, a member of the Chishyi
clan, had been duyeq at this composite Tanaina village in the
late 19th century.
In upper inlet villages lacking duyeq, the role of matrilineal kinship in the inheritance of leadership positions survived into the 20th century. For example, the K'kalayi
son-in-law of the qeshqa Batynidahen "took over" at Tanftunt after the older man's death. The qeshqa at Niteh into
the 1930s were all members of the Chishyi clan.
As noted in Chapter Five, it is unlikely that succession to
positions of leadership in either aboriginal or post-contact
times was ever automatic; a favored nephew or younger
brother did not necessarily ascend to the position vacated by
his uncle or older brother. Rather, each qeshqa had to se-
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cure his own group of followers, based on his success as a
hunter, trader, manager, and manipulator of power (cf.
Wrangell 1970:11).But those individuals who through kinship ties received the best instruction and training had an
advantage over their rivals.
There was yet another advantage in being the son-in-law
and potential heir to a senior kinsman who was a qeshqa.
According to UIT elders, some ghelchil'na, "working people," from the father-in-law's nichil' accompanied the sonin-law and his wife to their new house, becoming the core of
a group of "helpers." The young qeshqa was subordinate to
this father-in-law and other older qeshqa, but as his wealth
and prestige grew, and his elders died or lost their followers
to more vigorous men, he began to "take over" as the
leading "rich man" of the locality. An eider's testimony put
it this way:
A [hard working young man] went around year
after year for five or six years and got really
smart. Then he made nichil' and had a group of
people staying with him. A rich man gave him one
of his daughters and if he was real good another
rich daughter, the prettiest one, until he had eight.
He got richer and richer.
This passage underscores, too, the importance ofpolygyny,
as noted earlier. Each additional marriage added to a man's
material wealth through his wives' activities (cf. Osgood
1937:164; DRHA 2:64). Alexan (1%5b: 14) made this same
point as follows:
Wealthy mens use to have eight wife and divide
them in two. Keep four of them at home summer
time and cut fish. Other four would go to the
mountain and get mountain squirrels and some
meat. So this young man [see above excerpts]
work hard till he got himself eight wife and lots of
servants [i.e. ukilaqa]. He got very rich man.
Besides the value of the wive's labor, multiple marriagesperhaps to women of different clans-served to establish
important kinship ties for the potential qeshqa with other
local descent groups. As these affines became valuable allies and partners in trade or warfare, it is evident that polygyny improved a man's chances of succeeding to and
remaining in leadership positions.
E. Loss of Rank
Throughout each qeshqa's adult life, he performed the
social and economic roles described in earlier chapters, and
enjoyed the concomitant privileges of rank as long as he
maintained he reputation as a generous rich man. If, however, he became "stingy," or his powers of production and
management waned, the qeshqa risked the Joss of his followers and, with them, his wealth and rank as well (cf.
Allen 1887:58).
In UIT oral traditions, qeshqa who lost their "helpers"
and with them their wealth are said to have "gone broke."
Often, this is attributed to a loss of "luck." For example,
this happened to Wasihdi Tukda of Alexander Creek in the
19th century, as an elder explained.

Wasihdi Tukda was a rich man, but he went broke
somehow. The medicine men broke him. They
kept wishing him bad luck and the medicine men
broke him. When his boy died he didn't have
much left and he told his wife, "Let's kill ourselves." She told him, "Go ahead if you want to."
And he did. He jumped in the river and killed
himself.
The most spectacular loss of wealth recorded in Tanaina
oral history is that suffered by Dusgeda Tukda of Knik early
in the 20th century. As discussed earlier, this qeshqa was a
skilled middleman in the fur trade. However, he abused his
authority and privileges, and was guilty of excess. He
forced his helpers to carry him about and had eight caches
full of wealth, which he evidently did not redistribute.
Finally, Dusgeda Tukda's followers deserted him. Two
Tanaina men familiar with this story explained that this
followed the actions of rival shamans.
After a while Dusgeda Tukda got poor and he had
no clothes or nothing, just what other people
threw away. Those medicine men tried to make
bad luck, wish him bad luck all the time, and
finally he went broke.
Almost over night, his caches were empty: "Just like a
house bum down; he had nothing left." Simultaneously,
Dusgeda Tukda lost all knowledge of his "medicines" and
no longer had shamanistic power.
After his followers left him, Dusgeda Tukda lived alone
with his wife. His former ukilaqa,
Were all glad he went broke. They didn't help
him. Nothing. They didn't give him five cents.
The following testimony reveals the depths to which the
former qeshqa sank.
When Dusgeda Tukda got poor, his former helpers threw away a birch bark canoe and he got Jots
of fish using it. When he came home he called he
wife, "Cook fish for me." She kicked him and
said "Cook for yourself." He was freezing in the
spring. He caught king salmon and brought them
home. He said to his wife, "Please cook fish for
me." She said "You had Jots of people staying
with you. Why don't you get one of them to do
it?" But he had nobody. So he went out and
cooked for himself ... Nobody worked for him any
more.
Finally, his former helpers took revenge against him because of the years of abusive treatment.
They just got tired of him. In fall time before they
went to the mountains, they just grabbed him and
put him in the bathhouse and nailed the door shut
and all the windows. They killed him without water. When they came back in the fall he was dead
and they just buried him right there.
The elder who told this story found this entire affair very
distasteful, calling it a "dirty story." He hesitated several
times before talking about Dusgeda Tukda. In contrast,
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other leaders, such as Diqelas Tukda, retained their prestige
into their old age and died as qeshqa (Pete 1977:30). These
famous leaders were "good men," and therefore, this same
man asserted, their stories should be preserved.

CHAPTER TEN: CONCLUSIONS
A. Continuity in Patterns of Upper Inlet Tanaina Leadership
Suttles (1968:58) has postulated that the adaptation of the
Northwest Coast Indians to their rich, but fluctuating environment included an effective subsistence technology, an
efficient social organization, and a value system that motivated individuals to obtain and store large quantities of food
and to participate in the social system. The present study
has shown that the Upper Inlet Tanaina adaptation to the
upper Cook Inlet environment involved similar components. It has reviewed the technological and organizational
aspects of this adaptation and shown how the enculturation
of the young emphasized the values of hard work and proper
behavior towards the kinsmen, animals, and spiritual beings
who inhabited the social universe. Furthermore, "becoming rich," which entailed the accumulation of wealth and its
generous distribution, was a goal of Tanaina young men.
Individuals who successfully adhered to Tanaina values
would, ideally, become qeshqa, the most esteemed status in
UIT society. Each qeshqa's leadership of his kinsmenfollowers and his management of their economic production
were central to the Tanaina sociocultural system and maintained the favored position of "rich men" within it.
This study has documented also that profound changes
took place within Tanaina society following the arrival of
Europeans and their products to the Cook Inlet region. In
Incipient-Early Contact times, the most consequential impact was the introduction of trade goods into the UIT system
of exchange. During Contact-Traditional times, other
changes occurred, including human population loss, diminishing populations of fish and game, and shifting settlement
and community patterns. By Government-Commercial
times, the ecology of upper Cook Inlet had been greatly
altered. Commercial enterprise and wage labor began to
dominate the area's economy, transforming the way of life of
the Native inhabitants of the region.
Nevertheless, throughout the period under study, from the
first contact with Europeans until the early 20th century, a
basic continuity in the patterns of Upper Inlet Tanaina leadership has been demonstrated with data from oral traditions
and ethnohistorical documents. The management of resources and the support of a group of follower-kin remained
basic to the UIT sociopolitical system during the 19th century. Indeed, the system was elaborated as a result of the
influx of new wealth in the form of trade items controlled
and redistributed by the qeshqa.
The economic and social changes which peaked during
the 1890s and early 20th century undermined the resource
base of the UIT qeshqa. While some individuals found op-

portunities to obtain "wealth" in the new economic order,
much of the traditional subsistence economy, social organization, and value system had changed by the early
Government-Commercial stage. Consequently, few Tanaina
occupied the status of qeshqa, "rich man," after the first
two decades of the 20th century.
Although the terminous of this study is 1918, Upper Cook
Inlet Tanaina communities have survived into the 1980s.
While the qeshqa as a political leader has been rare since
the early 20th century, an important research topic concerns
the continuities and changes in leadership patterns and other
aspects of Tanaina culture and economy from that time until
today. These questions are beyond the scope of this study
(cf. Fall, Foster, and Stanek 1984).
B. The Upper Inlet Tanaina Qeshqa as a "Rich Man"
This interpretation of the Upper Inlet Tanaina qeshqa as
leaders and authorities within their communities who actively sought wealth, power, and prestige agrees with Townsend's (1980) concept of the existence of a series of ranked
societies along the Alaska Paific Rim in pre-contact times,
but contrasts with most generalizations about the sociopolitical organization of hunter-gatherers. For example, Service
(1976:50ff.) contends that leadership within hunter-gatherer
social groups is temporary and situational. Because individuals cannot overtly pursue prestige, especially skillful people many become charismatic leaders, but their ability to
lead is based on influence rather than power legitimized as
authority. Indeed, the qualities of leaders among the Athabaskans and Algonkians of eastern subarctic Cananda, as
reviewed in Chapter One, support Service's conclusions
about the sociopolitical organization of band level societies.
As discussed in this study, political power can be analyzed
as a relationship between people with differential control of
resources. Consequently, the growth of political power is
directly related to the intensification of economic production, which creates goods to be used in building obligations
of return and political support (Sahlins 1960, 1972). The
classic examples of this political process occur in the redistributive "big man" economies of Melanesia.
Recently, Harris (1979:81) has argued that "big man redistributive types of exchange systems" are rare among
hunter-gatherers because the intensification of economic
production is threatening to the ecosystems in which these
groups subsist. Examples include the Semai of Malaya and
the Bushmen of southern Africa. Generalized reciprocity
predominates within these egalitarian societies; status ranking is generally absent.
The present study has shown that the natural environment
of the Upper Inlet Tanaina was characterized by seasonally
abundant resources and substantial variation in these resources over time and space. Stored supplies of dry fish, dry
meat, oil, and other staples, produced under the direction of
the qeshqa and managed by him, provided each local descent group with winter provisions and its leaders with
wealth to manipulate in the redistributive system of exchange. In gaining both remunerative power and the prestige of a generous man, the qeshqa legitimized his position
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of high rank and authority within his group of followers. He
was a leader with wide-ranging and permanent duties and
privileges.
While the UIT qeshqa does not resemble the leaders of
"typical" hunter-gatherer societies, neither can this position be easily classified within the typology of leaders developed for societies with redistributive economies. Sahlins
(1963; cf. Chowning 1979:69), working with data from the
horticultural societies of Melanesia and Polynesia, defined
two types of political leaders. The first, the "Big Man,"
achieves his status through his own efforts and skills. He
grows more yams and raises more pigs than his rivals, distributing his results to create a body of economic and political supporters. The Big Man's power is personal, for the
status is open to anyone skillful enough to achieve the position. In contrast, a "Chief' occupies a formal political office and the status is ascribed on the basis of kinship rank. A
Chiefs power and authority extend over a permanent group
of followers and are not based upon his personal qualities.
The Upper Inlet Tanaina leaders combined features of
both of these political types, in that elements of both ascription and achievement were entailed in becoming a qeshqa.
An Upper Inlet Tanaina leader did not succeed to an office;
his authority was a product of his personal skills and his
adherence to the ideology of generosity. Thereby, he assembled a personal following. However, as demonstrated, the
process of becoming a qeshqa was structured by matrilineal
kinship relationships. Close kin of qeshqa had an advantage
in obtaining the knowledge and skills, and therefore the
wealth, required of a person of high rank. Furthermore, a
qeshqa's followers were. mostly his kin, who jointly utilized
village sites, fish camps, and hunting grounds, providing
sustenance for themselves and wealth for the qeshqa.
The Upper Inlet Tanaina qeshqa is probably best understood as a "Rich Man," a type of political leader found
among hunting-fishing-gathering (foraging) groups occupying environments similar to that of upper Cook Inlet. The
Rich Man is a prestigious, skillful individual, of relatively
high rank within a descent group, who organizes the economic activities of his kinsmen during peak resource availability, and manages the stored products of his supporters
for their benefit and the validation of his privileged status.
He uses the stores of wealth to increase his personal prestige
even further in an areal exchange system. An individual
becomes a Rich Man through the management of material
and non-material resources, which are largely under the
control of the more privileged segments of the society.
Rich Men as political leaders were also probably typical
of other aboriginal societies, such as those of California
(Bean 1977), the Northwest Coast Indians (Suttles 1968), the
Eskimos of North Alaska (Burch 1975), the Aleuts (Lantis
1970b; Townsend 1980), and northwest and cordilleran
Athabaskan groups such as the Ahtna (de Laguna and McClellan 1981),and the Carrier (VanStone 1974:49; cf. Steward 1955:173-7). Most of these groups can be classified as
Rank Societies with redistributive economies (Townsend
1980).

An understanding of the Rich Man as a type of political
leader, and the economic and social systems in which this
type of leader appears, avoids over-generalizing about the
"simple" or "egalitarian" hunter-gatherer way of life (cf.
Lee and DeVore 1968:4; Harris 1979:85). Groups such as
the Tanaina or the Northwest Coast peoples thereby become, not anomalies, but examples of the range of possibilities inherent within the sociocultural systems of foraging
peoples.
Therefore, the role of the qeshqa as an economic and
political leader within the hunter-gatherer sociocultural system of the Tanaina should be compared with the types of
leadership found in other groups occupying similar environments. The bundle of salient features of the political organizations and political processes of these groups can serve as
an important analytical tool in the study of prehistoric, historic, and contemporary peoples engaged in a hunting, fishing, and gathering way of life.
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Dach'qelqiht: "where we spend the spring"; outlet of
Whiskey Lake
Dghelay Ka'a: "big mountain"; Mt. McKinley
Dgheyaytnu: "stickleback creek"; Ship Creek

Dusgeda Tukda Ti'iltant: "where Dusgeda Tukda died";
village site on the Little Susitna
River
Efnen Bunkda: "the mother of the earth"; the Tyonek area
Efnen Tukda: "the father of the earth"; the Susitna River
area
Htal: "flat area"; Rainy Pass
Htidaghitunt: "where the trail comes out"; village site on
Crocker Creek
Jdlughet: "by plural objects"; Eklutna
Jiggi Baneyat: "where the rich man's daughter is raised";
village on Donkey Creek Lake
K'enakatnu: "?-stream"; Knik
K'tudaghi 'ut: "bay extends into land";
Nancy Lake, village site

APPENDIX A: A GWSSARY OF
TANAINA TERMS USED IN THE TEXT
A. Place names appearing in the text and in Figure 4
Note: Sources are Kari and Kari (1982) and Kari (l983a,
1983b). The reader should consult these works for more
complete lists of Tunaina place names.
Bak'elghifi Bena: "something is clubbed in Jake"; Hiline
Lake
Bak 'nin 'iy: "caribou fence"; mountain and caribou fence
site at Rainy Pass
Bashda T'el'iht: "where coal is gathered"; village site on
Yentna River
Bentalit: "lake water flows"; Fish Lake Village

Indian Bay on

/Jajat: "mud place"; Cottonwood Creek Village
Nif'atsa'it'ut:

"where boulders come together"; village on
Matanuska River near Palmer

Niteh: "among islands"; Matanuska Village
Nuk 'din 'iytnu: "bridge extends across river"; Chickaloon
River and village
Nunutsahdnulchet: "where fish bridge was put across"; village site on Kroto Creek
Nutsahdnghitses: "rocks dammed across"; fishing site at
outlet of Whiskey Lake
Qaggeyshlat: "between the toes little place"; New Tyonek
Qentsis T'ugh: "moccasins beneath"; village in Palmer area
(Kari 1978: 12)

Benteh: "among lakes"; Wasilla area and village site

Q'eyses Kaq': "birch ridge creek mouth"; village at mouth
of Anderson Creek

Bifni Ch 'unaghelqeni: "bitter water"; village site north of
Knik

Qiduk'ggat: "overflows and freezes"; Montana Creek and
village

Ch 'aghafnikt: "protected on one site;" Point Possession
Village

Susni Kaq': "sand island mouth"; mouth of the Susitna
River

Ch 'ak 'dinfen 'at: "where stream flows out"; creek from
Green Lake, Knik Arm village site

Tak'at: "dipnet platform"; beach at Ocean Dock, Anchorage

Ch 'u 'itnu Hdakaq ': "?-river mouth"; village site at mouth
of Chuitna River

Tani 'i: "point that extends into the water"; village site opposite Susitna Station

Chuqilintnu: "fermented fish creek"; Wasilla Creek, village site

Tank 'itnu: "fish dock river"; Tyonek Creek, second Tyonek
village site
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Tt:mftunt:"enclosed object is set in water"; Red Shirt Lake
Village
Tiq'atl'ena: meaning unknown; Hewitt Lake Village
Tl'eghesh Bena Q'estsiq': "leech lake outlet"; Cow Lake
Village
Tsai' Dudideht: "where a coffin fell down"; village site on
Kroto Creek
Tsat'ukeght: "beneath big rock"; Susitna Station

Gheltsana: Upper Kuskokwim Athapaskans
ghuliy: wealth, potlatch gift
hultsanan: person observing puberty rights or fasting, "in
training"
ijinen: inherited leaders' titles
janja k'eliga: medicine song
jiggi: child of a qeshqa
K'enaht'ana: Knik Arm Tanaina

Tsuk' Qayeh: "old village"; village opposite mouth of Sunshine Creek, on Susitna River

k'eq'a: pika, ak'enu

Tsuk' Qayeh: "old village"; village on lower Yentna River

k 'enq 'ena: dentalium shells

Tubughna Katidiftuni: "Tyonek people's downriver trail";
Hayes River Pass

k'enu: sign, omen, "lucky charm," wealth-bringing beings

Tubughnenq': "beach land"; Old Tyonek

k 'iyi: a spell

kina: least weasel, a k'enu

Tudli Bena: "cold water lake"; Nancy Lake and village

K'kalayi: fish tail clan, a matrilineal descent group

Tuhnaghifkitst: "bank lies fabric-like"; village on Matanuska River

k 'tl 'ila: Indian potato, Hedysarum alpinum

Tuqen Kaq ': "clear water mouth"; Alexander Creek Village
Uq 'etsits 'efdatl 'i: "on it someone hides in fear"; ridge and
village site between Kroto Creek and the
Kahiltna River
Yusdishlaq': "on the little point"; island in Susitna River
near Susitna Station, village site

B. Tanaina words other than place names
Note: the source is Kari 1977a unless otherwise noted.
badi: large skin boat, umiak
benen q'ank'elich'deldifi:

the month of January

k 'uch 'na, k 'uch 'itna: people of the opposite clan
fiq 'aka 'a n 'u: king salmon month, June
nadabefi: whirling ball of feathers, a k'enu
naqedalyashi: long homed beetle, a k'enu
nelni: bathhouse
nichif: birch bark multi-family dwelling
nifts 'anidaqna: close maternal relatives of the same generation
Nichishyi: paint clan, a matrilineal descent group
nughay: frog, a k 'enu
nughefchina: slave, "working people"

chaqenq 'a: smokehouse

Nulchina: sky clan, a matrilineal descent group

Chishyi: red paint clan, a matrilineal descent group

nut 'aq 'i n 'u: geese month, April

Dashq 'eht'ana: the Kroto Creek Tanaina
Delgga: Raven, the culture hero/trickster

olcaq 'a: the commoner class, those people lacking wealth
and prestige (Osgood 1937:134)

Dena 'ina: the Tanaina people

qatggentdafna: visitors, the month of November

dgef: partition within the nichif, sleeping platform, bench

qayeh: a village

dgeft 'u: area under sleeping platform within nichif

qenq'a

Dghelay Teht'ana: the Mountain People, band of mixed
Tanaina-Ahtna
origin
living in
Talkeetna Mountains

qeshqa: rich man, "boss"
qetitl ': potlatch

duyeq (toion): chief, "boss"

qiy'u: rich woman; wife of a qeshqa (Wassillie 1979:81)

el'egen: shaman

qunsha dghak: Arctic ground squirrel robe or coat

elnu: slave, lazy person, poor person

(sh)lutsin: (my) partner of the opposite moiety

enge: forbidden, taboo

shq'ufa: marmot

skina: elf-like creatures inhabiting abandoned
houses, "housekeepers," a k'enu

ezhge 'a: hero (Tenenbaum 1976d:I), "champion"

(sh)tlen: (my) brother-in-law

Ggahyi: a matrilineal descent group (clan)

(sh)yidalqenen: (my) relations, ie. members of the same
clan or closely related clans

ghelchifna: clanspeople, "one kind of a nation," "working
people"

Susitnuht 'ana: Susitna Tanaina

80 I Fall: The Upper Inlet Tanaina

tanik'edi: dipnetting platform

uh: fiddlehead fern

tsenef: flicker, a k'enu in winter

(u)kilaqa: (his) clan helpers

tsukdu: a story, traditional oral narrative

Ufchena: Chugach or Koniag Eskimos, "Aleuts"

Tuhughna: the Tyonek area Tanaina

yegashchik (zagacik): second chief

Tu/china: water clan, a matrilineal descent group

yuyqul: belukha spearing platform

tuyushi: a hairless, muskrat-like creature, a k'enu

APPENDIX B. UPPER INLET TANAINA QESHQA
Place

Name

Clan, Moiety

Dates

Tubughnenq',
Qaggeyshlat
(Tyonek)

Chadaka'a
Nunk'ilash
Nughelduf Tukda
Benifa Ch'ulyafen
Behenatsili Tukda
Simeon Chickalusion

(B)
Chishyi (A)
Chishyi (A)
Chishyi (A)
Tu/china (B)

Early 19th century
Mid 19th century
Mid 19th century
1840s to c. 1918
Died 1930
1880-1957

Tuqen Kaq'
(Alexander Creek)

Wasihdi Tukda
Diqelas Tukda

Chishyi (A)
Chishyi (A)

Mid 19th century
1830s to 1906

Tsat'ukegh
(Susitna Station)

Pete
Evan Duyeq
Beq'enuqeyedghelya Tukda

K'kalayi (A)
Nu/china (B)
Nu/china (B)

Died c. 1906
Died c. 1910
Died 1916

Tani 'i

Ts'inst'a Gga Tukda

K'kalayi (A)

Late 19th century

Tsuk' Qayeh

Tsuk' Qayeh Ka'a Iden

Dashq'e

K'eghudu
Chijuk

Nulchina (B)
Nu/china (B)

Died c. 1910
Died 1930s

Tanftunt
(Red Shirt Lake)

Baytnidahen
K'ef Nuts'ehen

K'kalayi (A)
K'kalayi (A)

Died c. 1905
Died c. 1917

K'dalkitnu (Talkeetna)

Ts'k'idetnesen (Nicolie)

K'enakatnu
(Knik)

"Bowen Affanassia"
Afanasi
Dusgeda Tukda
Qachen (Stephan)

Benteh
(Wasilla Area)

Bentehen
(Wasilla)

Chuqilintnu

Benitnanilchinen

Niteh

Qa Dyiluggen
Besik' nughesalen
Basdut Ezi

Chishyi (A)
Chishyi (A)
Oiishyi (A)

19th century ?
19th century ?
Died 1920s

Nuk 'din 'itnu
(Chickaloon)

Chiklu

Tulchina (B)

Late 19th century

ldlughet
(Eklutna)

Nicolie
Eklutna Alex
Mike Alex

Chishyi (A)
Chishyi (A)
Nu/china (B)

1880s
1865-1953
1908-1977

Oi 'aghafnikt
(Point Possession)

Chiklu
(see Nuk 'din 'itnu)

Tulchina (B)

Late 19th century

?

Late 19th century

11\

I

1,

(A)

?

Died 1919

Nu/china (B)
Chishyi (A)
Nulchina (B)

1880s, 1890s
1880s, 1890s
1830s- C. 1910
Died 1915

Nu/china (B)

Died 1907

?

?

